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1
2 I arc on the record at 10:02 a.m. eastern

3 Good morning, everyone. This is a deposition of Elmer Stewart Rhodes
4 conducted by the House Select Committee to Investigate the January 6th Attack on the
$ United States Capitol pursuant to House Resolution 503. This will be a staff-led

6 deposition, though members may choose to ask questions.
7 At this time, I'd ask the witness to please state your full name and spell your last

8 name forthe record
5 The Witness. Yes. Elmer Stewart Rhodes, ll. And my last name is spelled
10 R-h-o-d-e-s.

1 Ihrvou, Mir. Rhodes
2 My name is JES =n rm an investigative counsel with the select
15 committee. With me from the slect commitee sof are[ERet
14 investigative counsel; INES senior counsel and senior advisorJE
15 investigative counsel; EE. o-ofessional staff member;IN

ss iesgsnsmnersfllllllllh2 Toresmomamspmmenton
17 present
18 Under House deposition rules, neither committee members nor staff may discuss

19 thesubstanceofthe testimonytodayunless the committeeapproves release. Youand
20 yourcounsel will have the opportunity to review the transcript.
un Ill noteforthe record that Mr. Adam Schiff has joined the meeting,
2 1 would aso like to note fo the record that what has been previously marked as
23 exhibit 1 is the select committee's December 9th, 2021, subpoena for Mr. Elmer Stewart

24 Rhodes in both his individual capacity and in his capacity as president of the organization
25 known as the Oath Keepers. ~The House deposition rules are included inthis exhibit.
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1 At this time, could counsel please sate their name for the record,startingwith
2 Mr. Moseley?

3 Mr. Moseley. Jonathan Moseley senior attorney and n D.C.
a Mr. Linder. Phillip Linder, criminal attorney for Stewart Rhodes.

5 Mr. Bright. James Lee Bright, criminal defense attorney, also co-counsel to

6 Stewart Rhodes
’ Iorcertlemen
8 I will also noteforthe record that we are in receiptofthe recent correspondence

9 from Mr. Moseley dated January 31st, 2022, and February 1st, 2022, in which he notes

10 that while Mr. Rhodes, you will be asserting your Fifth Amendment right regarding some

11 ofthe topics identified in exhibit 1, there ar other questions that fll outside those
12 bounds. It's our primary objective today to focus on the latter.

13 There is an official reporter transcribing the record of this deposition. Please

1 walt until each question is completed before you begin your response, and we'l try to
15 ‘wait until your response is complete before we ask our next question.

16 The stenographer can't record nonverbal responses, such as shaking your head.

17 Soitsimportant that you answer each question with an audible verbal response.
18 Do you understand?

1 TheWitness, Yes.
20 IEE Vc >sk that you provide complete answers based on the best of

2 your recollection. If a question is not clear, please ask for clarification. If you don't

22 knowthe answer, please simply say so.
23 You may only refuse to answer a question to preserve a privilege recognized by

24 the select committee. Such privileges include the Fifth Amendment privilege against

25 compulsory self-incrimination.
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1 If you refuse to answer a question based on a privilege, staff may either proceed

2 with the deposition or seek a ruling from the chairman on the objection. If the chairman

3 overrules such an objection, you are required to answer the question.

a | also want to remind you that it's unlawful to deliberately provide false

5 information to Congress. Providing false information could result in criminal penalties

6 forperjury and/or providing false statements, including under 18 U.S.C. Section 1001,

7 which makes it illegal to provide a false statement in a congressional investigation.

8 That being said, to be clear, this is indeed a congressional investigation, not a

9 criminal investigation. This proceeding is separate and distinct from any current.

10 criminal proceeding by the United States Department of Justice.

n Do you understand?

2 The Witness. Yes.

13 I 1: oicase et us know if you need any breaks. | would simply

14 askthatif you need a break, you answer the question that's pending before we take a

15 break.

16 If you don’t understand a question, please simply ask me to repeat or clarify it.

17 We aren't trying to trick you here, so if there is a question you don't understand, we're

18 more than happy to clarify itforyou.

19 Does that make sense?

2 The Witness, Yes, that's fine.

2 Iirally, ll note that, while Il be leading the conversation,

22 occasionally other staff members or even a member may join the discussion.

23 At this time, because the deposition is underoath, would you please raise your

24 right hand to be sworn?

25 The Reporter. Do you solemnly declare and affirm under the penalty of perjury
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3 thatthe testimony you ar about o give wilh he rt, the whale uth, and noting
2 butthe truth?

s The Wines. 140
‘ The feporte, Thankyou
5 |] Thank you, Mr. Rhodes.

6 Fils ote or he record that Ms. Zoe Lofgren has ened the meeting
7 Okay. We'll get started.

8 Could we please pull up exhibit 1?

9 Mr. Moseley. Could | make a little bitof an opening statement because of the

10 circumstances and he may not be able to testify to everything? | just want

uw EEE vv osee. vou canmake abet statement.
12 Mr. Moseley. For example, he — Mr. Stewart Rhodesis joining us from Cimarron

13 County, Oklahoma, Federal Detention Center. He would, of course, much rather be able

16 tocooperstewith the commits without beingindited and facing prosecution fhe had
15 his druthers. But this is the difficult situation we're in.

© He was asked to ety nthe underin rminal prosecution and ery reed
17 tobeawitness. And then found out that he did't hav myer and was concerned
18 about what to do with this appearance, and we negotiated a delay until today.

0 agin, forthe record,JENINvsove been ry genimany and
20 profesional and aways ple. He has ben, though, persistent and dod.
2 Soin betwen hat me, actal th orginal de January 13h, of course, when
22 called to find, okay, what are we goingtodo about this and not wait till the last minute,

23 he was arrested with me on the phone. So we face a great deal of complications that

28 wewish we int hve, you now, no las off Sewart hades would ther no be
25 facing those situations.
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1 In terms of the completeness of his answers, of course, he's not — doesn't have

2 access to his records or ability to review them being incarcerated. | heard from local

3 mediathat there was a helicopter flying over the place where he was staying for a

4 numberof hours. So thought, well, there go our documents. And so many of those

5 areinthe handsofthe FBI

6 So we're going to try to do our best. But Phil Linder, of course, came on board.

7 Iwasn't his criminal defense lawyer, but Phil Linder and James Bright came on from

8 Dallas. Andsol am deferring a great dealto their judgment about their handling of the

9 upcoming criminal trial, which we think will be in July. ~ And some of the inability to

10 answer may be temporary until that trial is over.

1 Sol just wanted to explain that. We didn't start out with these problems, but

12 we've got themnow. So we wish that were otherwise.

3 I+vo Vir Moseley.

1a Okay. Mr. Rhodes, we can get started

15 I - we please pull up exhibit 17

16 Thank you.

FY EXAMINATION

18 oI

19 Q Mr. Rhodes, this is the subpoena issuedbythe select committee to you on

20 December Sth, 2021. Il note for the record that the exhibit contains the subpoena

21 itself, a coverletter from the chairman, a document schedule with production

22 instructions, and a copy of the House rules and regulations regarding conducting,

23 depositions.

2 Mr. Rhodes, could you please confirm that the subpoena is addressed to you?

2 A Idontseemynameonit. Whereisitat? Oh, yeah, yes, | confirm that.
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1 Q Thankyou

2 You understand that it is directed to you both in your individual personal capacity

3 andin your capacity as the presidentof the Oath Keepers, correct?

a A Idon't see where it says that.

5 Q Could we zoom in and scroll down to the cover letter?

6 A Oh, yeah, on the cover letter. So --

7 Q Great. And you understand that you're appearing here today pursuant to

8 the subpoena, correct?

5 A Yes

10 Q Great. Thank you.

n We can take the exhibit down.

12 Mr. Rhodes, I'd like to start with just some basic questions for the record.

13 Where is your current permanent residence?

1 A InGranbury, Texas.

15 Q Can you provide the address?

16 A Is this a public record? | don't want to give the address out because people

17 live atthat address.

18 Mr. Moseley. Would you allow him to -- us to provide that to youor at the end

19 ofthe transcript perhaps?
2 EE ve: Wecandothat
2a Mr. Moseley. Is it anyone else -- do you want to do that now and just have it at

22 the end of the transcript, confidentially, or is anyone else listeningto this?
23 I The transcripts will not be released until the committee approves

24 release. If you wantto transmit his address to us separatelyoveremail, that's fine.

25 Mr. Moseley. Whatever you prefer.
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2 o
3 Q Is that addressyour home, Mr. Rhodes?

4 A Noit'snot. Itswherel.

5 Q  Whatisit?

6 A Pardon?

7 Q  Whatisit?

8 A Whatisit? Itsahouse. |wasstayingthere. It'safriend'shouse. But!

9 amnolonger I'm no longer living there, obviously.

10 Q Do you currently own or rent any home?

1 A No.

2 Q How long had you livedat that address in Granbury?

13 A Itsbeenayearanda half.

1 Q Okay. Where did you livepriorto that?

15 A Priorto that, | livedinanother residenceinGranbury.

16 Q Okay. And how long was that for?

17 A Ithinkabout 7 months.

18 Q Okay.

19 A FromMarch 2020 till Novemberof 2020 |livedat a prior address in

20 Granbury. Butafter that, | lived at the first one| told you about.

2 Mr. Moseley. You want me -- you want to handle the actual address the same

2 way?

23 The Witness. Pardon?

u we Moseter, 1m oecting to
2 Do you want to handle that address the same way?
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1 Iso con follow up vith you afterwards. Thanks, Mr.

2 Moseley.

a Q Mr. Rhodes, canyou give us a sense of where you grew up, laces you lived

5 prior to moving to Granbury?
5 A Sure. 1 grew up on the my mom's sideofthefamily were migrant

7 Mexican-American farmworkers from California. So | bounced around, going to schools,

8 spending time with my grandparents while my mother was working.
5 And then lived in Oklahoma City for about 5 years when we were children. ~ And

10 then we moved toLas Vegas. Went to high school in Las Vegas and then college in Las
1 Vegasafter|gotoutof the Army.

2 Q Great. Andafter youleft Las Vegas, is that when you moved to Granbury?

3 A No. That's when went to Yale Law School. | worked for Congressman
14 Ron Paul on his D.C. stafffor a year, and then | attended Yale Law School in 2001,

15 graduated 2004. And then afterthat, | clerked for the Arizona Supreme Court for a year.

16 And thenafter that | moved to Montana where |practiced criminal defense.
7 Q Great. Thankyou, Mr. Rhodes.

1s I think you answered part of this, but what is your educational background in

19 addition to Yale Law School?
2 A Yes. College, graduated summa cum laude from UNLV. | went ona VA

21 scholarship, | was a disabled veteran. ~ And then after that, like | said, | worked for
22 Congressman Paul and then| attended Yale Law School and graduated.

2 Q Thankyou, Mr. Rhodes.
2 I understand you served in the military. ~ Can you tell me about your military

235 sence?
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1 A Yes, I served as a paratrooper in the Armyin long-range reconnaissance, and
2 1 was permanently disabled in a training parachuting accident. | have a fused spine and

3 twosteel rods in my back.
4 Q Thankyou. And thank you for your service.

5 What were the years of that service?

6 A 1983101986 Active. And then | hadmyaccident. | tooka coupleofyears
7 on medical holds. I'm not really quite sure what year it was, '87, '88, when | was finally

8 released from medical hold and sentto the VA for rating. I'm rated at 50 percent

9 disabled.

10 Q Understood. And did you join right out of high school?

1 A Yes. |joined a delayed entry program at age 17.

12 Q That must have been tough to join right outside of high school?

13 A Family tradition. Wealldid.

1 Q What did it mean to you to serve?
15 A My family has always served in the military, both sides of my family. On

16 both sides, my grandparents, my grandfathers who fought in World War Il. And | have

17 uncles and cousins who fought in World War Il. And then also Korea and Vietnam. = So
18 along tradition of military service on both sides. My father was a marine. |joined the

19 Amy,
20 Q Hopefully, that wasn't a source of family tension.

2 A No, we have military--we have Army and Marine Corps in the family. We

2 gowayback
23 Q  limagine that's a sourceofpride for you, right?

24 A Pardon? Oh, yeah.

2 Q  limagine that's a sourceofpride?
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1 A Absolutely. Yes.

2 Q Are you employed?

3 A Yes. I'memployed by the Oath Keepers

4 Q Okay. How long have you held the role that you have at the Oath Keepers,

5 andwhatis that role?

6 A founded Oath Keepers in 2009, and I'm the national president. I've been

7 the national president since the founding, and that was so now almost 13 years.

8 Q Do youtakeasalaryfor that work?

9 A Yes on paper. But things have been rough the last year. We've been

10 deplatformed and demonetized in fact. So it's been very difficult to raise funds or to

11 collect even dues. So even today | can't collect online dues because we lost the ability

12 totake online credit cards

13 Q Well, Id like to return to that topic in a minute. Butpriortofounding the

14 Oath Keepers, were youpreviously employed?

15 A Yes

16 a As

7 A Asanattorney. Actually, for Oath Keepers, | was writing, and | was in

18 Nevada. My mother came down with breast cancer. It was 2007. And | moved back

19 from Montana, back to Las Vegas, to take care of her before she passed away. ~ She died

20 in2010.

2 So that brief time | wrote appellate briefs for other attorneys. So that was my

22 employment right before Oath Keepers. And then founded Oath Keepers.

23 Q Thankyou. While you were employed by the Oath Keepers, did you hold

24 any other employment during that time?

2 A I worked asa private attorney for abrief time. |actually have sued a few
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1 police departments for wrongful arrest. One of the clients was one of the producers for

2 Alex Jones. We won a settlement. He was arrested in Pittsburgh,alongwith other

© a where
5 A Good question. | can't recall what year it was. It was pretty early on, but |

7 Q That's okay.

8 Are you currently a practicing attorney?

9 A No, I'm not.

10 Q Are you currently barred in any State or jurisdiction?

12 Q Okay. Have you been disbarred?

Bh Yen omanem

15 A I'm not sure what year that was. That was — it's been at least 7 years. It's

16 been a while. | can't recall exactly what year it was.

18 Do you recall the circumstances?

19 | think Mr. Rhodes might be frozen.

2 what is maybe publicly stated. So could you maybe rephrase it in terms of what

2 the -- what any public, you know, public issues were in terms of just any circumstances

23 that he might know? What was the official --

oI
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1

2 oI
3 Q Mr. Rhodes, I'm sorry. | think we lost you for atl bit there. But | had
4 asked, do you recall the circumstances under which you were disbarred?

$ A Yeah, failure to appear at the Supreme -- | went to one disciplinary hearing

6 atthe Supreme Court, but then the complainant cameback again. And the second time
7 1 failed to appear, andthey disbarred me for that.

8 Q Understood. Thank you.

9 Have you ever worked for an office of Federal, State, or local government?

10 A I worked for the Arizona Supreme Court as a law clerk for a year, Justice

11 Michael D. Ryan, right after aw school. So that was 2004-2005
12 Q Great. And think you also mentioned that you worked for Congressman

13 RonPaul?
1 A Yessir. That'scorrect.
15 Q What did you do for Ron Paul?

16 A Iwas on his legislative staff in Washington, D.C., | was a legislative

17 correspondent. Solowest on the totem pole.
18 Q I've been there, Mr. Rhodes.

19 A And also worked as a -- I'm sorry, | didn't mean to cut you off -- | also

20 worked as a volunteer firefighter in Montana.

2 Q Okay. Great.

2 Have you ever held elected or appointed office in government?

23 A No. Iwas on the platform committee for the GOP national -- or State

20 convention in Nevada back n 2009. So that's about a close a evergot to holding any
25 kind of an office. So lwas a delegate.
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1 Q Do you have any relatives who currently or previously held office?

2 A Not to my knowledge.

3 Q Okay. In the course of your career, have you ever received grant money or

a contracts from any office of government?

5 A No. While was at Yale, though, right after | got out of Yale, | received a

6 research grant. | was planning on writing a paper on the topicof enemy combatant

7 status applied to U.S. citizens. | won an award at Yale for my paper on that topic, and

8 they gave me a grant to continue my studies on that. That was as close as | got to -- I'm

9 not sure that counts as a government grant.

10 Q Well, that sounds like an impressive award.

n Sold lke to return to the structure and organizationofthe Oath Keepers

12 You mentioned that you have been the president since founding, correct?

3 A That's correct.
1 Q What are thedutiesand responsibilitiesofthe president?

15 A You know, as Mr. Moseley had said earlier, this would be a

16 different -- different deposition if| hadn't been indicted. But because I've been indicted,

17 on advice of counsel, in preparingfor today's questioning, | respectfully decline to answer

18 pursuant to my rights under the Fifth Amendment, my right to receive due process at

19 trial, which means | cannot answer, even when my answers will be positive for me, at the

20 risk of waiving those rights. | am going to assert my Fifth Amendment privileges on that

none
2 Q  lunderstand, Mr. Rhodes.

23 If | could just get clarification on the basis of your objection, because our

24 understanding from corresponding with your counsel was that you wouldn't raise

25 objections to questions regarding basic details about the Oath Keepers. So, for example,
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1 what the president does seems like a basic detail about the organization.

2 A I'm stil going to object unless my counsel lets me know that they advise me

3 toanswer.

a I 1. Vvoscley?

5 Mr. Moseley. Well, | think he would — since | don't know what the answer would

6 be, Idon't know that can say. But | think that he would be in a better position to know

7 what might be included in that answer.

5 So! think, out of an abundance of caution, that would be his — in terms of what

9 we've instructed about the concerns about the trial and how things may be taken.

10 If he understands in what his answers would be that there could be a potential

11 risk, then we would assert that privilege, even though I'm not prepared to argue exactly

12 whatthe factual details wouldbeatthistime.

13 But it could be, you know, who knows how things could be construed ina trial, |

14 thinkwould be our thinking, if Mr. Linder agrees with that.

15 Mr. Linder. 1 do agree. | don't know exactly what his answer would be. But

16 he s indicted on a Federal trial along with other Oath Keepers to be tried in July. So

17 believe he would have Fifth Amendment protection to this question of what his role is

18 potentially as president of that organization.

19 Mr. Moseley. And| may have omitted something| might have stated in the

20 opening,i that the charges involve at least two conspiracies and are fairly abstract. So

21 what he is alleged to involve, you know, would involve things not like direct action so

22 muchas, you know, who he may have worked with and various things like, are really kind

23 ofinthe heartofwhatthe indictment is.

2 So there are a lotof things that in your usual case might not seem to be a

25 problem. Here, they're kind of in the middle of what the conspiracy allegations are.
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2 in his criminal defense. | don't. But | think that would be sortof the considerations.

4 jewels in thepassenger seat. It's more about conspiracy and things like that. So that's

$ the position we take.

6 I hank you, Mr. Moseley.

7 Let me rephrase it and go back in time.

8 At the time that you founded the Oath Keepers, what were the envisioned duties

9 of the president of the organization?

10 The Witness. I'm still going to -- apologize -- I'm still going to invoke my Fifth

12 accusations against me could sweep in almost anything. So that's like I'm in jeopardy

13 ‘matter no matter what you're asking me to say about that,

14 |] Okay.

15 The Witness. Unless my counsel advises otherwise.

wo EEE ver

18 I mean, there might be a way to rephrase the question to narrowit just to the running of

19 the Oath Keepers. But there is also, | think, a lot ofcautious, you know, trying to be

a And defer othe disusons ad with Hs rimina deer tornes, which

x hve si in the Ft Arment gh re erydf he
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1 Iit to be clear on thisparticular question, you're objecting

2 tothe question of what the duties of the president ofthe Oath Keepers are?

3 Mr. Moseley. Well, | mean,| can imagine that there may be issues with regards

4 purely internally in termsof runningan organization, but | can also imagine that there

5 may be broader things than that in terms of networking or working with other people or

6 such things lie that that may be used in some form, and | don't know what those

7 answers would be.

8 But that's where | think | might agree that those things will be quoted or used in

9 some form like that.

10 So! think in any kind of civic organization or political organization there is a lot

11 more extemalnetworking than just like runninga typing poolor something like that in a

12 typical business. So 'm guessing that there are things that could be used against him at

13 trial as faras | can tell you.

1 || Okay. Well, Mr. Moseley, you referenced purely internal duties,

15 somaybe we can start there

16 Mr. Rhodes, what were the internal duties of the Oath Keepers’ president

FY The Witness. Same objection. | mean, | gave a 3-hour interview to the FBI

18 was very forthright back in May, trying toclear things up, and it did me no good.

19 And legal counsel at the time, my criminal defense counselat thetime, Ed

20 McMahon, had told me don't even say a word to the FBI. He was pretty upset with me

21 for even doingthat.

2 But | wanted to clear things up and hopefully clear up any misunderstanding about

23 what we were doing there and what we weren't doing there, and it did me absolutely

24 zerogood. And this is where | am now.

2 Now have been indicted. You know, | wish | could be as freewheeling with you,
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1 that would be fantastic, help to clearthe air, but|can't because| have been indicted, and

2 Ihave totake that into - take that seriously.

3 So have Fifth Amendment concerns about answering any of these questions,

4 frankly, because they could be used against me.

s I oe). nd to be clear, you're aserting tht Fifth Amendment
6 privilege because you have a good faith belief that the answer could damage your ability

7 todefend against pending or potential criminal charges?

8 The Witness. Yes, sir. Also, I'm concerned about being charged with contempt

9 of Congress - or, yeah, not contempt of Congress, perjury, if my answer is incomplete:

10 because | don't have | mean, our bylaws are online. You can find the bylaws. The

11 bylaws state what the officeof the president does. You can go look the bylaws up.

12 Butldon'thaveitin front of me. So those are public information.

13 Mr. Moseley. Mr. Linder, do you want - I'm really kind of spit roles on this. Do

14 youwantto help?

15 Mr. Linder. Well, and you guys cut out on mealitle bit, so ll try to address the

16 last things| heard.

7 1 believe Mr. Rhodes answering a question about his role as president of the Oath

18 Keepers goes directly at issues we may have at tral. ~ As Mr. Rhodes said, he tried to

19 clear this up in May and gave a 2-hour voluntary interview [audio malfunction].

0 Mr. Moseley. Oh, no, technical.

2 Mr. Linder. As he mentioned, it did him no good. He still ended up being

22 indicted. And so--and the nature of the indictment with the conspiracy counts and all,

23 this goes directly at what we're going to have to defend against.

2 So particular questions about Mr. Rhodes role in Oath Keepers or anything about

25 that, we would assert the Fifth Amendment privilege.
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1 1 mean, the background questions you asked are perfectly permissible. ~ And, hey,

2 well cooperate. As Mr. Moseley said, we would cooperate later, after the criminal

3 proceedings are over. He wanted to cooperate before he was indicted.

a But at this point, we're in kind ofa tough position, so | don't think he can answer

5 those questions.

6 I Linder, could youclarify for us whether the scope of your Fifth

7 Amendment assertion spans the entire 13 years of the existence of the Oath Keepers?

8 1 chink[JN<i¢ 2k bout the roles and responsibilities at the founding,

9 whichwas 2009. So could you just explain a littl bit more how that — an answer to

10 that - would potentially incriminate him for something that happened in 20217

n Mr. Linder, VesNN. That'sagreatquestion.

2 The fact is, | don't know. Oath Keepers have been indicted, as you know, 17 or

13 18ofthem. We don't know the full scope. We know that the indictment focuses on

14 January 6th, but it also focuses on things leading up to January 6th. ~ And so we don't

15 know how that - how far back the government will try to go with that. ~ Sol think

16 anything along those lines at this point would be protected.

1 Well, Id like to ask about someof those internal questions, and, hopefully, we can

19 gettoa place where we can get answers on those.

20 Are you currentlya corporateofficer of the Oath Keepers organization?

2 The Witness. 1am listed as the president. I'm listed as a board member and

22 the president.

» HE oon
20 Mr. Moseley. Let me just clarify, fit helps any at all. Inaudible] people have

25 disputes about who ~ it's not unusual - about who is o isn't [inaudible]. But to the
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1 extent that this is public information, you know, that it would be listed on the secretary of

2 state's website, or something like that, that would be

3 The Witness. That's correct. You can go to the secretary of state and lookat

4 his website, and i'l lst ll of the board members and the officers.

5 ovIN

s Q Are there board members of the Oath Keepers organization who are not

7 corporate officers?

5 A Pardon?

° Q Are there board members of the Oath Keepers organization who are not

10 corporate officers?

n A Yes, because the State of Nevada requires only president, secretary, and

12 treasurer.

3 Q Whoare those other board members?

1a A Whoare what?

15 Q Well, we just established that there are board members who are not

16 corporate officers. Can you provide their names?

FY A don't know exactly whois currently on the board because there are some.

18 people, I think, who have withdrawn, so1 can't give you a complete answer.

19 But you can go on the secretary -- | can't do it myself, | would do it for you - but

20 you go on the secretary of state's website and look up who is listed as the current board

21 members ight now.

2 Q Well, Mr. Rhodes,youjust said that the list that's on the Nevada secretary of

23 state's — and their records would be incomplete because

2 A No,Ididn'tsay that. Isaid| don't know what the current itis. Sol

25 would have to go to the secretary of state's website myself to see. So I'mjust
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1 recommending that you do that instead of [inaudible].

2 Q Ave there individuals who recently served on the board whose names you

3 con share withus?

a A Sure. So one was Greg McWhirter. He was my vice president until ths

5 last this summer, 2021. So he was my vice - he's a cop in Montana. ~ He's a reserve

6 deputyin Montana.

7 But he is — he withdrew because he's concerned for his firearms business,

8 concemed about losing his FFL because of the harassment he's been subjected to himself.

° Q Great. Thankyou.

10 A Uhhh

1 Q Anyone else you can provide?

2 A Who were recently board members but no longer are? Is that what you're

13 askingme? Orwho are still board members?

1 Q Any past or current board members who you can remember.

15 A Well, sure. But I'm not sure what the relevance of that is.

16 Mr. Moseley, should | answer this question?

FY Mr. Moseley. Well, again, i it would be public information, | think that you could

18 dothat. And understand what he is sayings, is that because of al the controversy, it's

18 not, you know, people resigning, it may not be public information as to whosoever.

1) And, again, may | for example, the gentleman where ~ whose house Mr. Rhodes

21 was arrested at was fired almost immediately after having CBS helicopters over his head.

2 So1 guess one issue would be to have ~ make sure that this s not - that their

23 privacyi respected to the extent that they may be harassed or something.

2 So maybe Mr. Linder has suggested, but the difference between whether you get

25 thatinformation and whether their privacy is also respected in the environment may be
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1 theanswer.

2 1 don't know if that's what you - again, I'm not talking about private things

3 necessarily, but | think who the board of directors are would probably be public

4 information if it wasn't fluid and changing.

5 Is that - can you help me here, Mr. Linder?

6 Mr. Linder. |think we can provide later, |thinkwe can go on the secretary of

7 state's website and get that information and provide it to this committee.

8 1 think a litte bitof privacy would be great because his friend did lose his job, he's

9 gota family to support, and that could happen here if these names get out.

10 But we will be happy to go on the website, get that information, and provide you

11 withitafter the hearing today.

2 The Witness. ~ That is a big concern of mine. He lost a $130,000 job because

13 CNN called his boss and said, you know, why is the FBI outside this man's house? And

14 hewasimmediately fired. And Texas is a right to work State, he has no recourse. So

15 there are prior board members who could be doxxed and harassed like McWhirter was,

16 1 only mention McWhirter because he was publicly harassed by a reporter who

17 tried to call him and get him fired from the sheriff's job. And thesherifftold him to go.

18 pound sand.

19 S01 know Greg'sokaywith me mentioning his name, but other people, you know,

20 they have jobs and careers, and they're being harassed. SoI really I do have concerns

21 fortheirprivacy.

2 I+ conrein ht you an your counsel ve
23 making regarding the other individuals.

2 Mr. Moseley and Mr. Linder, d like to follow upwith you after the deposition to

2 Mr. Moseley. Sure.
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1 Mr. Linder. We can do that.

2 Ictto be clear that, you know, we have established that

3 there are board members who are not corporate officers on record with the Nevada

4 secretary of state. Soto the extent that the names of past board members are

5 available, we'd like those, and | can follow up with you afterwards.

6 Mr. Linder. We can do that.

7 Ioko

s oI
9 Q Mr. Rhodes, do you know Kelly SoRelle?

10 A Yes,ldo.

1 Q Whois she?

2 A Sheisthe Texas attorney who served as our general counsel for Oath

13 Keepers.

14 Q How long haveyou known Ms. SoRelle?

15 A since May of 2020.

16 Q Thankyou.

FY A Ibelieve. If that's correct.

18 Q Ms. SoRelle has represented to the select committee that sheiscurrently

19 acting as president of the Oath Keepers while you're incarcerated. Is that correct?

20 A Thatsincorrect. She's mistaken. | had initially given her power of

21 attomeyso she could pick up our mail and make deposits, but | have since withdrawn

22 that, and 1am goingto give power of attorney to another individual in Texas who's going

23 totake care of that for me. So she was mistaken when she said that, she misspoke.

2 Q Okay. Are you able to provide the name of the person who s acting as

35 president?
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1 A Imthe president. My vice president is — our bylaws state that the vice

2 president wil act when the president cannot. So I'm still the president of Oath Keepers,
3 butheis my vice president, and he is taking care ofthe organization while I'm here

4 incapacitated, at least partially incapacitated.

5 Q Okay. And can you provide us that name?
6 A Actually, have the same concern with him because he could lose his job.

7 Mr. Moseley. Can we handle that the same way?

8 Mr.Linder, We'll provide it to you.
o IEC: |aska question here just to clarify?

10 You are not making 2 legal objection toproviding the information that we're
11 requesting because that is what Congress would normally defer to, a legal objection for

12 privilege reasons. And you are not assertinga privilege, this is a preference. Is that

13 accurate?
1 Mr. Linder, Correct. We can provide the names. We will have to doit off the

15 record.

1 Mr. Moseley. And it has to do witha third party. So, | mean, | understand the
17 relevance to the committee, but t's inthe context of ~ ik, for example, we have

18 documents, including Steward Rhodes’ FBI interview, where we can't release that

19 because of third partes that are mentioned. So that we're asking for tha, yes.
» [RT e————
21 correspondence was that you were not - that DOJ did not give you permission to share
22 that becauseof a nondisclosure order, but it wasn't about third party privacy.
5 Mr. Moseley. Well they ve told us in the past that f third parties are redacted, it

24 depends onwhat the document is. But if the basis under the protective order is third
25 party privacy, which it often is, that a redaction is okay. ~ They gave you a more blanket
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1 denial than they have dealt with in the past.

2 So, mean, these documents aren't like national security. They're mostly about

3 third party confidentiality. And that can be cured, but they didn't seem to be

4 cooperative with you, which surprises me. But that's where we are.

5 I irk the questions that we're asking are separate and apart from

6 documents you may have provided to DOJ, the actual tems that exist, whether or not

7 there was a prosecution ora 302 with DOJ. We're talking about who is currently the

8 vice president of the Oath Keepers. That's justa fact. And thats not something you're

9 goingto share here?

10 Mr. Moseley. We will share it, and we're asking to do that, like | have seen

11 oftentimes, it will be at end of the transcript in a more confidential section. | mean,

12 thinkour agreement with Mr. Linder, as you heard him say, we will provide that, but

13 we're just asking that it not be waved around to needless harm anotherperson.

14 Ioi. nd the person that hr. Rhodes is going to give power of

15 attorneyto, is that the same person as the ice president, or is that someone different?

16 The Witness. ~ We're stil - actualy, onepower of attorney will begiven to the

17 gentleman who lost his job because they called his - because CNN called his work. He

18 will be one of my power of attorneys. The other one is going to be possibly my vice

19 president. Sowe're still trying to figure that out.

20 I cy. Andis the power of attorney going to be on behalf of the

21 organization or on behalf of you as an individual?

2 The Witness. | believe it will be this individual, but also the organization asfaras

23 myrole as the president. I'm stil I can still talk to them over the phone, but its

24 dificult. | can't goto the bank. You know, | can't refile oursecretary of state filing for

25 officers. You know, can't amend our lst of corporate officers or work numbers. |
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1 can'tdothatfromjail. Sothose ar the logistical things that theyl be doing for me in
2 mystead.
3 EEE oy. Understood. Thank you.

. Turning it back to you,I

s oI
. a ThanksIE
7 Mr. Rhodes, earlier in our conversation, you mentioned that you have taken a
& salary foryourwork with the Oath Keepers since the founding, ~ How much has that
0 salary been?
0 A Itstake-home1,600perweek. |don't | thinkit started at 96,000. |
1 thinkit's 100,000 now. But like | said, that's really on paper because this lastyearwe
12 were sodemonetized | really haven't drawn a paycheck.
5 Q Understood. And that number has remained relatively consistent with
1 the
i A Yes, 96,000, and then it went up to 100.000, and it stayed there. But lke|
16 said, Id have to goback. It turned nto 1,600a week take-home t tuned into.
w a oy
1 A Theexact amount | can't recal
1 Q Has any real property ever been purchased with Osth Keepers funds?
0 A Define real property
2 Q and. Buildings
2 A No
= Q Ave there other assets that have been purchased with Oath Keepers funds?
M A Sorry, I'm goingto have to invoke myFifth Amendment priviege again and
25 my due processrightsprivilegesonthis.
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1 a okay.

2 A Unless my counsel advises otherwise.

3 Q Okay. Hearing none.

4 Have you held other roles within the Oath Keepers organization?

5 A No. Imean, |wrote, of course, but that's within my purview of my

6 obligations as president. So, no, no other roles.

7 Q And have you ever represented the Oath Keepers organization as an

8 attoney?

° A No.

10 Q Okay. Great. Thankyou, Mr. Rhodes.

u I'd ike to ask some questions about the history of the organization, starting with

12 the founding, which you mentioned was in spring 2009, correct?

13 A Correct.

1 Q Can you walk me through why you started the organization at the time?

15 A Unless my legalcounsel has any other input on that, I'm willing to answer

16 that.

1” 1 workedforCongressman Paul, who | consider to be the most consistent

18 constitutionalist in Congress. And then | worked on his campaign for President in 200.

19 Like! said, | worked on the platform committee for the GOP in Nevada.

20 And when he didn't get the nomination, | realized that we were in trouble. We

21 had John McCain, | considered to be a snake and an oath breaker, and | thought we were.

22 inserious trouble in this country regardless of who became the President. At the time

23 wedidn't even know whether the Democratic nominee was going to be Barack Obama or

24 Hillary Clinton. But it didn't make a difference to me. Both of them | considered had a

25 bad track record.
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1 S01 was very concerned about the seriousness of where our country was and the

2 lackof concernfor the Constitution by both parties. And | wrote that paper at Yale Law

3 School sharply criticizing the Bush administration fora of the excesses in the name of

4 the war or terror, the growth of the executive power. ~The application of the laws of war

5 to American citizens Yasser Hamdi and Jose Padilla | foundwas shocking and we had

6 crossed the Rubicon

7 S01 really was very concerned about where our country was going and | wanted to

8 dowhat! could to get the focus back on the Constitution, especially among those of us

9 who have takenthe oathwhoare military, police, fire, EMS, and search and rescue

10 personnel.

1 We saw what happened in Hurricane Katrina. ~ You had gross violations of civil

12 rights. You had police officers executing people because they considered them looters,

13 justshooting them on sight. Some of them were later on indicted, properly indicted for

14 murder. You had people confined to the Super Bowl, to the Super stadium there, and

15 notallowed toleave, were killed inside of it.

16 50 you had massive gun confiscation in New Orleans in direct violation of the

17 Constitution, which was later ruled unconstitutional, but no one did on the ground

18 because police officers were following unconstitutional orders.

19 Soit was a big wake-up call. So | wanted to make sure that we reached out to

20 our current serving brothers, military and law enforcement, and remind them of their

2a oath

2 We saw stop and frisk in NewYork City. | thought it was a gross violation of the

23 Fourth Amendment.

2 S01 of these things led to me starting the Oath Keepers. And my orientation is

25 very constitutionalist and very libertarian. And most of all, my vice president,
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1 McWhirter until last summer, he is also a staunch libertarian, very much opposed to he

2 isnota Trump supporter at al, very much opposed to any stop and frisk or violation of

3 the Fourth Amendment, asam |

4 50 those were the motivations for starting the Oath Keepers, was to outreach to

5 the current serving and remind them of their oath, they need to come and take it

6 seriously, and remind them that the Nuremberg defense doesn't work. Just following

7 orders does not work. It didn't work for the Nazis at Nuremberg, it doesn't work now.

8 Okay?

9 It didn't workfor the My Lai Massacre. LieutenantCalleyviolated his oath. He

10 tried to defend himself by saying that he was just following orders, but he was properly

11 indicted and putin prison.

2 50 we wanted to make sure that people understood the seriousness of their oath,

13 thatthey're onthe hook. And like I told them from the start, you're on the hook either

14 way. Ifyou're in the military, you were taught the laws of wars, if you violate them,

15 you're on the hook, you could end up in Leavenworth,

16 If you follow unlawful orders, you have a duty and obligation to refuse them. If

17 you follow unlawful orders, you can go to prison.

18 1f you refuse to follow lawful orders, you canalso end upbeing court-martialed

19 andgotoprison,too. You're just on the hook either way.

0 And the same goes fora law enforcement officer, you know. We have seen this

21 inthe last couple of years with the televised incidences of police abuse.

2 So think there is an obligation and duty of police officers to seriously consider

23 what they're being told to do and they have to make a decision on the spot that, "No, I'm

24 not going to do that f it's going to violate someone's rights.”

2 Like the people standing around and watching when the cops [inaudible] — | forgot
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1 hisname was on his neck for 15 minutes. They should have intervened. They should

2 have stepped inand pulled them off. That's what they should have done. They didn't

3 dothat. Theyfailed

a Q Thankyou, Mr. Rhodes. You know, you very helpfully laid out the

5 motivation and founding ideas of the Oath Keepers.

s At the time of founding, what did that mean in practice, you know, reminding

7 people of the importance of theiroath? ~ How did that manifest?

5 A Wella lot of my founding members were Las Vegas Metropolitan Police

9 Department retired cops. We were, obviously, at least 20 percent - even today,

10 20 percent law enforcement officers

n So. bigpartof it was, like | aid, Katrina. ~ And in Katrina, you had current serving

12 lawenforcementofficerswho were violating people's rights. ~ You had National

13 Guardsmen who had been federalized, brought to New Orleans also participating and

14 violating people's rights.

15 Soit cut across military and law enforcement. So it was our mission, i outreach

16 tothe current serving to get them to learn more about the Constitution they swore an

17 oath to defend.

1 And especially for the military, we understand when you're in themilitaryyou're

19 taught the laws of war, you're taught [inaudible]. When | came through in the early 80s

20 wewere taught, here is the My Lai Massacre, here is an example of egregious violations

21 of rights

2 You know, a more updated versionwas the abuse of the Iraqi prisoners. ~ They

23 were taught about that.

2 So we're taught in the laws of war not to do these things, but then when they're

25 used domestically, like happened in Katrina, a lot of these soldiers had never had that
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1 same education about the rights of the American people under the Constitution, like

2 Fourth Amendment rights, Fifth Amendment rights, Second Amendment rights,

3 So we needed to fill that gap and educate them about the Constitution because

4 they're being used domestically. And, of course, with law enforcement they're always

5 being used domestically.

6 So outreach and education. We call it reach, teach, and inspire. Reach out to

7 those who have taken the same oath, teach them more about the constitutionally sworn

8 oath to defend, and then inspire them to do the right thing under pressure, which is hard

9 todo, butit's the right thing to do.

10 Q That's really helpful. Thanks, Mr. Rhodes.

1 A Agood example, if you want a really good example, is when the Ferguson

12 riots started happening, | believe it was 2014, out of the gate we saw a curfew being

13 imposed we thought was unconstitutional.

14 We saw the pepper spraying, journalists and bystanders, ~ peaceful protesters

15 being pepper sprayed en masse, notjust the people who were causing trouble. We saw

16 SWAT teams pointing riflesat the protesters, you know, using the optics on their rifles,

17 rather than using binoculars, which is the right thing do.

18 And 50 we wrote a scathing open letter to the Governor of Missouri saying, “This

19 is where you're doingeverything wrong. ~ You're violating people's rights." And then |

20 had my police officers in my leadership write their recommendations for how to do it

21 right

2 And Greg McWhirterwaspart of that, my prior vice president. And he had

23 grown up in inner city Indianapolis. ~ He's a six-foot-eight Black guy who grew up in inner

24 city Indianapolis, coached football, understands, you know, the culture there. And he

25 said, look, the advice ~ he had been on fugitive task forces and drug task forces and
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1 antiriot teamsalso.

2 So he said the way to dot right is for the police only to put undercover officers in

3 the crowd, look for the people who are actually throwing bricks or actually throwing

4 Molotov cocktails or are about to, and those are the ones you arrest.

5 You go in, snatch them out, and you leaveeverybodyelse alone. ~ You don't tear

6 gas thewhole crowd. You don't cancel the whole demonstration and you don't impose

7 acurfew that violates the rights of peaceful assembly and protest.

8 Sowewrote this scathing letter dressing downnot just the Governor, but also the

9 police. And then we said, well, here's how you doit right and here's our advice on how

10 todoit correctly that respects people's rights and still gts the job done. Stops the

11 rioters. Stops the arsonists. Because there were arsonists who were burning buildings

12 down.

13 So you do want to stop that. You need to. But you do it in a way that respects

14 people's rights.

15 And we wrote that letter, and | would encourage you to go look that one up.

16 That'sa good exampleofwhat we do.

uv Q Thanks, Mr. Rhodes.

18 So did the Oath Keepers go as a group to Ferguson at that time?

19 A Yes, we did.

20 Q What was the goal?

21 A Wea local Oath Keeper had gone down after the first night of riots and

22 talked to Natalie, I don't know her last name, but she owns Natalie's Cakes and More, a

23 bakery shop, andherwindows were smashed in. And she asked us to protect her.

2 This was disturbing to us because this is a Black woman, and here isa riot, you

25 know,a protest for Black Lives Matter, and they toldher when she was out there
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1 patching up her window, and | was talking to her, she said some of them just came by

2 here, some of the rioters, and told her, "We're gonna burn this bitch down tonight."

3 And above her shop - there's a series of shops. Above them were apartments

4 wholive there, families lived there. And so she asked forour protection. ~ We went in

5 thatnight. Our guys were on the rooftops with rifles and stopped the arsonists. They

6 would comeby and flip them off and tell them to move back. They even tried to put

7 incendiary devices on the rooftop.

8 But our guys had buckets of water totry to put them out. And we prevented

9 that building and those apartments from being burned to the ground.

10 Wewere there for — I think we were there for like 2 weeks, guys were on the

11 rooftop through Thanksgiving.

2 So that was our first big mission like that, was protecting thatbakery and all of her

13 neighbors. There was an Asian restaurant next door, a Korean-owned beauty supply

14 store

15 And we established it was absolutely offensive that people were claiming to be

16 standing upfor the rights of minorities whenyou're trying to burn down businesses

17 owned by minorities and then murder people, you know, mixed-race peopleliving above.

18 ltwasjust disgusting.

19 And 50 wewent there and stopped it, peaceably. We never used force. Never

20 hadto. Infact, everything we've done, we've never had to discharge a weapon or use

21 force of any kind. We used our presence and our deterrence. And our guys

22 are most of us are priormilitaryor law enforcement, so they're very skilled at doing.

3 that.

2 There is a picture, you can find a picture online, we can provide it to you, of

25 Natalie. She hada -- there was a Facebook post she did, and she's got a young marine
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1 nextto her, a MARSOC veteran, special force, special warfare marine, and she's hugging

2 himand thanking him. And she says, "Thank you to these wonderful men who

3 protected me and my bakery." Sot was really - it was really awesome to be able to do

4 that. Thatwasgreat.

5 Q Thanks, Mr. Rhodes. | can tell that you feel very strongly about this, and |

6 appreciate that account.

7 How would you decide, you know, where to go and what to do in places like

8 Ferguson? It sounds ike Natalie reached out to you for help. Is that something that's

9 typical,orwould you be somewhere that

10 A Yes,it'svery typical. Another good example is when Hurricane Harvey hit

11 inTexas. There was an owner ofa very large warehouse in an industrial area who

12 volunteered the use of his warehousefordisaster relief. Became a hub for disaster

13 relief supplies; trucks coming in and going, delivering supplies, and people coming in and

14 coordinating and picking up things they needed.

15 And he asked us - it was in a gang-infested area. He had two rival gangs on

16 either side of his warehouse and asked us to come in and secure the warehouse, and we

7 did

18 Mr. Moseley, did you have a question? I'm sorry.
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.
2 (11:00 a.m.)

4 talkingabout.

5 The Witness. Oh, this was Hurricane Harvey. | believe that was 2017, but I'm

7 We've done 14 altogether.

8 But that's an example where we're invited in by the warehouse owner. We

9 always get invited to be inside and agree with the host that we're here and, yes, | want

10 them to do the following, and we -- same thing, we're outprotectingthis warehouse.

12 some of the barrios in the area that were, like, immigrant -- Mexican immigrants who had

13 been completely ignored by any other first responder agencies. They ignored them.

15 of our guys are combat medics. They would go in and do wellness checks.

16 And, of course, we have our built-in security because all of the guys are military or

18 Like, Red Cross was afraid to go in some of these barrios.

19 The same thing happened in Puerto Rico, there were barrios we went into, like,

20 3weeksafter the storm hit that no one had been to. No relief had gone in there at all,

2a And when asked why, well, because it's dangerous. It's a gang-infested barrio. I'm,

23 So that's what we do.

25 I'll note for the record that Congressman PeteAguilarjust joined.
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: oI.
2 Q Mr. Rhodes, you know, you mentioned you were going to Hurricane Harvey,
3 goingto Ferguson. How would you decide how to prioritize where to go and ask people

4 tocome?

5 A Well, based on need. Its ike when Natalie said they threatened to burn

6 her business down and that there were apartments above, it wasn't just about property,

7 butabout life too, so we made thata priority. So we went in

5 We had Hurricane Harvey, requests from the warehouse in linois that branched

9 outintoall of these escorts we were doing. There were truck gangs happening. Part

10 of them were robbing trucks at gunpoint. So we started doing escortsfor trucks.

1 We ended up actually in Mauriceville, down towards the coast. ~ We ended up

12 doing Rattle Bombs with local strip deputies who needed backup, and we even ended up

13 protecting the Louisiana National Guard, who had come into Louisiana, but they were not

14 allowed tobe armed atall. They were unarmed. So they were defenseless at night,

15 and we protected them while they slept.

16 Q  Gotit. Thankyou.

FY And you've mentioned things ll around the country, and | understand that there

18 are regional chapters of the Oath Keepers, correct?

19 A There are State chapters. We lke to have State chapters with good

20 leadership and then also local by county chapters.

2 Q What's the relationship of the national chapter and the regional chapters?

2 A ll wait and see if my counseladvises meto answer that ornotordecline

23 based on my Fifth Amendment grounds.

2 Mr. Moseley. I'm muted. Excuse me.

2 1 just wonder as to form before we get to that. Ifyou could be alitle more
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1 precise about what you mean by relationship.

2 |] sure.

3 Mr. Moseley. It's a common word, but exactly what are you getting at?

a EE so hoop to clarity.

s «I
5 Q understand the national chapter collects dues. ~ Are those dues funneled

7 toregional chapters, county chapters? Are you engaged in the events hosted by these

8 regional chapters? Do you communicate on a regular basis with the headsof those
5 organizations?

10 And I'm talking just in general, and we can go back to the Ferguson time if you'd
no ke

2 A Well in general, we have bylaws that they're required to adhere to. We

13 prohibit membership to anyone who discriminates on racial grounds, or by religion, or
14 country oforigin. So we track with Us. military requirements on that.

15 And | want to make somethingveryclear. We are not a White supremacist

16 organization. IVs absolutely absurd defamation that Bennie Thompson has leveled
17 againstus. Maybe out of ignorance, I don't know, but absolutely not. White

18 supremacists hate us. They hate me in particular because | will not associate with them.

19 And we do all we can to thwart theirefforts to gain traction on the political right, and
20 they hate our guts,

2 So the bylaws areveryclear, and | enforce those very strictly. And when it
22 comes towrath, i's definitely my way orthe highway.

2 Other than that, we give our local chapters wide latitude to, as long as they stay
24 within the law, to work our mission of reach, teach, and inspirethe current serving
25 disaster relief, for protection against unlawful violence, lie arson. All of those things,
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1 wegive them wide-open latitude. They will do my mission to go do that.

2 If) see a problem, Il step in because it is considered leadership by exception in

3 themiitary. Ifyou know your mission, you'll do the mission. I'm not going to

4 micromanage you. Butiflseea problem, Illstepin. That's been my ethos from the

5 beginning.

s Q Thankyou.

7 Going back to what youwere just talking about when you said White supremacists

8 hate you and hate the organization, can you expand on that?

9 A Badge of honor. Sure. AtBerkeley one of the first missions we did in

10 the Trump administration was to — we were actually in D.C. for Trump's inauguration

11 protecting people against antifa on the street because antifa was trying todestructthe

12 inauguration by attacking people. We were on the ground.

13 And then the very next one was in Berkeley. We were there at the Martin Luther

14 King Park in downtown Berkeley, California, twice, because we had seen on video ofa

15 free speech event in March 2017 being attacked by antifa and women being beaten. So

16 not having it, stepped in.

FY But there were Whitenationalistswho were trying to wormtheirway in, and one

18 of my motivations for going to Berkeley - and this was interesting because Greg actually,

19 atfirst, opposedus goingthere, but then he understood my reasoning and he agreed,

20 because | wanted to steal their thunder because | know, becauseofhistory or what

21 happened in Germany, when youve got communists or anti-fascists, communists on one

22 side and you've got actual Nazis and fascists on the other battling in the streets, that's

23 whatled to or helped lead to what happened in Germany with the Nati regime. And

24 justas the brown shirts gainedstreettraction by defending people against the

25 communists in the streets. | knew that the White supremacists would try to gain street
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1 traction and credibility on the right by showing up and protecting people. That's what

2 wasstarting to happen. So we wanted to step in, and we did and stole their thunder.

3 We took over the protection of the two Berkeley events, two in a row; one in

4 March of 2017, one in April of 2017. And we took that overand filled that vacuum. So

5 when the White supremacists showed up, we're, like, nope, don't need you. Take a

6 hike

7 And they were on the outside of our perimeter waving their stupid Nazi signs and

8  alithatcrap. We couldn't do anything about that,but they did not come inside of our

9 perimeter and did not take part inany of that. And liked that result, and that's the

10 resultiwanted. And that's we did after that.

1 We were in two missions. One was to stoptheviolence thatantifawas trying to

12 shutdown. People were trying to use their rights to peacefully assemble and express

13 themselves. And we did that successfully.

14 And, once again, unlike the Proud Boys, we don't ground the street brawl. We

15 just stand there and use our presence and protect people and escort them. And antifa,

16 todate, has never attacked anyone we were protecting, never even tried because we

17 deter them because they know that our guys are well-trained - well, we're experts,

18 exlaw enforcement.

19 So we're effective on that front. But on the other side, stealing the thunder of

20 the White nationalists was also a major part of my motivationfor doing all of these trips

21 across the country, all the way through the Trump administration. And | believe we

22 were successful in that too. We would not let them in. ~ They couldn't get their

23 momentof fame. They couldn't get the street cred of being protectors. We stole their

24 thunder, and it was fantastic

2 Q Okay. Thankyou.
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1 Mr. Moseley. Can | just clarify that your question, the timing was -- | believe it

2 was the beginning and getting closeto the 2020 elections. | think Mr. Linder would

4 towards -- you know, into the latter half of 2020, but | don't think that was the question

5 or the answer.

9 And thank you, Mr. Rhodes.

10 I'll also notefor the record that Mr. Jamie Raskin has joined the meeting.

12 Q Mr. Rhodes, you know, when you talk about White supremacists, are there

13 particular groups that you have in mind?

15 White supremacy. All the knuckleheads who showed up down there in

18 outlets erroneously reported that people standing there in camouflaged were Oath

19 Keepers, we were not there, and | prevented any of our guys from going.

21 nationalists. And Patriot Prayer was holding an event in Portland, and prior to that, we

23 with the Proud Boys on prior events. They'd fall under command in Berkeley, for

25 But at this Portland rally, | withdrew from therally when | heard that they were
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1 bringing people from The American Guard, that they were allowing them to come in

2 because looked at The American Guard leader, and he was a notorious ex-Nazi. He had

3 been,like, an enforcer, accusedofmurdering people. Andhe claimed to be an ex-White

4 nationalist, but | watched video that he madefor his current American Guard members

5 where he said, Well, you know, we're not White nationalists anymore, but we still have

6 friends in the movement that will only come to our events and you, American Guard, are

7 welcome to goto their events.

8 And | was just, like, this guy is full of crap. He's not an ex-White nationalist.

9 He'sstilla White nationalist. He's trying to wormhis way into the political life, which is

10 whatl've seen over the years.

u And so we withdrew from that event, and | said I'm not going to associate with

12 people that think are White nationalists. I'm just not going to doit. | did a very public

13 condemnation of it when we were trying to withdraw, which caused a lot of grief

14 between us and Proud Boys, you know, so - but felt it was necessary to be very clear

15 that thisis why we are withdrawing. We're not going to associate with known White

16 nationalists, just can't doit. |don'twanttodoit. |can't stand them.

uv Q Going back to the topic ofregional and State chapters, did you ever

18 encounter any issues related to what you were just talking about, White nationalists, with

19 regard to membership in the regional chapters?

20 A We have, thankfully, only had a couple of people that we discovered

21 were based on the bylaws it's veryclear that you're not allowed to be a member if you

22 are someone who discriminates across racial lines, or national origin or religion. We

23 track with US. military exactly because we had current-serving military in our

24 organization as well.

2 But some would still worm their way in and lie andsaythat they're not White
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1 nationalists, andwhen we found them, we would kick them out. ~ But, thankfully, it's

2 onlybeena few, and we're pretty good about that.

3 White nationalists hate us. They hate Oath Keepers because they know that

4 we're not on their team and they knowthatwe oppose them and they know that we.

screw with them all the time we can, so they absolutely hate us. But every now and

6 then again, onewill ry to worm his way in; but as soon as he's identified, he's gone,

7 bounced down the road.

8 Q Thanks, Mr. Rhodes.

9 And just to wrap up the questions on the regional and State chapters, you know, it

10 sounds like you gave them quite a bit of latitude to do events that they wanted to do or

11 trainings that they wanted to do. Is that correct?

2 A Aslongas it was lawful, per lawful defense of themselves and defense of

13 others, yes, and as long as what they were doing at public events respected the

14 rights like, when we go to a protest, we're protecting people's rights to free speech and

15 assembly. Counter protestors also have a right to free speech and assembly. As long

16 asyou understand where the lines are, you're not going to violate anyone's rights, period.

17 You're just there to defend only against unlawful violence.

1 We don't engage in yelling. ~ We touched on you don't ~ you know, you see other

19 groups. I'm not trying topick on Proud Boys, but, you know, them and other groups will

20 yell back and forth with antifa, and we just don't do that. ~ We're stone-cold silent.

21 That's what all my men do, quiet professionals. They're not supposed to be yelling, not

22 supposed to take part in any kind of fisticuffs. They're only to be there to - no mutual

23 combat, supposed to meet in the street, none of that kind of nonsense, but just there

24 protecting forward and use their presence, and then they deter through their presence.

25 Thatsit
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1 And we've been very successful. Like | said earlier, in all of the years we've done

2 that, we've never had to use force or had to use force against anybody because we deter

3 that

4 Q Were thereparticularState chapterswhose events you intended to attend?

5 A I'mnot sure | understandthatquestion.

6 Q Were thereparticular chapters with whom you had a particularly close

7 relationship, or who were active in putting on events that you attended?

8 A Well, over the years it depends. It depends on which - because they're a

9 volunteers. Nobodyis being paid. It depends on which chapters have, you know,

10 people that are on the ball, and well-organized, and going out there and doing it. Sot

11 justdependson the year. It depends on theyear and what's happening, and, of course,

12 italso dependson what's going on.

13 In the placewhere there were hurricanes, then, of course, it becomes a focused

14 effort. I would flyin and bring the national leadership, and we would use our local

15 volunteers, but also try to get people from around the country. There were people from

16 around the country down in Houston for Hurricane Harvey. There were people from

17 around the country that went with us to Puerto Rico for three weeks too. They were

18 from all overthe country.

19 And there were guys from all over the country in Ferguson on the rooftops

20 protecting that Black Hickory owner place. You know, they were there from all over the

21 country. The guy she was hugging, the young marine, was from Nebraska. So, you

22 know, it just depends on where we're needed. That becomes the focus of our effort.

23 Q sure. Soahead of events like responding to Hurricane Harvey or going to

24 Ferguson, were there trainings thateither the national chapter would put on or the

25 regional chapter?
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1 A No. Mostof our men, because they're prior ~ those that paratrooped in

2 the Army, I have that skillset. Other guys were medic, they've got that skill set.

3 Everyone hadanMOS. Or if they're prior law enforcement, they have aparticular skill

4 setorona SWAT team or might have been on drug interdiction, of course, they have got

Ss aparticularskil set. Anda lot of guys were firefighters. | was a volunteer firefighter

6 myselfforatime. Alotof usare EMS. Alot are search and rescue.

7 They bring the skills they already have to bear in a situation, which is fantastic.

8 So like, in Puerto Rico, we had ~| had an ex-Ranger with me. We ended up scouting for

9 business scouting for the U.S. military about where did you do helicopter drops from

10 police reports because, as | said earlier, you had other - Red Cross. ~ We didn't see the

11 RedCrossthe entire time we were there. Up in the mountains or up in the more

12 serious more dangerous barrios, they were nowhere to be seen. But our guys bring

13 theirskil sets, and we've got built-in medics usually. We've got guysthat are, you know,
14 prior combat arms. They were security builtin. We've got prior law enforcement with

15 gang experience, understand gangs, understand how to deal with that, and we dealt with

16 itjust fine.

FY The local gang bangers, once they realized we weren't there only to give peace

18 and quiet down, to hand out food andwater and do bed checks, they left us alone.

19 So that's what we bring to bear s the skillets we already have is our military, law

20 enforcement, EMS, fire ct cetera, experience.

2 Q Understood. So there weren't trainings?

2 A Well, I mean, we local chapters were - of course, | encouraged, just ike in

23 the military, | encouraged all ofourveterans to cross-train. ~ And we've got a guy who

24 does radios,hetrains the guy lie me who does not do radios, how to use the radio.

25 And then we have brothers that are common engineers, who'll teach about generators or
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1 teach you how to do, you know, emergency lighting.

2 50 we cross-train among ourselves,but then also, we encourage them in their

3 neighborhoods and communities to train their neighbors in, like, CERT-type emergency

4 response and self-rescue. Because the reality is this is what FEMA — that's why FEMA

5 created CERT is they realized the first 72 hoursof anydisaster, you're on your own.

6 You've got toself-rescue.

7 And so we do believe very strongly that Americans need to be trained to

8 self-rescue and CERT. We do believe in establishing neighborhood watches. Like in

9 North Carolina, with the hurricane relief mission, there were neighborhoods that were

10 being looted. They were flooded. They had looters coming in, like redneck looters

11 comingin by boat, and looting these houses, a bunch of meth heads.

2 So we went in and established neighborhood watch. We stood up our veterans,

13 retired police and militaryatthe perimeters, but then we just took the locals - one of

1a them were locals that retired from New York. Some of them were law enforcement.

15 And we helped organize them on their neighborhood watch to protect their own

16 neighborhood against the looters. And then once they were organized, we left. We

17 didn't really have time to train them. We just organized them, here's how we do it;

18 here's how we do patrols; here's how you, you know, do it sanely and safely so you're not

19 violating people's rights once again; and here's what we want you to do. And then they

20 took over once they were ready to take over.

2 Q Did the Oath Keepers provide equipment for those missions, or did members

22 provide their own equipment?

23 A Itdepends. Most of the time we ask them to bring their own. We don't

24 have the money to provide everything for everybody. But ifa guy comes to a hurricane

25 relief mission without a radio, and we have extra radios, we'll hand them out, absolutely.
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1 Q Did the Oath Keepers ever provide weapons to members?

2 A I'mgoingto decline to answer that on Fifth Amendment grounds and due

3 process grounds because I'mbeing charged with what I'm being charged with.

a Q Understood. Were there firearms trainings among the trainings that the

5 Oath Keepers provided?

6 A Overthe years, yes. We had, like, Greg McWhirter owns afirearms training.

7 company in Montana. That's what he does professionally, in addition to his gun shop.

8 And many of our guys are -- | was certified as out-of-state security firearms instructor. |

9 was training all of thesecurity guards in the hotels back then when | was going through

10 college. And | was also State certified concealed carry instructors. A lot of our guys.

11 are firearm instructors, as you will learn, and 50, of course, they'll give occasionally free

12 classes to our members to make sure that they're safe and effective and lawful in their

13 useof firearms.
w EEE reed. fmssnsotakespauseor mins andsee
15 whether any other staff or members have any questions related to what we were

16 discussing,
w Ms. Lofgren. | don'ta thistime.

18 I ou, Ms. Lofgren.

" EE thon
20 EE TovouIEEE

a orI—
2 Q  Sowe've talkeda ttle bit about the membership makeup, and you have

23 talked about the importanceofgetting either currentorcurrent law enforcement or

24 miltary membersintothe Oath Keepers
2 D0 you have a sense of how many members the Oath Keepers have?
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1 A don't think talked about the importance of getting them into t. | talked

2 about the importance of our mission to outreach to our brothers about what their

3 responsibilitiesareand as to serving.

4 Q Okay. I'm sorryifmisstated it.

5 A Actually, we are. | mean, | don't have to go out there and actually try to

6 findlaw enforcement andmilitaryto join the Oath Keepers. They cometo us because

7 we'reall brothers

8 Q Do you have a sense of how many members the Oath Keepers has now?

9 A Idon't know right now. 1can tell you at our peak | believe we had 40,000.

10 Q And were those dues-paying members or people who just applied?

u A Yes,duespaying members.

2 a okay.

13 A That was years ago though, quite a few years back.

14 a Gotit.

15 And do you have a sense of what the last year has done to the membership

16 numbers?

7 A Um, 1 mean, normally it would have spiked. This i the problem with

18 Americans. They're so polarized that whenevera Republican is in office, everyone on

19 theleft goes and joins the ACLU and other groups because, you know, the country is

20 tumingintoa dictatorship. And then the right feels about the same way about any.

21 Democrat who s in office. So, of course, when Obama was in office, you know, we had

22 alarge spike in membershipof people on the political right. We had some people from

23 theleft, though. There were some civil Libertarians and liberal Libertarians. ~ But it just

24 tends to be thatway.

2 So when you've got a conservative in office, your membership goes down for a
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1 conservative group. It goes upif you're a lberal group, and vice versa. So when

2 Trump was elected, our numbers went back down because a lot of people on the political

3 right thought that, Oh, we won, everything is good now. We don't have to worry about

4 anything now. So the membership goes down,

5 Then the natural course of events for it to go back up is with a Democrat is in

6 office because more people on the political right would have been concerned and join the

7 Oath Keepers. But because of deplatforming and the demonetization, our bank

8 accounts were canceled without notice. ~ We were canceled off of Stripe. We were

9 canceled off of Mailchimp. Spring Tee won't make T-shirts for us anymore, all because

10 of what they saw on January 6th of some OathKeepersgoing into the building. ~ So they
11 just started deplatforming us, soit hit us pretty hard

2 Q Do you have a sense of generally where the members are located?

13 A Allover the country.

1 Q And you were just talking about how, during times when there is a

15 Republican in office, membership might go down. Do you see the Oath Keepers as a

16 political organization?

FY A Isee us-likel said earlier about myself, I'm a constitutionalist, and if you

18 had tosticka label on me, it would be Libertarian. So I'm a Ron Paul Republican. I've

19 always been in the Republican Party or Libertarian Party, but I'm definitelya Ron Paul

20 Republican, very much a constitutionalist. And I think our membership is pretty much

21 the same. They're very similar, very much Constitution-oriented, not party-oriented.

22 And we have had some Democrats in Oath Keepers, you know, because they stand on the

23 common ground of the Constitution.

2 Sol wouldn't consider ita politcal organization, although we do speak out. This

25 is why, you know, from the outset, we speak out in opposition to legislation we think
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1 violates the Constitution, and we speak in favor of legislation that we think respects it and

2 protects rights. Like the prison reform that Trump signed into law, | think that was a

3 verygood thing. But, of course, then you talk about red flag laws and, you know, take

4 the guns first and worry about due process later, we find that very offensive, and we

Ss opposeit adamantly. That'sa due-process situation there.

s Q Are there other examples of legislation that you supported or have spoken

7 against?

5 A Definitely spoken against the NDAA of 2012 where John McCain had inserted

9 his detention provisions for Us. citizens. That was horribly destructive. That codified

10 what Bush had done, the executive action that Bush had done, but codified by Congress

11 intolaw that allowed the President on his own says to detain any American on

12 his based on his own judgment and declare them an unlawful combatant. It was

13 incredibly destructiveof ourconstitutional system,very dangerous. So | absolutely

14 opposedthat, and sodid the membershipaswell.

15 Q  50,goingback to the membership of the organization, s there a percentage:

16 that you would say are military or former military?
FY A The majority are military. ~The next largest group is law enforcement. We

18 definitely have a large number of law enforcement officers than any other group like us in

19 the country.
2 Q Can you give usa ballpark of percentages?

2 A Iwould have to guess. Thisis just a guess, because we never really laid this

22 out on spreadsheets or anything. | would have to guess, probably about 20 percent law

23 enforcement, and then about 70 percent military, and the rest are firefighters, EMS,

24 searchand rescue. And then we also allow citizens to come in. We call them associate

25 members, even if they're not in prior service. And to become a full member,
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1 encourage them to join the local officers, fire department, local law enforcement, or EMS,

2 dosomething in the community to become an actual first responder.

3 Q  Whatare the differences in what a full member can do versus an associate

4 member?

5 A It'snot really that biga deal. It's just basically atitle. So we treat them all

6 thesame. Ifthey want tovolunteerfor a mission, we put them to work withina skill set

7 theyhave. Soif they're an IT guy, we'll put them in work with IT. If they're clerical, we

8  dothat. Butwe don't like in Ferguson, we're not putting anybody onrooftops that's

9 not prior military or law enforcement, you know. That goes for any other high-profile

10 eventlike that. We're very careful about that.

u Q For the law enforcement and military, do you have a sense, a ballpark sense

12 of whois Active Duty or currently employed versus retired or veterans?

13 A Mostly veterans are retired. We do have some current serving. We have

14 some current serving. Like, for example, in November in D.C., we had current-serving

15 Texas constable John Shirley, who's from Hood County, Texas. He was with us in D.C.

16 That's an exampleof a current-serving law enforcement officer. Andoverthe years

17 we've done that with other law enforcement officers, sometimes current serving or

18 Reserve.

19 I'm sorry. | should apologize to my legal counselifwe're getting into D.C. at all

20 Myapologies.

21 Mr. Moseley. Yeah, | think at the tral - it would be difficult for tral to get into

22 thattime period.

23 The Witness. Yeah. You can see my inclination is to talk freely. Ireally wish |

24 could

2s o[I
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1 Q  Iappreciate that, Mr. Rhodes.
2 A But with the implications ofthis indictment, you know, | can't be with you
3 like Iwas with the two FBI agents on the sidewalk in Lubbock. | was very forthcoming.
4 lustcantdothatnow. I'msorry.
s Q Sure, understand. And we appreciate the information that you have
6 shared with us sofar.
7 Maybe | can back up a te bit. And you have mentioned a couple of times the
8 demonetization and the deplatforming of the organization. _ Did the Oath Keepers have a
9 masterbankaccount?
10 A Iwill wait on legal counsel. I'm not sure f should answer thato not
un Mr. Moseley. Maybe just as to form. Can you describe what master bank
12 account means?
1 I. oc th orcnization have a bank account into which, for
14 example,dueswere deposited or donations were deposited and expenses were paid?
15 Mr. Linder. And I've got a tough time with the definition of expenses there. |
16 mean, think this is a much more loosely run organization than you might thnk. Its got
17 no corporate building, no corporate headquarters. It's a loose affation with
18 membership. So there's some definition problems there. | would object at this paint.
1 EE Letmetry to rephrase t.
20 ovIN

n Q Has the Oath Keepers historically had a bank account?
2 The Witness. ~ Does my attorney advise me to answer that?
5 Mr. Moseley. | think you can answer that historically.
2 The Witness, Yes. Yes, we did

» oI
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1 Q Where?

2 A Like | said, that was cancelled abruptly just 2 months ago.

a Mr. Linder. Historically, yes.

$ The Witness. Yes, with Bank of America. I've banked with them for many years

7 Valley Bank, | banked there personally. So when we did Oath Keepers, | went toBank of

9 Q Understood. Did the Oath Keepers have an account with Prosperity Bank?

10 A I'm waiting on legal counsel.

12 The Witness. Yes. After Bank of America abruptly terminated our accounts, |

13 opened an account with a local Texas bank. Oh, actually, no, not Prosperity. That's my

15 America terminated not just the Oath Keepers account, but also my personal account,

18 Q Did you open another Oath Keepers accountafter the Bankof America

2a Q Was that also at Prosperity Bank?

23 Q Where was it?

25 frame. It's getting up near the 2020 time frame, and things that may be includedinthat
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1 investigation. | would advise him not to answer.

3 Q Well then | would ask, when was the Bank of America account closed, to

4 establish the time frame?

s A Like said, that was closed a few months ago. It happened in 2021.

s Q Okay. Understood.

7 A Inthe summertime. | think it was summertime. I'm not quite sure

8 though. It's beena few months.

° Mr. Moseley. Okay. ~Soif| understand that, the new bank now would be

10 substantiallyafterthe events of interest here. So | would suggest that it may not be

11 relevant to what was happening leading up toor during the 2020 electionor January 6th.

2 Mr. Linder, Mr. Moseley, | would disagree. At this point, | respectfully

13 disagree. Based on the hearings we've had so far,the government is making ~ or DOJ is

14 making allegations that go from early 2020 all the way up until January of 2021, calling

15 hima danger. Solthinkanything in this time frame is objectionable at this point.

1 II incest sounds like we're talking about considerably after
17 thattime period f the Bank of America account was closed just a few months ago.

18 wi tinder, No, the — excuse me,[JJ #: ovr hearing thot we hada

19 coupleof weeks ago, DOJ came in and claimed even up until January ofthisyear, 2022 1

20 mean, events all the way through 2021, theyre claiming Mr. Rhodes was still a danger

21 andaflightrisk. So that's going to get into some of the stuff that we're going to deal

22 withat our next detentionhearing and at our trial. Soanything from early 2020, all the

23 way up to current, | would advise him not to answer.

x IE occ. ust so understand the basis of the objection, Mr

25 Linder
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1 Mr. Bright. On behalf of Mr. Rhodes, | would like to extend that to any

2 generalized banking questions and the banking nature of from the time of the election

3 through the begining of this year. Is been alleged through the indictment bythe DOI,
4 as well as included in their formal statement in support of detention, regarding the

$ ‘movement of monies and the expenditure of monies on items that were purchased on

6 thewaytoD.C, as wells on the way back. They've included that as part of the
7 allegations of future danger.

8 And, 50, | think we would ask Mr. Rhodes to object on his Fifth Amendment

9 grounds based on anything related to that entire time period.

10 Mr. Linder. Correct.

u EE rkvou, vr right
2 oI
13 Q Mr. Rhodes, are you raising that objection?

Mm A Yes sila.
15 Q Okay. Letme back up then.

16 We were talking about different levels of membership, and | saw on the Oath

17 Keepers website tha there were diffrent types of membership that yo coud sign up for
18 that had different costs associated with it. You could be a lifetime member, for

19 example.

2 Do you have a sense of the breakdown roughly of that, of those different types of

2a numbers?

» A lreallydont. Idon't have that.
23 Q Do you have a sense of how much the Oath Keepers were bringing in on an

20 annual bass fom dues?
2 A Onceagai, Im going to decline toanswer that onFifth Amendment
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1 grounds.

2 Q Let me rephrase that.

3 Historically, do you have an average number in terms of the streams of income

4 into the Oath Keepers?

5 A lreallydon't. Ican't-- there's noway | could possibly answer that where

6 I'matright now, just no way.

7 Mr. Moseley. 1 think if | understandit | think part of his objection is his ability

8 toaccess information in incarceration. And, again, normally, as | said in my opening

9 statement, witnesses ought to review their information before they come in, and |note

10 that he couldn't do that under these circumstances.

1 I think that may be part of the response.

2 The Witness. ~ That's correct, but also Fifth Amendment due process concerns

13 too

o
15 Q sure, understand.

16 And just to be clear, you know,to the best of your recollection, I'm looking fora

17 ballpark number. Is that something that you're able to provide?

18 A Aballpark number of what? Annually? Is that what you're trying toask

19 me?

0 Q Annual amount of money that the Oath Keepers would get from dues.

2 Mr. Bright. ~ Again, | would instruct Mr. Rhodes to object based on Fifth

22 Amendment grounds if it's anything that is post-election of 2020 due to the allegations

23 being made by the Department of Justice.

x oI
2 Q I'm asking historically.
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1 A It depends on the year. It's hard to say. Like | was saying earlier, it goes

2 up and down depending on who's in office, goes up and down depending on what's

4 after big events like that and we got a lot of news coverage, we'd get a large spike in

$ ‘membership, and then it goes back down. It's hard to say.

7 right now.

8 Q Okay. |saw on the Oath Keepers website that there's a gear store that's

9 linked to the website, oathkeepersgearstore.com.

10 Did the Oath Keepers partner with any gear manufacturers or companies to sell

12 A I want to see if my legal counsel--

13 Mr. Bright. | don't at this time see any legal objection to that so long as it does

15 The Witness. Yes. | partnered with Greg McWhirter, his store in Montana.

16 He ran thegear store, and he also went -- sent out emails to our members when he had

18 first-aid packs, you know, ice packs, to clothing, to body armor, to clothing, to patches,

19 you know, both military patches and just other cool patches. It just ran the gamut of

20 everything that hesells that's legal to sell in the mail from his gun shop.

22 Q Did the Oath Keepers make a profit off of those sales?

23 A Ofcourse. He made a profit and so did we. That's, you know, why you

24 sell T-shirts. That's why every organization sells T-shirts, for example.

25 Q Did the Oath Keepers sell firearms?
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1 A No.

2 Q You have mentioned --

3 A Greg McWhirter did because he had a gun shop. | don't know if any Oath

4 Keeper members went and purchased one from him, but did not purchase themfor the

5 organization.

6 Q Okay. Youhave mentioned that after January 6th there have been financial

7 issues related to members leaving the organization. Can you describe what those issues.

8 have been?

° A No. What! said was that's not what | said actually. What | said was

10 there were financial issues linked through our deplatforming and demonetization. For

11 example, Tee Spring canceling us. How can| sell T-shirts if don't have a T-shirt supplier

12 that will allow us todrop ship them? So we have to try to fill those holes now. That's

13 whatlsaid.

1a And when our bank account was terminated didn't help, and actually being kicked

15 off of Stripe and not being able to process credit cards didn't help. So listening to the

16 course - what's the best footprint design | can do, right. This is Chinese socialist credit

17 store comingtoAmerica. It's what's happeningall over the countrytoallkindsof

18 people. It's happening to us too.

19 Q Gott

20 You know, historically, what was the reason that you instituted a dues-based

21 membership system? What did you intend the money to be used for?

2 A Well, every organization, ACLU, NRA, you name it, has dues because that's

23 what funds the organization, part of it, along with donations. ~ So it's the same thing any

24 nonprofit does.

2 Q Well, what were the operations of the Oath Keepers that needed to be
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1 funded historically?

2 A Well, as! said,naturaldisaster relief, outreach, education, the security

3 missionswe have doneover the years which included, you know, 12 Trump rallies, doing

4 escorts outside of the rallies because, again, antifa knows that a person goes into a Trump,

5 rally, they're going to be going through Secret Service. And then when they come back

6 out, they'll have nothing on them to defend themselves with. They'll be completely

7 unarmed. And that'swhoantifalikes to attack

8 And 50 we would wait outside and provide armed escorts outside the venue

9 according to the Secret Service about where we can and can't be, and we stay within the

10 law and wait for those folks to come out, whether they're disabled veterans, women,

11 families with kids, elderly people, the vulnerables who antifa likes to attack, and we

12 would escort them back to their vehicles.

13 And so, of course, things like that take money. ~ You've got to payfor travel and

14 you've got to pay for radios. You've got to, you know, pay for hotel rooms. You've got

15 topayforfood for your guys. Itjust takes money to do these things

16 And disaster relief, same thing. When you're going to spend 3 weeks in Puerto

17 Rico, I've got to feed the men. It takes money, you know, to do that.

18 Q Understood.

19 Have the Oath Keepers historically accepted cryptocurrency donations?

0 A Waitingfor counsel whether| should answer that or not.

2 Mr. Moseley. I'm not - well, I'm not sure what "historically" would mean in this

22 context, and maybe if you could just be more specific before we can figure | mean, it

23 sounds like are you talking about periodically or, you know, all the time, or something

24 lkethat? And] don't know the answer. I'm not suggesting there's ananswer, but

25 could you rephrase it?
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s Qtrwith, have he Oath Keepers aver ectedcpt
a donations?

5 A Yes, but only recently, after we were deplatformed and demonetized, unable

6 totakeonlne red card processing. she oly way at his ime tha cn ae any
7 kind of online donation or payment of dues is through, you know, one of the

8 cryptocurrency -- whatdotheycall them?

9 Mr. Bright. Again, | would assert for Mr. Rhodes that anything regarding the

10 banking and the allegations that are made in the indictment, as well as the government's

1 motofo deainmnt in support at goto hia othe lection of 220, he would
12 plead the Fifth onthat, Mr. Rhodes.

13 The Witness. Thank you, sir. And|will dothat.

" Primary to counsel Im going beet ules you give me tris >
15 Sometimes | can't hear what you're saying, so I'll wait for youto give me a thumbs up if |

16 can answer the question before | answer if your advice is not to answer.

w Nr oslo. soundste, if co ice together, hat sno the time
18 period -- well, | don't know. But it sounds like it's subsequent to January 6th, over the

19 ummerof fst year perhaps. Shiki wld imple nous he but pra,
2 otverprocecigs, hell earings.
a N36, would agree mpl with hat. Mosel us s,s anyting
2 postelecion 2020 ls within he pureof ha uestion. ie would object on
23 Rhodes’ Fifth Amendment grounds.

2 Iovsv. Thank you both
= oI
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1 Q Did the Oath Keepers use any fundraising platforms.

2 Mr. Linder. | would object to the time frame. We need a time frame and some

3 perimeters

a Mr. Moseley. And if you can answer, if you understand what fundraising

5 platforms means, but | think outsideof the problematic time period, | think you could

6 answer if you understand.

7 wi. pcg, [JR1 may ke one comment hat might streamine

8 this. Ifyou could tailor the questions in each one of these veins regarding the historical

9 nature; ie, what would end and stop November6,2020, you know, | hate to make a

10 running objection if 1 will but it makes sense kind of to do that. ~ But for the sake of

11 clarification, there will be a running objectionforanything regarding any finances,

12 banking, and all of that that would stop at the January 6th election due to the nature of

13 theindictment and the pending legal proceedings against Mr. Rhodes.

1a S01 think, you know, to clarify, if you want to make it anything before that date,

15 you know, it gives a lot more leeway for you to just ask those questions without the

16 continued objections.

FY I Ucerstood. Thank you, Mr. Bright.

1 Just s01 understand the scope and theparticular objection, you are objecting to

19 questions about the finances related to the time period from the 2020 election through

20 January 6th?

2 Mr. Bright. No, sir. Im objecting in kind of a running objection, if you will, to

22 the financing, the funding, the platforming from the election of 2020, November 6th,

23 through the date of our detention hearing. ~The government has made an allegation of

24 ongoing danger, flight risk, et cetera, et cetera, and they've made that in ight of

25 purchases that they say that he's made and conduct.
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1 So, that falls well within the purview of the criminal trial and the indictment that
2 the DOJ has brought down. Soi’ realy notgoin to be through January 6th. Its
3 ongoing to present.
a I hank youfor clarifying, Mr. Bright.

s Til also note for the record that Mrs. Elaine Luria has joined the meeting. | can -
. J oc try and makethis lar for therecord. |thinkwe can
7 stipulate for the purposes of this questioning that if we're asking a question about
8 financial, we are talking about the period before November 6, 2020.
5 And i thinkwe'll also stipulate for the recordthatwe would ask al these same
10 questions fora period after that, but that we understand that you're going to assert the
11 Fifth, andso we won't go through the exercise ofasking each and every oneof those
12 questions. Well just state for the record that youre going to assert the Fifth for those
13 questions post 11:6-2020,
1 Does that make sense?
15 wie eright. [J oink hat encapsulates exactly the running objection
16 that we would continue to be making. If we do that, think your suggestion and the
17 manner inwhich you articulate is absolutely correct.
1 Mr. Linder. Agreed.
1 I sovc assume moving forward that that's the time period we're
20 talking about, and we'll also have on the record that we would ask those other questions,
21 but we understand that you're objecting so we're not going to waste everybody's time to
2 askthose here,
23 wr.gright. Thankyou 1 appreciate that

2 I it back over to you,
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2 Q Sounder that stipulation, did the Oath Keepers use fundraising platforms?

3 Mr. Moseley. ~ Again, if you understand what platforms

4 A Yeah. mean, we would doa call-in action, one for Hurricane Harvey. We

5 woulddoacallinaction. We'd say, Here's the mission. We give a list of the

6 equipment for the volunteers, how to volunteer, howthey will be vetted, who to - you

7 know, where to show up to volunteer, et cetera,

8 And then we would let people know that, Hey, this takes money to do this.

9 We've gottopayforgas. You know, we give reimbursement for gas. We're going to

10 pay for their food, et cetera. So you can donate here, and we hadour own link through

11 Stripe to donate to us that would go right throughour bank account.

2 So, you know, we didn't use a third party, like Ready Set Go or, you know -- what's

13 theotherone now? Yeah, Ready Set Go. No, we didn't use those early on, | don't

14 think but can't recall exactly. | don't want to be pinned down. | don't want to be

15 accused of lying to Congress. So | don't know if over the years — this is 13 years’ of

16 activity. |don't know if we ever used a third-party fundraising site back then. But for

17 the most part, we usedourown link that went right into our bank account.

18 Q Thankyou, Mr. Rhodes.

19 Have the Oath Keepers had an individual who is responsiblefor the finances of the

20 group?

21 A Yes. We've had treasurers over the years.

2 Q And would you or your counsels be able to provideuswith that name?

23 Mr. Moseley. | thinkif you - I think the practice would be to handle them the

24 way that we talked about other third parties, is that if we can provide that to you. |

25 don'tknow what he has, lie, in the jail cell with him in terms of information. ~ But would
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1 you request that we have that we can submit that to you possibly respecting third-party

2 privacy?

3 I vou ce to just esablic tha, to he extent tht Mr
4 Rhodes knows the name, that he will provide that to us through you.

5 Mr. Moseley. 1believe so, unless other counsel have -who have to actually bear

6 the burden of going into court, you know, have anyother thoughts. But that would be

7 my understanding,

8 |]Thank you, Mr. Moseley.

9 Let me take a pause here and see whether any other staff or Members have

10 questions,

1 Mr. Raskin. Forgive me, because | missed the beginning of it just because of

12 another hearing. But when entered, Mr. Rhodes was describing his rejection of White

13 nationalists who wanted to join the Oath Keepers, and | was wonderingwhether that was

14 partofa general elaboration of what hs political philosophyor theory is.

15 1 don't want to make him repeat the whole thing, but | would be interested just to

16 hear him describe why he rejects White nationalism and what ithe political philosophy

17 thatled to their participation in the assault on the Capitol on January 6th?

1 The Witness. I'm sorry, | don't understand your question.

19 Mr. Raskin. What is the - is there a political ideology identified with the Oath

20 Keepers?

2 The Witness. Well, I said earlier, I'm a constitutionalist, andalso very much a

22 Libertarian. Sol used to work for Congressman Ron Paul of Texas, and | consider myself

23 aRon Paul Republican.

2 But as for our objection to White nationalism, I'm a poor Mexican. | come from a

25 family of Mexican-American migrant farmers on my mother's side. | can't stand racists,
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1 and we are adamantly anti  militantly anti-racist, and our bylaws track directly with U.S.

2 military rules and regulations on who can be a servicemember. Our bylaws make it very

3 clear that no one can be a memberof Oath Keepers who's a known White nationalist or

4 discriminates, any kind —a black nationalist, any kind of racist

5 Anyone who discriminates along racial lines, nationoforigin, based on their

6 religion, we will not let them be members. ~ That's been my rule from day one, and I'm,

7 youknow, extremely militant about that. 1 have zero tolerance policy for White

8 nationalists

9 Mr. Raskin. Okay. So

10 The Witness. And a handful have wormed their way in. When we identify

11 them, they are kicked out. They should never have joined in the first place.

2 Mr. Raskin. Thank youfor that.

1 I tc tis is outof oder because, again, mised the
14 beginning, but | was curious what would lead a self-proclaimed constitutionalist to lead

15 an attack or participate in an attack on the constitutional order, and on the peaceful

16 transfer of power.

FY Mr. Bright. Your Honor, obviously, there's a Fifth Amendment objection to that

18 question. It speaks to the absolute heart of the DepartmentofJustice's indictment of

19 this case.

20 Instruct Mr. Rhodes immediately not to answer that question based on Fifth

21 Amendmentgrounds. If the Congressman was here originally, he would have heard that

22 fromthe beginning.

23 Mr.Raskin. Okay. |yield back to youNE

EE con ve resin
2 The Witness. 1 will say | find that actually offensive. You're not even asking me
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1 aqueston
2 Mr. Moseley. Hold on, hold on. The problem with the Fifth Amendment, of

3 course you can' say anything good or bad. 1€5 neof the problems we have with
a that area of the law, so —

5 The Witness. Sorry.

. Me. Moseley, So you kind of stp ith just th abjecton.
, TheWiness, Gott
8 linvoke my Fifth Amendment right and my due process right.

© Ave there other staf or members who have questions?
n is. Luis?
12 Mrs. Luria, Thankyou.

13 And this may have been discussed earlier before | was able to join. But what was

14 the nature of th organization? 1 mean, you'r callcting money. Ar you offically
15 established as a nonprofit, incorporated as a business? | mean, you mentioned bylaws

16 that you have. So can you describe the nature of the organization, and then, also,

17 provide the documents to the commitee that establish this organization nd ts structure
18 and the rules of the different —- essentially it sounds like officers within the organization?

1 Wr. Moseley. | think you cananswerthat.
PB) The Witness, Yeah, we went ovr this earlier, but | an give t to you na
nuh
2 Yes, we're a nonprofit. We're a nonprofit registered in the State of Nevada as a

23 State nonprofit. But we, of course, do activities all over the country. And we have a

24 board of directors and officers and bylaws. The bylaws should be onourwebsite,

25 although we had to do a new website because our service provider deplatformed us as
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4 The Witness. You're welcome.

5 I+:vou, Mrs. Luria

’ |__|

9 Q Yes, | do have a few follow-up questions from the things that|

10 asked you earlier.

12 couldn't recall the annual revenue because it changed from year to year.

13 A Uh-huh.

15 A No way | can possibly do that from where I'm at right now. |just can't do it.

18 A No, I don't. You know, like | said, at our peak, we had about 40,000

21 So, you know, certainly after Ferguson, we got our biggest spike, | believe,

23 were on the rooftops protectinga Black bakeryowner's place, and it caught the news,

24 you know. So we were -- that's why there was a spike. | can't recall, though, even
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1 spike in donations and membership.

2 Q  That'sfair.
3 Do you remember ballpark what the annual revenue wasfor thatyear when it was

4 itwas the highest?

s A ireallydon't.
s a okay.

7 A man ideas guy. I'm,youknow,a speaker and an ideas guy. I'ma

8 horrible bean counter. suck at red tape. | suck at bookkeeping. I'm horrible at i.
° Q  Dontworry, soam.

10 A Youknow, | used to bea lawyer. You know how us lawyers are, we're not
11 mathematicians, we're not accountants. It bored me to tears to do any of that kind of

2 stuff

3 Q Most of us went to law school because we hate math, so | get that.
1 A Yes, exactly.

15 Q Soin terms of the sticking with the numbers for just a moment, in terms of

16 your salary, 1 knowearlier, JMscvou 7 vou took a satary, and you said

17 usually but this past ear it's been harder.

1s A Unhuh

1 Q just wantedto follow up on that a te bit an first get senseofwhat
20 your salarywasbefore this past year.

2 A Yeah. Again, if recall correctly, it was 96,000. 1 think we bumped it to
22 100,000 because of ~ you know, because of inflation. But my take-home was

23 consistently $1,600 per week was my take-home. So | think t was 1,800 gross, you

24 know, and the take-home was 1,600, something lke that. | can't tell you exactly what it
5s
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: woud have tog ook ack at bank cords, bu, ou knw, rank, don't know
2 if | can ever find it again because the bank cut us off. So | don't know, you know.

s Q Andhenyou sid consistently about 160, over what pried re we ling
a about? Is that the entire 10 years before this past year?

5 A Yeah. |thinkit-- yeah, certainly from, like, 2014 through -- through the

6 being ofthe Trump ministration, we sated having some mney problems back
7 then because of fewer membership because people on the political right didn't feel like

8 they needed to be in an organization like Oath Keepers anymore. They thought that

9 Trump was going to fix everything in their heads. So they had --it's just a natural slump

10 you're going to get.

u Uberas have sump hat henlsral are fice and consenaives hve
12 slump like that whenconservatives are in office. It's just the way it goes.

13 Q  lunderstand.

u oor the past year when the revenue hasbeen down, how have you ben
15 ssvortngyousell?
16 The Witness. Gentlemen, should | answer that question?

w wits, Ago, gone sock[INNoeeriehat we
18 had regarding ongoing financial questions that are after January 6th to the present, we

19. woul have he ongoing th Amendment objections asserted by. Seward

2 Mr. Moseley. And | guess | would clarify that there are hearings in court

22 about you know, about the bail hearing in terms of - well, | don't want to characterize

23 it too much but that might affect what's going on currently, may not affect the trial, but it

24 may affect court hearings that are ongoing.

25 |]Well, can | ask a little bit more directly?
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2 Q Did you have any other employments in the past year that provided you a
3 sala
a A No.

5 a okay. Yousiso tated with [Il20001 the merchandise sates that

6 youdid with ~ I can't remember yourfriend's name, but you identified him by name, and

7 IER:<c vou if you made a profit off of those merchandise sales. 1 just

5 wanted to get a little bit more information on that
5 How much profit would you say the Oath Keepers made off of that

10 merchandising?
n A Ihavenoidea. Once again, I'm nota bean counter. | just don't know.

12 Solleftthatin Greg's hands. He would process the orders through his business, and he

13 would then wire us or transfer to us whatever our percentage was. |just have no idea.
14 Q Gott

15 00 you recall over roughly what time period you were working with Greg on

16 merchandising?
7 A Well, he's my vice president from 2020 until just Decemberof this year or

18 2021. guess he resigned because he was concerned about losing his FFL because of

19 harassment that he's getting. Soin that time period, so between 2020 and 2021.
20 Q Understood.

2 A can't you would have to ask him exactly when he took over running the
22 gift store and was doing the online sales through his business.

2 Q And were you selling merchandise before he took that over?

2 A Yes. We used to sell T-shirts - through Tee Spring like | was saying earlier,
25 until Tee Spring cancelled us aspartof cancel culture. ~ And before that, we had other
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1 T-shirt manufacturers, really T-shirts and hats and, you know, typical things that any.

2 organization does to raise revenue.
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1

2 [12:00 p.m]

a Q And were those tee shirts and hats, were they mostly just the Oath Keepers

5 logo, or did you have any slogans or anythin of that nature that were on that

6 merchandise?

7 A Oh both. Mostly the Oath Keepers logo, but occasionally we'd have some

8 other fun slogan or logo that we would sel over the years

9 Q Do yourecall- do any of them, in particular, stand out to you, which logos

10 orslogans that you used?

n A We hada couple thatwere lie pro-Second Amendment. We had a couple

12 that we sold on Teespring, that the people who were running our Teespring account prior

13 to Greg taking over, they put up some Pro-Trump tee shirts, ike something about 45, and,

14 of course, inaudible] 45.

15 So, you know, things like that. So pro-Second Amendment, pro-Trump usually.

16 And we're selling [inaudible] orders to make revenue.

FY Q Understood. | think those are al the questions | have for now. Thank

18 you, Mr. Rhodes.

19 1 did see Representative Lofgren come on to the camera.

20 1 don't know if you have any questions that you want tojump in with now?

2 Ms. Lofgren. No.

2 I oi). Thankyou.

2 Then, | think,[IE vou hadafew questions.

2 |] Yes. Thank you.

2 =
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1 Q just had a follow-up for you, Mr. Rhodes.

2 You mentioned earlier that, depending on an individual's MOSor their job in the

3 military, that would dictate the types of personal security details or details you would

4 sendthem outon. Isthat correct?

5 A That's correct.

6 Q  Soas partof the application process, did you all collect DD214s to verify.

7 individuals’ MOS while they were on Active Duty?

8 A Westartedto later. Initially we relied on the honor concept. But then we

9 didhave afew people that were stolen valor. Thankfully, only a few. But that caused

10 uslaterto, yes, insist on DD214s to proveprior service.

1 Q And where were these DD214s stored? Were they stored asa

2 A We would ask them just to bring them with them. ~ They would volunteer

13 forour operation. didn't mean to cut you off. They would bring them to the

14 operation. But then they would just show it to us.

15 Or if they didn't have a DD214, if they claimed they were a marine, we would have

16 amarine talk to them - you know, "Where did you serve?" and confirm. If they claim

17 tobe exlaw enforcement, we'd ask them to verify that. ~ And, you know, usually, they'd

18 havean ID card or something. Soto just show it to our leadership before they were sent

19 outona mission.

0 Q Do these DD214s, do they have to be mailed as partof the application later

a om

2 A No. We would someone could join without submitting those. ~ But then

23 welet them know that eventually our local leaders are expected to vet them. ~ And at

24 that point, we rely on our local leaders throughout the country to do the vetting, to

25 confirm theirservice, either through documentation or through talking to them in an
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1 interview.

2 Like I say, a match up -if a guy claimed to be a seabee, let him talk to one of our

3 seabees, make sure he's legit. You know, especially special warfare. We had a couple

4 of posers that claimed to be ex-rangers, but they were not Army rangers.

5 And soafter that, especially if someone claims to be a SEAL or a ranger, or special

6 forces, or anything like that, we'd have them talk to someone that is in that background

7 and confirmwho theyare.

8 Q Were there certain MOS's or job codes that you all found more attractive in

9 prospective members?

10 A Because we're doing a lot of disaster relief, of course, we would like combat

11 engineers, EMS, combat medics were invaluable. Our combat medics would do wellness

12 checks. Theywould go in, you know, right along with the rest of us. Whatever we're

13 doing, we had medics with us. If we could help people, we did it.

1a So those were two critical ones. Communication is always very important. So

15 the most critical are medical and communications. Those are two big, huge deficiencies,

16 you know.

uv Q  Iguess with the nondisaster relief type missions, were thereother MOS's

18 that you found particularly helpful or attractive for your organization?

19 A Well, certainly. | mean, you've got a guywho used to be a -- he's search

20 and rescue trained, the way the military does, yeah, of course. You have some rescue

21 divers, search and rescue guys were fantastic. Infantry i fantastic. They know how to

22 work through, you know, rough terrain with their, you know and we were able to go

23 places that others couldn't go. We were up in the mountains in Puerto Rico. And like |

24 said, | had a ranger veteran with me, legit, who he and | - | used to do reconnaissance

25 whenlwasin the Army.
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1 50 we went scouting for the U.S. military. Informal. You can go in the U.S.

2 military, of course, they might deny it. But we were letting the local commander know,

3 hereis where the relief should be done. We can do somehelicopter drops and drop in

4 some bottled water and food and medicine. So we dida lot ofthat because of our prior

5 backgrounds.

6 And then we were going to gang-infested barrios like we did in Puerto Rico, or

7 Houston. Having law enforcement with us who are, you know, used to be in gang units

8 and understand how to deal with that environmenti invaluable as well.

9 Q Let's take the Ferguson example that you mentioned earlier. | guess what

10 MOS would you look for for that? | mean, you talked about, for example, Katrina and

11 maybe Puerto Rico and those type of relief missions, but what about --

2 A I'm sorry, we were not actually - we didn't do relief in Katrina. That was

13 before ourtime.

14 Q Okay. Sowhat about Ferguson? Let's talk about where a diver, for

15 example, wouldn't be used, I'm assuming in Ferguson. What type of MOS would be

16 attractive for you when providing help in Ferguson?

7 A Well, certainly infantry, obviously. But then also law enforcement.

18 Because infantry, that's a different world than here domestically in the United States.

19 We have to make sure we have law enforcement.

0 1 would like to have, especially in an operation, | like to have leadershipthat's

21 both. Idlike to have a prior law enforcement who can talk to the local police:

22 employees and keep things smooth with them, who understands use of force:

23 domestically, so he can make sure that our infantry guys, you know, don't just act like

24 they'rein Mosul. You know, they obviously can't do that here.

2 Q Do you prefer infantryrather than securityforces type individuals?
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1 A Ohno. Iwilltakea security guy. Absolutely.

2 So the highest priority, | would say, law enforcement, definitely MPs, and like Air

3 Forcesecurity. There are a couple of those guys that are in the organization right now.

a And so anyone who has law enforcement training is definitely preferred. But

5 then below that, absolutely infantry would be useful.

6 And wewould just make sure to have law enforcementtell them: ~ Here isyour

7 rules of engagement, you must stay within the law, it must be lawful defense of yourself

8 or others, and make sure they understand the rules.

9 Q  Andlet's take that Ferguson example a litle further. Would your security

10 forces orformer law enforcement guys coordinate with the local law enforcement on

11 these typeofmissions?

2 A Absolutely. Everytime. And their primary job was, when they frst hit the

13 ground, was gotalk to the local law enforcement, whatever jurisdiction they're in, any
14 law enforcement on the ground, and liaison with them

15 Let them know who they are. That's why I always have, you know, our cops talk

16 totheir cops, talk and question the cops. Like in Ferguson, we had very good relations

17 with Ferguson PD. We only had an issue with the sheriff because the sheriff wanted to

18 try to tellus we couldn't be up there even though we just volunteered.

19 And, eventually, we had to hire an attorney to argue that point and show him that

20 thelaw was actually onour side. You don't need to be licensed security in Missouri if

21 we're unpaid volunteers. We prevailed on that legal fight.

2 EE orkyou
2 That's all | have,[EEE

2 EE ooo.I
» o
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1 Q Mr. Rhodes, if you don't mind, | would like to stay on that point about the

2 relationships that you worked to cultivate with law enforcement.

3 Was there kindof a philosophy behind the Oath Keepers’ engagement with police

4 departments or other law enforcement?

5 A Aphilosophy?

6 Q  Ageneral approach ora strategy.

7 A Well, we let them know why we're there. Like in Ferguson, we're there to

8 protect lives because arson is deadly force. There were apartments above the shops.

9 We were there to protect ives.

10 And we let them know why we're there. We let them know that we want to

11 have an open communication between our law enforcement leadership and them. And

12 hereiswhotocontact. You know, let's make sure that they know exactly who we are,

13 whywe're there, where we're going to be, who's the leadership, how to find them, and

14 how toidentify them.

15 We've done that -- we did that in Berkeley when we were in downtown Berkeley

16 twice for those free speech events there. Always had very good relations with local law

17 enforcement because wedo that. We go and meet them aheadof time.

18 Hopefully, like in Berkeley, we met the night before. We met the commander

19 who was going to be the commanderon the ground the next day in Berkeley, we had met

20 him the night before. | had with me two law enforcement, one was a retired D.C. Metro

21 police officer and the other one was retired from Missouri.

2 50 we went and talked to thechiefor the commanderforthe nextday and made

23 sure we understood the rules, they understood what we were going to be doing. We

24 had good relations with them

2 And they, you know, let us know the bad news that in Berkeley the town council
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1 had passed an emergency ordinance that no one in the park would be allowed to have,

2 you know, any shields, any batons, or anything like that. So we had to adjust to - you

3 know, had purchased a bunch of riot shields for us to use, and we could no longer use

4 theshields.

5 But we just rolled with the punches and dealt with that. And things were

6 still wentvery well. Like |said before, we were able to secure that park for both those

7 events with zero incidents whatsoever.

8 Q Was that engagement the night before, talking to the police department,

9 typical for events when the Oath Keepers were going to be present?

10 A Yes. Anytime we had the ability to meet in advance of an event starting,

11 we would definitely do that all the time.

2 And that goes also for Secret Service for Donald Trump rallies we were outside

13 doingescorts. Andwejust, you know, contacted them, let them know we're coming.

14 and where we're going to be. And they told us where thelinewas that we could not go

15 beyond.

16 We couldn't - at some venues we were not allowed to be in a parking lot while

17 armed. Other venuesdidn't care about the parking lot,they only cared about the actual

18 venue. Sothe rules change with each different venue. We always communicated with

19 them in advance to find out exactly what they wanted us to do and not do.

20 Q And which rallies were those that you're talking about?

21 A Well, we did 12, | believe, 12 Trump rallies,startingwith New Mexico in the

22 last election cycle, and then across the country, Dallas, Tupelo, Mississippi, Monroe,

23 Louisiana, all over the country, did 12 of them. We can provide you with a ist, if you

24 would like.

2 Q That would be great. Thank you.
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1 A You're welcome.

2 Q Were the Oath Keepers paid for that security?

3 A Absolutely not. We were volunteer, unpaid volunteer security. And like |

4 said, nothing, no contract with a venue. No contract with Secret Service. Just we're

5 goingtobe out in the streets, because we have a ight to be in the streets, it's a free

6 country, and we're going to escort people back to theirvehicles after they get out of

7 Trump rallies because antifa knows they will be unarmed and they're going to attack

8 people. And they do.

9 50 we protected people. And like |was saying earlier, we would provide armed

10 escorts back to their vehicles. And in all that time never had auseofforce incident

11 Neverhadto.

2 Q  Injurisdictions where people are permitted to carry weapon in public places,

13 what does security look like for the Oath Keepers?

14 A We would have like in, for example, in Dallas we had - one was a retired

15 Houston police detective who was carrying. Then it was a retired marineofficer who

16 wascarrying. And we have had retired Federalofficerswho were carrying as well in our

17 leadership.

18 And so, of course, they're all legally licensed to carry in Texas at the time and

19 could carry and did carry concealed. For those details, we prefer that men keep their

20 weapons concealed and, you know, ofa lower profile. No riflesor things like that, which

21 wasn't necessary.

2 In Ferguson, we had to have a high profile because you're dealing with, you know,

23 you're dealing with gang bangers, you're dealing with pretty wild people [inaudible]

24 people. Anda high profile like that is a good deterrent in that situation.

2 Other situations that's not justifiable. So like,for example, walking through the
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1 streets, we wouldn't dothat, not in Dallas, for example.

2 Q  Gotit. Andin order to be an effective security detail, | imagine you would

3 need to do some research beforehand, right?

4 A Well, of course.

5 Q  Toknow what thethreatsare?

6 A Yes. Yes, we have talked to the locals. We have talked to law

7 enforcement. If we thought there was an increased threat of IEDs, then we would, you

8 know, or pipe bombs, we would be on more of a lookout for anyone with backpacks, that

9 left their backpack and walked away. Things like that. We're always watching for that.

10 It depends on where we were.

u In Portland, we did security. We did an escortfor the Multnomah County GOP

12 chair who wanted to go attend the Patriot Prayer rally in downtown Portland at the

13 courthouse, the Federal courthouse. They had got permission to use the Federal

14 courthouse grounds for the rally.

15 He was afraid to go to the rally unless he had an escort. Sol escorted him in. |

16 was unarmed because | wasn't licensed to carry in Oregon. So we had locals who were

17 licensed to carry in Oregon who were carrying. Andwe escorted him in successfull, he

18 spoke, and then we escorted him rightback out, you know, right through -- not right

19 through the middle of antifa, but they saw us. But they did not engage us.

20 50 low key, but we have to do what we have to do. We escorted the man out

21 and had no incidents whatsoever.

2 Q And those are stil volunteer unpaid efforts?

23 A That's correct. Unpaid volunteers, right.

2 Q Are there other groups, you know, are there other groups at these events

25 who attempt to perform someofthe same services as the Oath Keepers you coordinate
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1 with?

2 A Yes. Like, for example, in downtown Berkeley, there were Proud Boys

3 there. There were some Three Percenter groups there. There were different bikers

4 that were there, different clubs.

5 And in both the situations, they fell under - because we had senior law

6 enforcement leadership. And we said, "If you are going to come in here, you have got to

7 follow our leadership," and they did.

8 Now, that's inside of the park.~Outsideof the park, Proud Boys and others

9 engaged in street brawling. I'm sure you saw the video. We did not take part in any of

10 that. We said in the park our only focus was on the event itself. ~ And what they did

11 outside of that, we had no control over that, unfortunately.

2 Q Has there historically been a relationship between the Oath Keepers and the

13 Proud Boys?

14 A Onlyinformally like that. They show up. And like, "Guys, we are in charge

15 of this venue, we're in charge ofthesecurity here. If you are going to be insideof our

16 perimeter, you're going to follow our rules, otherwise you can't be inside the perimeter.”

17 Andofcourse if you're a White nationalist, GFO, get out of our perimeter. You're not

18 going to come in our perimeter

19 Q So would you say it's accurate to say it was on an ad hoc basis that you

20 would engage with Proud Boys?

2 A Yes, because you're showing up at an event, you've agreed with the event

22 organizer you're going to be taking security on handforthe event. And then you don't

23 knowwhoelse is going to show up. It could be all kinds of people showing up. And in

24 Berkeley, you know, we put them to good use, because when antifa came charging into

25 the parkat about 10 o'clock in the morning they didn't obey anyof the rules that the
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1 town council had set. They came in with clubs and poles and shields and all kinds of

2 stuff.

3 And so we lined up veterans, bikers, Three Percenters, the Proud Boys, and our

4 police officers. Now, the police officers were carrying, they were carrying, because the

5 local Berkeley PD told them, "We're not going to try to tell abrother officer he can't

6 cay" Sothey were carrying.

7 But, thankfully, antfa did not attack. They stopped 15 yards away and just stood

8 there. And then the police finally got in between us and they pushed antifa, took away

9 their clubs and whatnot, and put them back on outside the park. So they did a good job

10 onthat.

1 But, initially, they got caught by surprise. ~ Antifa was in the park before the

12 police hadput any kind of tape between the two groups. So, thankfully, though, antifa

13 didnotattack. |think we were - because they knewthatthere were professional police

14 officersinour ranks. | think that deterred them.

15 Q Thankyou, Mr. Rhodes.

16 A You're welcome.

7 Q just asked about the Proud Boys and the relationship between the Oath

18 Keepersand Proud Boys, and you mentioned Three Percenters as well

19 S01 have the same questions with them. What was the nature of engagement?

20 Wasitad hoc or something more?

2 A Adhoc. We never hadallianceswith any other organization, no official

22 alliances whatsoever. | wouldn't engage in entangling alliances with anybody else. We

23 just had friendly relations. ~ And if they were there, we were there.

2 Sometimes, like in the Patriot Prayer ray, there was a local Three Percenter group

25 that took primary for security over that. They had associated with Patriot Prayer. And
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1 sothey were primaryon that one.

2 We were mainly there to protect the Multnomah County GOP chairman. And

3 then while we were there at the event, my guys, of course, kept an eye on the audience.

4 AndlikeI said, we had a retired D.C. Metro police officer with us who also had been a

5 special warfare veteran and he was very good in picking out potential bad guys in the

6 crowd who might try something.

7 50we just kept our eyes open. And if we saw something that looked suspicious,

8 welet the guy in charge of security know who was a Three Percenter leader at the time.

9 Q When you talk about Three Percenters, are you talking about particular

10 groups affiliated with kind of the ideology of the Three Percenters? Because | know

11 there are some people who kind of believe in the idea of the Three Percenters, but may.

12 not be part of an organization.

13 A That's correct. Both. I mean, | was good friends with Mike Vanderboegh,

14 thefounderoftheThree Percenter ideology. And his way of doing things was not to

15 form an official organization, in sharp contrast to myself. ~ He didn't believe that that

16 should be done. And so he neverdidthat. Itwasa mindset to him.

7 But there were other people, especially after his death - he died of cancer a few

18 years ago there were other people that then took the name and did start organizations

19 that they called themselves, lie the Original Three Percent, which is ludicrous. So there

20 were different groups across the country who used that name. So it just depended. It

21 could be guys who had that mindset, but it could be also an organized group.

2 Q Gott. And would you say in terms of people who have that mindset, are

23 there Oath Keepers who have that mindset?

2 A Well, of course. | consider myself a Three Percenter as far as ideology or

25 mindset, agree.
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1 Q Understood. That's helpful.

2 So kindofgoing back to what wewere just talking about --

3 A And gota tattoo that has Three Percent to fe on it inaudible] about that.
4 Wsonmyarm.
5 The Reporter. Please repeat your answer.

6 The Witness. No, Iwas just makinga bit ofa joke. And so | have a tattoo on my,
7 arm that says Three Percent to life in the center of the tattoo, it's an Oath Keeper tattoo.

8 Within the center, | told the tattoo artist, "Hey, put an address on there." So | wanted

9 to show that toMike Vanderboegh.

10 oI.
1 Q What did he say?
12 A lcan'tremember. Actually, you know what? I'm not sureif that was.

13 beforeorafter he passed away. But, yeah, | think he would have liked it.

1 Q Going back to events at which the Oath Keepers provide security, how do
15 you kind of prioritize whom to protect, or how do you make those decisions?

16 A Well, it depends on the event. If we're asked to protect a venue, like we

17 were in Martin Luther King Park, the venue tsel, the speakers, of course, and we would
18 escort the speakers from their vehicles to the event and then back to their vehicles.

19 They had to walk through the streets of Berkeley, vulnerableto attack.

2 And then in the park tself protected the people who were attending. And
2 afterwards, after the event was over, if someone requested an escort, we provided escort

22 for the attendees.

23 We prioritize them as women, families with children, elderly, and disabled

24 veterans. We have priorities. And that's true also at all the Trump rallies.

25 We did the security for the ACT for America's March Against Sharia, which was an
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1 eventorevents. | believe it was 2017, December 2017, all across the country.

2 Hundreds of events. We tasked Oath Keepers across the country to link up with them

3 and provide security, and they did.

4 So, for example, | was protecting a lady in Dallas who had been a Muslim, who had

5 converted to Christianity, who had death threats. And, of course, I'm not saying that all

6 Muslims are badatal, but there were radical Muslims who were threatening her because

7 she converted to Christianity.

8 And so Iwas part of the personal detail for her to escort her to the venue. She

9 spoke ona street corner in public. And then escorted her back to her vehicle and back

10 toherhotel. So that's an example. That was a personal security too.

1 Q  Gotit. |understand.

2 Soin terms of providing security at political events, | think when we were talking

13 earlier and! asked youwhether you thought the Oath Keepers were a political

14 organization, | don't want to mischaracterize whatyou said, but | think you said no. Is

15 that correct?

16 A That's correct. And like |said, that's why | brought up the open letter to

17 the Missouri Governor. We criticized his treatmentof the Black Lives Matter protestors

18 inFerguson. That's nonpartisan. In fact, a lot of our membership, you know, see

19 themselves as opposed to thosepeople that they saw on the ground there. But it

20 doesn't matter. They have aright to free speech and assembly.

2 And 50 we spoke out and condemned his violations of the rights of free speech

22 andassembly. The curfew was unconstitutional inoureyes. The police officers tear

23 gassing peaceful protestors and journalists was also wrong.

2 And | had prevailed in a lawsuit against the police department in Philadelphia for

25 arresting journalist who was one ofmyclients. ~ So we wereveryserious about that.
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1 But the reality is, is in the Trump administration years, it was the radical left

2 predominantly that were attacking Trump supporters in the street. That's what we saw

3 onTV that made us goto Berkeley. We saw the first one in March, downtown MLK Park

4 in Berkeley, a videoofantifa beating women up and just assaulting old people. We're

5 justnot going to put upwith that. So we came in and protected the next events.

6 And that was the pattern throughout the Trump administration, was antifa on the

7 streets, sometimes Black Lives Mater, or people who would show up at a Black Lives

8 Matter I'm not trying to say all Black Lives Matter protestors are violent. That's not

9 thecaseatall. But there were people who did show up and threaten to burn down, you

10 know,a bakery.

u Q Did you see that kind of violence in person?

2 A We sawitata distance in person. In Ferguson, some of our guys on the

13 rooftop, actually, thwarted an abduction. There were two - there was an alleyway in

14 our line of sight where a woman was being drug towardsa car. And they opened the

15 trunkof the car, were going to throw her in the trunk of the car.

16 And that's whenour guys, you know, lit them up with their bright lights and said,

17 "That's nota healthy course of action," let them know that, and the guys lether go.

18 50 we saw, you know, buildings burning all around us. There were buildings

19 burning to the ground all around us in Ferguson. But that one block that we were

20 protecting was secure, and it did not happen (inaudible.

2 I ccrs. Luria has come on to camera.

2 Mrs. Luria, do you have a question?

23 Mrs. Luria, Ido. Thankyou.

2 And I know that someofthese questions have been an attempt to characterize:

25 the organization of the Oath Keepers.
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1 Did you view the Oath Keepers as a militia?

2 The Witness. ~ That's a complicated question. Il have to refer to counsel if

3 shouldanswer that one or not.

4 Mr. Bright. You know, | would respectfully suggest that on this issue, with all due

5 respect to Mrs. Luria, | would instruct my client on this one to plead the Fifth.

6 It's an important question, obviously, but due to some of the organizational

7 aspects of what's been alleged and in the indictment, it speaks alittle close to some of

8 the information held there and in some of the allegations being made.

9 S01 think at this time, as the original statement made by Mr. Rhodes that there

10 are going to be times that he would like to comment even when his comment would be

11 fundamentally ina favorable light to him, that on this singular subject we would have him

12 plead the Fifth on this one due to his constitutional rights and the indictment that's

13 pending bythe DOJ.

14 Mrs. Luria, Well, thank you.

15 And then just sort of a more broad question then, not necessarily applying it to

16 the Oath Keepers. But, Mr. Rhodes, are you aware ofwhat constitutes a militia under

17 thelaw?

18 The Witness. ~ Yes, I'm aware that under the law, historically, there have been

19 state-sanctioned Statemilitias that could be subject to be called up into Federal service.

20 Andlbelieve there's till the statutes on the Federal books.

2 Now, the caveatisthat there is the unorganized miltia in Federal statutes and the

22 organized militia. And the organized militia are the National Guard, Reserves, et cetera.

23 And the unorganized militia s inaudible] by able-bodied males between 17 and

24 45, I believe, under Federal statute. But also it states that veterans are subject to being.

25 called into Federal service until age 65. Those are the unorganized miltia.
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1 So unless and until they are called into service by the President of the United

2 States, they would fall back to the States, and under State constitutions they are defined

$ Many of the States do much the same thing, they recognize the organized militia,

7 there who is, you know, a pool of potential people who can be called up.

8 But most -- | don'tthink any State has actually organized those people into

9 militias. You have some State defense forces, but those aren't the same thing. So

10 those State defense forces cannot be called into Federal service. And that's been by

12 So in most of the States, in all the States, the actual militia now, the organized

15 So at a moment's notice, you could be called into service by your State executive,

16 your State commander in chief, the Governor, or you could be called into Federal service

18 Mrs. Luria. Okay. So ldo note that you're speaking in the first person, the rest

19 ofus,we could--

2a presume, is under 45. He certainly could be called into the militia himself. He's part of

23 And all of us veterans, | mean all veterans, let me be clear about this, every
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1 experience.

2 Mrs. Luria. Okay. No, | appreciate your insight on that and interpretation of it.

3 Sothen, youknow, | know that you did plead the Fifth on the previous question, but you

4 juststated that

5 The Witness. Well, Oath Keepers.

6 Mrs. Luria. ~All people that meet these characteristics are part of an unorganized

7 militia

5 The Witness. Pardon?

9 Mrs. Luria. You just stated that in accordance with the law, all people who meet

10 those characteristics, males between 17 and 45 and veterans, are, in fact, part of the

11 unorganizedmilitia justbyvirtueof the law.

2 The Witness. That's correct. Federal statute | believe states from 17 to

13 45-and with the caveatthat those with prior military service it goes to age 65 -- are

14 considered part of the unorganized militia.

15 wr. right. A point of clarificationJ lll 1 beveve the original

16 question had to dowith whether or not Mr. Rhodes considered the Oath Keepers

17 themselves as a group, as an entity, a militia. And what he has done on the most recent

18 question, he has given the law and thehistoryof those who can be considered such.

19 1 don't want that to be construed in a misleading fashion as to whether or not by

20 implication and explanation of the law that he now considers the Oath Keepersproperan

21 organization to bea militia. There is a distinct difference between the first answer that

22 he gave and then his pleading the Fifth as to the direct question. 1 just want that

23 clarified.

weer Tonks
2 Mrs. Luria, did you have a follow-up question?
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1 Mrs. Luria. Nofurther questions right now. Thank you.

: EE ee

4 Q I'd like to pull up an exhibit at this time, exhibit 9. So this is a screenshot of

5 the "Declaration of Orders We Will Not Obey" from the Oath Keepers website.

7 You're on mute.

9 Q Great. Can you tell me about the history of this document, how did it come

10 about?

12 what we saw in Hurricane Katrina, which was gross violations of people's rights, including

13 being confined to the Superdome there and not allowed to leave. | forgot the name of

15 there and get help, and now they're not allowed to leave. They can't evenwalkacross.

16 the bridge to come over here and get more help. They're being left there with no food,

18 the pretty boy from FOX News. His name escapes me.

ANS—

21 course, when we saw the combatant status being applied to American citizens, that's why

23 So what |ready did is here is the Bill of Rights, but now we're going to add in our
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1 erosion of civil rights in the name of fighting thewaron terror.

2 So that's what we did. We just kind of said here we're going to add in current

3 eventsto the Bill of Rights. So it's basicallya restatement of the Bill of Rights but also is

4 alittle bit of reflection of current history and recent history.

5 Q Understood. That's helpful. Thank you.

6 A You're welcome.

7 Q since you drafted this document or since the OathKeeperswere founded,

8 have you seen orders such as the ones contemplated in this declaration being

9 implemented by a government?

10 A Well, yeah. Like, for example, what was done in Ferguson was a gross

11 violation of the rights of freedom of speech and assembly, you know, unconstitutional

12 curfew, tear gassing the entire crown, pointing sniper rifles at the entire crowd. All of

13 thatare considered to be right on point with why we wrote this.

14 Q Sure. Andthen the last thing

15 A Imsorry. didn't mean tocut you off.

16 Q  Goahead.

7 A You know, also, there was the SWAT killing the marine veteran Jose Guerena

18 inTucson. We protested against that. | lost more members because of that. There

19 were law enforcement officers who didn't ike us protesting against police officers.

0 1 had to tell them, "What do youthink this organization is for?" We're not going

21 tocallout I mean, we're going to call out the military when they 'eff up, when we

22 should, you know, like Abu Ghraib, that was horrible. We've got to call out law

23 enforcement, too.

2 And 50 we went down and protested because there was gross excessive force, did

25 aSWAT raidat 11 o'clock in the morning. He worked graveyard at the local mine.
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1 They could have just gone to him at the local mine at like 6 a.m. and said, “Hey, sit tight in

2 the office here, we're going to go search your house.” They waited until he got home,

3 gotin bed after working graveyard and then they kicked down his door, rolled up, rock

4 music playing [inaudible] you know, getting all pumped up, and they assaulted his front

5 door.

6 And as anyveteranwould have done, as | would have done, you've got unknown

7 men coming through your front door, your wife is screaming there's men with guns

8 outside, youve ina cartel area in Tucson, you're going to grab your ifle until you figure

9 outwhat'sgoingon. That'swhat he did. Hediedwith the safety on.

10 Q  Gotit. Veryhelpful. Thankyou.

1 A Sowe protested against that. | take this seriously. We have an obligation

12 and duty to speak out when any level of government is violating people's rights. We

13 haveanobligation and duty.

14 Q Beyond protests, how does the obligation to not obey an order

15 contemplated under this document manifest itself?

16 A Well, I would hope that, like | said earlier, when | was in the military, we

17 were taught about a violent massacre. That was the example they used when teaching

18 us the laws of war and ourobligation and duty to refuse unlawful orders. That was the

19 example they used.

0 And of course, more recently they used Abu Ghraib because of the excesses there.

21 Itwould have been great in both situations if no one had followed those orders and if

22 they had simply stood down and refused to shoot people, like shooting women and

23 children, in the My Lai Massacre.

2 It's something youwant them to do. They have a duty and obligation. It's not

25 anything new. | am not making this up. It's part of the obligation in the military to
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1 refuse unlawful orders.

2 The problem we saw is when they're used domestically like in Katrina. Alot of

3 times National Guard and their soldiers don't understand where thelinesare

4 domestically.

5 And then we saw law enforcement that were federalized and brought in from all

6 over the country into Katrina, who also didn't understand where the lines were and were

7 obeying orders to disarm people, who were just simply trying to protect theirown

8 property.

9 And we saw a horrific video ofa copfrom California tackling alittle old lady in her

10 house because she had an open revolver in her hand,just empty. She said, "Look, | got

11 protection. |don'tneedtoleave." They made her leave her house.

2 They didn't need to tackle her. If he tackles her to the ground and injures her,

13 thatwas excessive force. We want law enforcement and military, and now EMS and

14 fire, too, as well to think about what they're being told to do and does this comport with

15 the Constitution or not, with the rights of the people.

16 If the answer is no,thentheir answer must be no, too. They must refuse to

17 followthose orders and then deal with the aftermath. If they're brought to disciplinary

18 proceedings later or fired, so be t. They have a duty to sayno. Just like thecops

19 around - gosh, what was his name?

0 Whatwas the name of the cop that was kneeling on his neck? | can't remember

21 hisname. Someone help me out.

2 Q don'tremember the cop's name, but | think you're talking about George

23 Floyd. Isthat correct?

2 A Yes. That police officer. |mean, there was a bystander standing by. He

25 said, "Hey, man, | train jujitsu. You're cutting off his blood, you're gonna kill him," you
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1 know. Andlwas watching that video. | used to train in Brazilian jutsu, too, and | was

2 like, yeah, he's cutting of the blood to his neck, he's going to kil him.

3 And so the otherofficersaround him should have tackled, should have pulled him

4 off, and said, "Hey, man, we got this." Because these two — | asked Greg McWhirter

5 afterwards, [inaudible] the proper way to handle that, because you've got an officer

6 amped up and angry, becoming personal for him, isto pull him off, "We got this."

7 There's like four other officers there. "We got it."

5 And youroll the guy to his side so he's not having what they cal positional

9 asphysa, you're not having that. You kneel on, especiallya large guy like that, if you

10 kneel on his back, you can kil him just by kneeling on his back because he can't breathe

11 because he's so his own weight is hurting his ability to breathe.

2 So the right course of action would be for the officers to pull him off and take

13 over, roll im onto his side, maybe shackle his feet, and then put him back in the car with

14 the shackled feet. That's the way to handle that. That's what our police officers told

15 me

16 Sothat's what we try todot. Its like, hey, man, you can't just go to a hundred

17. mills per hourinevery situation. You have to make sure that you're within the bounds

18 of the people's rights and you're doing it with the minimal force necessary. ~ And the

19 officers around you have a duty and obligation to step in and stop if they have to.

2 Q Whatare the obligations for peoplewhoare not currently Active-Duty

21 military or employed law enforcement?

2 A First, to reach out to those who are. Like we haveourpolice officers in

23 Oath Keepers reach out to the current serving and just say, "Hey, man, Ive been there. |

24 knowwhatit's like. | know what i's like to be under the pressure of losing your job.

25 But you swore that cath. That's got to come frst."
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1 So if you're in the lines —- if | go to as an infantry veteran and go tell a cop, "Well,

2 here's how you should do your job," they're not going to listen to me. "You don't know

3 whatitslike, man
4 So I'll go get a retired police officer, like Greg or the other police officers in our

$ organization who are retired, and let them go talk to him. And like, Hey, man, | did this

6 for2Syears. Iknowwhatit'slike. But here's what you need todo. You needto
7 think about what you're being told to do. And if it's not right, you can't doit. And if

8 it's not right and someone elseisdoing it, you've got to stop them, like you should have

9 pulled that officeroffand took over. "I got this, man. Go chill out. We gotit."

10 That's the right thing to do. Don't stand there and just watch. It was horrific.

1 Hey, buddy. Oh, thankyou. | appreciate it
12 Q Great. Thankyou, Mr. Rhodes.

13 Wecan take this exhibit down.

1 Earlier we were talking about someof the threats that you've seen at various
15 events, and you've mentioned antifa. And | was hoping you could describe the threat

16 from antifa and what you see as their motivations.

w A Well, thetwo are entwined. Theirclaim istheyre stopping fascists, that
18 they are out to stop White supremacists from terrorizing communities.

19 Thank you, appreciate it. Thanks.

20 But, of course, like in Berkeley, we watched a video from early March, they were

2a attacking anyone that went -- a lot of them were libertarians. It was actuallya

22 libertarian event. They were attacking anyone who was there, just beating on them,
23 and trying to prevent them from even speaking. Andtheyalways say, you know, we're

24 not goingto et them even come to our community.
25 You can't do that. Everyone has freedom of speech, even detestable White
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1 nationalists have freedom of speech. The ACLU defended a Kian march right through

2 the town ofa bunch of Holocaust survivors. It was horrific, disgusting,but they had a

3 First Amendmentright to doit

4 And so while | would never protecta Klan rally, | got things | won't do, | will

5 protect people who are, like, just trying to extend their free speech and assembly who are

6 not White nationalists. Like an average Trumpsupporter, theyre not White nationalists

7 Wsridiculous. It's a horrible smear, a politcal smear that they call them that, and

8 theyrejustnot that.

9 And so that's who we were protecting. It's people who are out there to express.

10 their support for the President or other political opinions. So they have a right to free

11 speech and assembly.

2 Antifa, their MOis to attack people and silence them withtheir fists, with bike

13 locks, with clubs, with bags of urine or bleach or pepper spray or whatever else they use

14 todisrupt events.

15 Like there was a Back the Blue rally in Denver, Michelle Malkin spoke at it. |

16 thinkitwasin 2020. twas shut down because a massive mob of leftists attacked the

17 people there physically. And therewas a stand down order given to the police:

18 department, and only one lieutenant and his squad actually helped people. The rest of

19 thepolice just stood by and watched, as we saw before too.

0 You would get stand down orders from Democrat-dominated police chiefs who

21 work for Democrat politicians. It happened in Berkeley, also, they just stood back and

22 letthem brawl. They just stood back and watched antifa attack women and children

23 and older people.

2 And that's when we stepped in. So we're not going to put upwith this. We're

25 goingto go and defend these people.
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1 And like, for example, that Back the Blue rally in Denver, it was bad. The rally

2 ended up being shut down because of the violence. It was attacked from the leftists.

3 And so this last year, our guys went out there and participated to help protect the

4 nextBack the Blue rally. We've done a bunch of those across the country.

5 Q What do you believe motivates antifa?

6 A That's hard tosay. | mean, we talked to one - we were in Bostonat a free

7 speech event, and one of them talked — actually came over and talked tous. A young

8  mancameover. And the rally participants had taken off on a march, and most of antifa

9 chased after them. Some of us were standing back behind them guarding the

10 equipment, ike our backpacks and the sound equipment. And he came over and talked

1 tous

2 1 had a retired NewYork detective talking to us. ~ He was an Oath Keeper. He

13 was talking to this kid. Like, you know, what motivates you? He says, "Well, I'm here

14 because | don't like Nazis" He said, "We don't like Nazis either. We're not Nazis."

15 And he was like, "Well, those guys are Nazis." There were some on the periphery

16 standing there, some White nationalists. | said, "Yeah, those are like, what, two of

17 them?" There were two of them there. Everybody else here is not a Nazi.

18 And then we started talking to him. "And what do you believe in?" "I believe in

19 freedom. believe in indivisible rights." "So do we."

0 By at the end of the conversation my retired detective said, "You're pretty

21 libertarian, man. You should be over here with us." Because the kid was like, "| don't

22 feel comfortable with them flying the Soviet flag. That's not what I'm about. | just

23 don'tlike Nazis."

2 And 50 i'sa weird situation when you have got these twopolar opposites of

25 extremists. You have got the actual communists who hate this country and want to
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1 destroyit. You know, "No borders, no wall, no UsA atall" and all that kind of stuff.

2 And then you have got the actual White nationalists who also want to destroy this

3 country, don't believe in the Constitution. They can get something in their way and

4 wanttodestroyit. Theyworship Adolf Hitler.

5 So you've got these two polar opposites of fascists, real fascists and real

6 communists, who think are trying to manipulate the middle of the population to get

7 them ontotheir side. And so you've got the communists infiltrating on the left trying to

8 getand radicalize more people that are calling themselves Democrats or identified as

9 leftist. And you've got the White nationalists trying to infiltrate on the right, trying to

10 radicalize and turn racist people who are not racist, who are the political right. And

11 both of them are trying to do ths.

2 And soto me, it's a battle. We're trying to keep those two extremes from

13 dominating and gaining more traction. ~ So my intent was to take the steam out of the

14 White nationalists by occupying the vacuum and protecting people and denying them the

15 chance to gain credibility and street traction among Trump supporters.

16 We exclude them from all our events. We took care of everybody. ~The White

17 nationalists now had nothing to do but stand around and wave flags and make slogans

18 and stuffabouta block away. That's what we want to see. And the same for the

19 radical communists and antifa.

1) We're there to protect people. If we have a chance, I'l tell peopl, look, these

21 people are not what youthink they are. We talked to that kid. When you have a

22 dialogue, you canbreak down those artificial barriers. You're not going to doit by

23 looking at mainstream media, because mainstream media feeds that polarization and

24 that divide and conquer. Its terrible.

2 Q Have the Oath Keepers provided security to events that were threatened by,
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1 say, White nationalists?

2 A Yes. We had some Oath Keepers in Texas, in Tyler, Texas, that's a good

3 example, who protected a Black Lives Matter march because some actual White

4 nationalists showed up and were trying to shut down their free speech and assembly,

5 trying to use violence against them.

6 50 our local leaders there, one was a retired corrections officer, he had also been

7 101st Airborne, another was the 10th Mountain Division, a recent Afghan veteran, and

8 theyputastoptoit. They personally escorted - a young lady, yeah, young Black lady

9 wasthelocal organizer for Black Lives Matter. They protected her and protected her

10 through the streets, yeah.

u Q  Youmentioned Black Lives Matter in other contexts in terms of potential

12 threats to, say, Trump campaign events. Can you elaborate?

13 A 1am sorry, | was thinking, | didn't mean to cut you off. But, no, we didn't

14 really have anissue with Black Lives Matter at most Trump events. It was antifa for the

15 mostpart

16 Black Lives Matter, we dealt with them in Ferguson, in Louisville in 2020, before

17 theelection. |am happy to talk about that. We were there the same thing, protecting

18 agas station that local activists had threatened to burn to the ground, or local people,

19 two pawn shops, and also a restaurant that had residents above it, which does not want

20 tobe named because they're afraid of retribution. And we protected all of those.

21 And in there we didhave an altercation with Black Lives Matter in the parking lots.

22 We were getting ready to go and we get our night ofprotecting those buildings.

23 So they rushedintothe parking lot and got in our faces and yelled. Some of

24 them were carrying pistols in their belts. We just dealt with them coolly and calmly and

25 where it would deescalate. They yelled and screamed in our face and made their point,
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1 guess, and then they left. It was not much of a physical altercation at all.

2 So that was our only really negative experience with Black Lives Matter in our

3 face. InFerguson, during the Black Lives Matter - this is the problem with these big

4 events: How do youknow who's what?

5 So I wouldn't say that all the arsonists are Black Lives Matter, | have no way to

6 knowthat. All know is that you have situations where you have crimes being

7 committed, assaults, murders, arsonists, lethal force, all that's being done in cities that

8 were erupting because of the protestsafter the deathof George Floyd, but also before

9 that, going back to Ferguson.

10 So I think that this is before we stood upfor the rightsofthe first protesters who

11 were peaceful, but we opposed the attempted arson and assault to anybody who wanted

12 tocrossthe line beyond protected speech. And that's what we do.

13 Q How do you identify someone as affiliated with Black Lives Matter?

1a A Like I said, it's hard to do, right? If they still identify, like in the parking lot,

15 they came rushing into the parking lot, and the first guy was like, "Black Lives Matter,

16 right?” Isaid, "All lives matter." He's like, "Well, fuck you," and he got in my face. |

17 didn'teussback. Ilet him yell

18 I consider him a Black Lives Matter, at least a Black Lives Matter protester. Now,

19 if he's an official member or not, | have no idea. ~ But if they self-identify, that's one way.

20 toknow. But, you know, its like Whip was saying. Our team leader on the ground

21 there in Ferguson was Whip. You know, you guys know him as Mr. Greene.

2 But as he would say, he supports the Black Lives Matter movement, there is an

23 issue, there's a legitimate issue of there are some racist cops out there, and there is some

24 racist bias going on that needs to be purgedout of police departments. | think that's

25 legit. And like he says, he supports the movement, doesn't support the organization.
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1 Black Lives Matter came outlater and was putting out statements that were

2 antifamily, you know, and he saw that as an assault on the Black male, tryingto get rid of

3 Blackmales and their primacy in their homes.

a Sol won't speak for him. But | would say that | agree with him. 1 think the

5 movement has a point, but | think that a lot of the official organization has gone

6 sideways. | think some of their leaders are self-avowed communists. And their

7 motivation, I believe,i not just to get equity and fai treatment but to destroy this

8 country.

9 Q  Sojust to clarify on that point, you were talking about Michael Greene,

10 whip?

1 A Yeah, yeah, he was our team leader in Louisville. ~ That's righ

2 EE
13 Iic vou have a question?
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4 Mr. Greene?

5 A He's a good friend of Greg McWhirter, my vice president. And we met at

7 both in Indianapolis. And Greg invited Mr. Greene to come out, come out with us and

8 help us with disasterrelief in Hurricane Harvey. And he did so. That's where | met

9 him. We became friends.

10 Q Andis Mr. Greene, is he an Oath Keeper?

12 always opened our call of action to nonmembers. As long as they're legit and you vet

13 them, or someone knows them, they're squared away.

15 and he's been a private contractor, a personal bodyguard for many rap artists. He is

16 very skilled, very good at what he does. And so, of course, we'd be happy to have

18 Q When did you meet him, | guess? What did this --

20 not sure exactly what the day was. So the hurricane relief mission in Houston was

23 just disasterrelief type stuff?

24 A Well, no. Like | said, Louisville, he was our team leaderonthegroundin
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1 verdict was coming down. And we had a local gas station owner was the first person

2 who requestedour assistance because she had had a clerk - it was a lady-owned gas

3 station she had had a clerkwho had shot by an attempted armed robber. And

4 because of that, one of the locals were threatening to burn the gas station to the ground.

5 And so she asked us to protect her gas station. So we came in for that purpose. And

6 thenalso two pawnshops asked us to protect them as well

7 Q understand what you all went to Louisville to do, but what was Mr.

8 Greene'srolethere?

9 A Pardon?

10 Q What was Mr. Greene's role with Louisville?

1 A Hewas the team leader on the ground.

2 Q Whatstheteamleader? Whatdoes thatconsistof?

13 A He'sthe head MFer in charge. He's the guy in charge. ~ He's the overall

14 operational team leader.

15 Q When you say in charge, though, and youre just saying operational in

16 charge, whatis he doing?

FY A Hels coordinating the protection of the security for the gas station, for the

18 two pawnshops, and for the restaurant that had residents over the top of it. And he is

19 assigning whois going to be on what team. He designated team leaders.

1) He communicated with law enforcement because he used to be a police officer as

21 wellin indianapolis. And so he would communicate with law enforcement as any leader

22 does, you know.

2 Make sure the men know the rules of engagement, make sure they know what the

24 lines are, do what you're going to be doing, what you're not going to be doing. You

25 know, here is what we're here to do and here's what | want you to do.
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1 And then, of course, you know, monitoring their work the whole time and making.

2 sure they dothe right thing.

3 Q Did Mr. Greene do any other or, actually, did Mr. - was he lie paid for
4 this or was he doing it out of the goodness of his heart?

$ A He was not paid for Hurricane Harvey, but for Louisville --

6 Q  1asked about Louisville, yes.
7 A For Louisville he was paid, but vastly reduced from what he normally gets

8 paid. But the man's got a family. He's got a child to feed. So we went ahead and

9 paid him for his time because he was coming in --

10 Q Yeah, lgetthat. Igetit. Sowho paid him?

un A Wedd. OathKeepersdid
12 Q  Soit came from the Oath Keepers account when you paid Mr. Greene for

1B Lousille?
1 A Yessir Wedd.
15 Q Did he do any other operational leads foryou,like anyother cities or any

16 otherevents?
w A Yes, but this is after after the Members election. So, | mean, i's
1 wir aright. And as agreedJE, 1 don't know if you were on the fine.

19 |] I didn't ask an open-ended question. So if it was after

2 November
2a Mr. Bright. No, no, it's okay. |just didn't knowif you were on the line earlier

I —————
23 any conduct that would have occurred after the January 6th, 2020, election.

24 I didn't knowifyou had -- we were all here. With respectto you, | didn't see you

25 on at the time. So that's something that, you know, Mr. Rhodes can answer before
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1 January 6th. Fifth Amendment has been invoked for anything after that, just to clarify.

2 [|] And totally appreciate that. I'm going to ask the question

3 again He can invoke his Fifth Amendment if its appropriate.
. Mr. Bright, Understood, sr.
s IEE. so ir.Greene providing
6 iI istoncetoclarifyfor the record.

7 I think the stipulation that we outlined earlier was with regards to finances.

8 Now, if you're making a broader objection or asking for a broader stipulation, like we

9 could have that conversation. But the stipulation that we agreed to put on the record
10 was for financial information.

12 you that your understanding of it was better than what | just articulated.

13 Iam instructing my client that even outside of the finances, that we are going to

14 have him read his statement regarding the Fifth Amendmentfor any and al matters that
15 are post-January--December--November 6th, 2020.

17 havenot-
18 Mr. Bright. You froze there for a minute, but | would recognize that -- | would

19 agree you have not stipulated as to such, and thank you orthe clarfcation.
20 BY|]

n Q Sol guess going back, I get back to the question| asked that think
22 promptedthe Fifth Amendmentobjection.
23 Going back to the Louisville, if Mr. Greene was the tactical leader, which | think we

20 understand from the military, a tactical leader, an ops leader, they get their mission from
25 someone else. Who was he getting his mission from for Louisville?
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1 A Well, that's not quite accurate.

2 50 we were askedby the lady who owned the gas station, et cetera, and then |

3 called Whip and said, "Hey, man, we're being asked to go into Louisville. Doyou want to

4 serve as our leader on the ground?" He said, yes.

5 And 50 he went -- actually he had done a risk assessment. He had gone in prior

6 and donearisk assessment for a Cuban restaurant down the road that had been a

7 concern. And he had gone and done a free risk assessment, A, here is what you - your

8 securityrisk. You know, you need to make more locks on this door, et cetera.

9 He had done that, and he had scouted around and reported back, you know,

10 talked to law enforcement and reported back what he saw. And then when he got the

11 go-ahead from the gas station, then he went and talked toherdirectlyand arranged

12 everything. Because he was not toofar away, Indianapolis was pretty close, he drove

13 down. Andso he took charge from the very beginning. It was his operation,

14 Q To be clear, the owner of the gas station made contact with you first,

15 correct?

16 A The ownerofthe gas station made contact with some local Oath Keepers in

17 Louisville and then Whip went and talked to her.

18 Q Okay. So made contact with local Oath Keepers. And then did that get to

19 you after the local Oath Keepers received the request?

0 A Tobothofus. We wereallon the same chat. We always had a Signal

21 chat we set up for any operation we did. Itjust made it easy.

2 Q Was Mr. Greene in the Signal chat when the request was routed up?

23 A Yes

2 Q Andthen did you ask Mr. Greenetogo to Louisville, ordidhe justvolunteer

25 togoonhisown?
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1 A Well, he had already — he already agreed, because, like| said, we knew that

2 the Breonna Taylor decision was coming down and we knew there were concerns about

3 rioting and arson.

4 And so we had gone in some locals, our local guys had gone in and begun talking.

5 tolocals about, "Hey, do you need protection?” offering it to them. ~ And then one

6 Cuban restaurant had asked us to do an assessmentof their security. And so Mr.

7 Greene wentin todothat.

8 Q 1am just trying to understand the length of when Mr. Greene gets looped in

9 from Louisville. Explain that tous. How does he get looped in?

10 A ljustdid. Itstarted okay. thought !justdid. It started when we

11 knew that the decision was coming down. We knew that there was going to be riots

12 mostlikely. And our local guys expressed concern for the residents and business owners

13 in Louisville.

1a And that's when Mr. Greene jumped in. And like | said, he went down there, did

15 ariskassessment, talked to locals, talked to local law enforcement. And from that point

16 on, it was his ballgame.

uv Q Did he jump and just say, "I'm going to do it out of the goodness of my

18 heart?” Orhow was the payment negotiated by the Oath Keepers to Mr. Greene?

19 A Hewentand dida risk assessment. | believe that was for free. I'm not

20 quitesure,

2 Q I'm talking about the actual job, though. Like, how did the negotiation for

22 how much you would pay, how did that get negotiated?

23 A ljustasked him what he needed. | forgot what he agreed to, but, like |

24 said, it wasa fractionofwhat he normally gets paid.

2 Basically, he's turning down other contracts with like rap artists or working at a
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1 club he works at in Indianapolis, or doing, you know - he used to work in (inaudible).

2 He'sworked fora lot of the higher profile defense contractors.

3 And so he's turning down other work to come do this for however long it's going

4 totake. Soitslike, "Hey, man," you know, he's like, I got to pay some bills." said,

5 "Whatdoyou need?" He told me, "At least this much." |said, "Okay, we'll take care of

6 you"
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1

2 [1:00 p.m.)

3 ovIN:
4 Q So he came down after negotiating how much you would pay him?

5 A I wouldn't call it negotiations. | was like, Hey, man, what do you need? |

6 want to make sure that you can pay to keep a roof over your family's head and feed your

7 kids, youknow. What do you need? And he told me, and we were all good.

8 Q Okay. Soyouall established what you would pay him, correct?

° A Yes.

10 Q And then he went to Louisvilleas the obsolete --

u A I don't rememberif he - I guess | can't recall. You would have to ask him.

12 I can't recallifwe paid him to go and do the initial | don't think we did. |think he went

13 down there for free and did his initial assessment and the security assessment for the

14 Cuban restaurant. Usually that costs thousandsofdollars. He would charge, you

15 know, $4,000 to doa security assessment fora business like that. He didn't charge

16 thematall. He charged them nothing.

uv Q Then after Louisville, did you hire Mr. Green for any personal security details

18 orany event security of any sort?

19 A That goes back to post-election again. So prior to the election, | don't think

20 so. don't thinkso.

2 Q Okay. I'm going to ask the question then. You answer it however you

2 needto.

23 Did you hire him after Louisville? ~ Andifyou have to invoke the Fifth, that's ine.

24 But did you hire Mr. Green after Louisville for personal security detail or event security?

2 A Yes, for both



2 A Well, it occurred post-election.

7 you need him to read his original statement in an ongoing fashion, happy for that; but

8 that's where that lineof questioning is going to stop and end.

12 I'll take a quick pause and see if members or staff have questions.

15 compensated professionals like that. So | believe that there were other of other

18 families. So we would compensate them for it. It's what you have to do sometimes to

21 The Witness. No, | think it was prior to that. It was a few years back. But like

23 thinkwe did actually a couple of times for a couple other guys who were, you know, like

24 Mr. Green, extremely skilled professionals, experienced professionals.

25 | |] Thanks, Mr. Rhodes.
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1 Mrs. Luria again?

2 Mrs. Luria, Yes. | really wanted to go sort of to the foundationof the Oath

3 Keepersagain. know we put up some slidesa ttle while ago that talkedaboutthat,

4 and even in the name of the Oath Keepers, you highlight the significance of the oath that

5 one takes when serving in the military orsimilar oath when serving in the police. And I

6 kind of wanted to ask a few questions about membership in the Oath Keepers.

7 Sos there an oath that members take in order to be a member of the Oath

8 Keepers? Andifso, can you recite that?

9 The Witness. No, absolutely not. ~The only oath that matters is the one we

10 tookwhen we were in the Service. It's the same oath. We just want men to honor the

11 oath they took, whether they served in military or law enforcement, currently serving or

12 retired. That'sit. The same oath you took when | imagine you were an attorney, the

13 first oath you took, oras a Member of Congress, same thing.

14 Mrs. Luria, Yes. Well, | served in the military for 24 years.

15 The Witness. Oh, did you? Excellent. Then you know what I'm talking about,

16 right?

7 Mrs. Luria, And then what is required for someone to become a member? Do

18 they submit a membership form? Do they pay a fee or dues?

19 The Witness. Yes. They submit an application, they pay dues, and then, ike |

20 said earlier, we delegate the vettings from — the local chapters are expected to vet this

21 person, make sure that they're legit, because we did have someone valid come in

22 claiming to be priormilitary that were not, or claimed to be, you now, some kind of

23 specialized special operations guy, and it turns out they were not

2 So we ask our local leadershipto vet them. And if they need assistance with

25 that, we'll runa background check. ~ Everyone goes through a background check. We



1 don't want any felons. We don't want anybody that's got any sexual offenses. We just

2 don't want that in our organization. So they're required to go through a background

$ that's the initial first step. After that comes the vetting process. That takes more time.

7 The Witness. You're welcome.

8 EE vs La

9 3

10 ____&

12 Q Mr. Rhodes, I've heard you mention a few times today that, you know, we

13 took our oath as military members or as law enforcement or Members of Congress.

15 A Well, here's the rub. | mean, the man on the ground has to determine that.

16 Like, the My Lai massacre, Lieutenant Calley defended himself by saying hewas just

18 valid defense. You followed unlawful orders. You committed war crimes. You're

20 Q  Igetitfrom the historical standpoint of military issue. But let's go to the

2a Trump presidency. Who would determine what the lawful order is from the Oath

23 A Well, it's the same thing. In any order you're being given — if you're a
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1 not. Andifit's blatantly unlawful, you have a duty to refuse to obey it.

2 Q Give me an example from, let's go 2016 through 2020 before the election, of

3 anunlawfulorder that came from the President.

4 A From which President?

5 Q From the CommanderinChief. Give meone from --

6 A Okay. |wouldsay the orders to arrest and detain Jose Padilla or Yaser

7 Hamdiinmilitarydetention, American citizens in military detention in the South Carolina

8 brig for months and months, with no access to counsel, were unlawful orders that should

9 have been refused.

10 President Bush issued an unlawfulorder that the military should have refused to

11 comply with. And, horribly, they did not. They entered all the black bagging and

12 torture that went on in the Bush administration, people being black bagged, flown to, you

13 know, dark sides around the world and tortured should have also been refused.

1a Those are all examples of egregious violations of civil rights.

5 Q Did you ever

16 A Abu Ghraib itself, another glaring example of horrible unlawful orders of

17 violating laws of war, and they tortured people and killed people.

18 So, yes, thoseare allduringthe Bush administration. ~ Those are all wrong.

1 Iokvou
20 The Witness. And that carriedover to the Obama administration, Obama, you

21 know, doing a drone strike against Anwar al-Awlaki and his teenage son, whowas an

22 American citizen, was also unlawful orders that should have been refused.

» or[|]
2 Q DidPresident Trump issue any unlawfulorders?

2 Mr. Bright. I'm going to object to the line and — have Mr. Rhodes object to the



1 line of questioning. We understand the rational basis of what they're trying to establish,

2 but we believe that it speaks to -- not even impartially, but in a grand manner, what is

5 And, therefore, | would ask Mr. Rhodes at this time to invoke his Fifth regarding

7 The Witness. If you could rephrase it and make it about prior to the election, |

8 might be willing to answer it, if my counsel is okay with that?

10 Q Let's do that,

12 A Well, when he said, when it came to red flag legislation, Let's take the guns

13 first and worry about due process later, | think that's a gross, you know, spectacular

15 would say yes, if he was directing his staff to advocate for -- and which they did actually

16 advocate for a red flag legislation around the country. You had Vice President Pence

18 advocating unconstitutional legislation, let's put it that way, absolutely. And | would

19 oppose it absolutely, just as | opposed stop-and-frisk in New York City, the same reasons,

20 violation of the Fourth Amendment.

2n |]Gotit. Thankyou.

2 Mr. Rhodes, we've been going for about 3 hours, and | wanted to see if you

23 needed a break.
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1 deposition, | believe Mr. Moseley has been speaking to Politico about the content of

2 these conversations. There was an article that was just published about this, and there

3 isa quote inhere that do not believe is accurate, and this goes back to our prior

4 conversations about the stipulation. The quote says that we have worked out an

5 understanding, for now at least, to leave out the time period from November 3, 2020,

6 through today under the Fifth Amendment.

7 And just want to be veryclear for the record, since that is now published in a

8 Politicoarticl citing Mr. Moseley, that our stipulation is that forthe purposes of the

9 financial questions that we were asking, we understand - we wanted you all to assume

10 thatthe period we were asking for those questions was up to November 6, 2020, and that

11 we understood you would object under the fifth Amendment for any questions after that

12 period.

13 So, for the record, we want tosay that we asked all of those questions about 11/6

14 forward, and you all objected to al of them without us having to go through every last

15 question, and t was only about the financial records

16 S01 just want to clarify that on the record. If there is a misunderstanding about

17 that, please confirm that please raise that now so we can bevery clearabout what we

18 agreedtodo

1 we seg, 161 may saves oar,|EEE
1) Vim not aware of any communications that are ongoing, Im sorry if there are

21 any. Iwould stipulate that what you have just detailed is very narrowly and correct

22 definition and explanation of the stipulation that we entered into, and it was, indeed,

23 regarding the financials. So that much | would agree with you.

2 We did not have that agreement and stipulation with you regarding any other

25 matters. Obviously, we've made it clear any questions pertaining to anything.
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1 post-election we will be continuing to make separate ongoing Fifth Amendment

2 objections, and Mr. Stewart will continue to invoke.

s But fo dort, es nt aware fay communications nin, ad your
4 elton to the depstion and veryon on er accurate htt ad to do excl i
5 the ongoing sense regarding the financials.

¢ EEEvou. org. tsporecite tht and certainly
7 understand you'll make Fifth Amendment objections to other questions, and we'll handle

8 those as they come up. But | appreciate that clarification on the record.

5 will tur the record over toENN
w Thankyou.

ET Pees
12 Mr. Rhodes, is 10 minutes sufficient, 15 minutes?

5 The Wines. Lotme asthe staf ere
1 They're giving me a restroom break, to let you know | need to use the restroom.

15 Is 10 minutes sufficient?

1 She'schecing
vo EEE eon oohercna iit
18 The Witness. Oh, please, yes. Logistics.

19 [Recess.]

20 I. rc row we are back on the record at 1:31 p.m., and I'm going to

21 tumitbackover to[EEE

2 EEeoSE
= o
a QM Rhodes, arte to go backo 2020 and rewind eit the
5 begmingotthe year.
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1 Did you participate in protests related to COVID-related restrictions?

2 A Yes Idid. And we also did protective details in Dallas, for example, for

3 Shelley Luther's salon, that she had opened her salon in defiance of Governor Abbott's

4 shutdown order. She was arrestedfor that. We protested outside the jail and also

5 outside the judge's house actually, because he had essentially told her, You must confess

6 that you were wrong and you must it admit you were wrong, andifyou won't do that,

7 we'll hold you in contempt of court and put you in jail. And she refused to be coerced

8 like that.

9 That was a horrific example of trying to coerce her into admitting she committed a

10 crime. And so, she was put in ail, held in contempt of court, and we protested outside

11 his house and also outside the jail. So yes.

2 And then later on we protected her salon when rioters in Dallas threatened to

13 bum it downtothe ground.

14 Q Can he elaborate on why COVID-related protests were a cause that the Oath

15 Keeperstook up?

16 A It goes back to our mission, the Constitution. ~ Like for her, free speech and

17 assembly, you know. Like I said, she was put in jail because she wouldn't admit she had

18 beenwrong. And also executive overreach. You had governors across the country,

19 you know, issuing decrees by executive fiat that were nowhere in the State legislatures’

20 pastlaws. There's nostatue. There's just relying on their loose - or loosely defined

21 powers as Commander in Chief during emergency in imposing all of these edicts, which

22 tended to well didn'tintendto. Theydidit. They destroyed Main Street America

23 and small shop owners, told them to shut down while the big box store next door,

24 Walmart or Home Depot, was wide open, even selling the same items, but Ma and Pa

25 were going out of business and Walmart and Home Depot had a bonanza year.
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1 I think that was anexample of corruption and executive overreach that served

2 corruption.

3 Q Did Oath Keepers, in general, protest, join in these protests?

a A Um, yeah, I think acrossthe country most ofus you know, it's onething to

5 say we have, you know,a situation we need to address. Its another thing to step
6 outside the constitutional boundaries, whether i's Federal or State, ether one. The

7 Constitution applies to all men at al times and all places, you know.

5 Its like the Supreme Court held in the Ex Parte Milligan case, 1866. No more

9 pernicious doctrine has ever existed than that protections of the Constitution can be set

10 aside in times of emergency.

n And we've seen that throughout our history, intermentof Japanese Americans,

12 just some horrific examples of emergencies being used to justify violation of people's

13 rights. And so, yes, we believed it was essentialfor our mission to speak out against

1 that

15 Q understand that Kellye SoRele was connected with the Oath Keepers

16 around the same time duringaCOVID-related protest. Is that correct?

FY A That's how we met. Yes, that's how | met her is that | was up at a protest in

18 Granbury because you had county courts and ~county judges, which is basically a

19 portable office in Texas, but you had county commissioners and county judges issuing
20 decrees once again outside of their actual purview, just trying to tell them what they can

21 and can'tdoin their own homes and their own businesses,all the while, like I said,

22 Walmart and Home Depot are wide open. Made no logical sense, no scientific sense

23 whatsoever. It was just power plays. So we were protesting against that.

2 1 met another attorney from Dallas, he was there, and he said, Hey, you should

25 meet myfriend that lives here. So he introduced us. That's how | met Kellye.
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1 Q That's helpful.

2 Were these events opportunities to grow the membership of the Oath Keepers?

3 A Um, only peripherally. | mean, we weren't focused on that. ~ We were just

4 focused on the issues at hand. So we did, in the summer of 2020, when you had

5 more after the George Floyd killing, murder, you had more, of course, protests against

6 thatacross the country, including Texas, and the same thing. We ended up protecting

7 the small business owners against arsonists. You know, like Shelley Luther's place, we

8 had, you know, antifa ~ | presume their antifa going through the parking lot, checking the

9 place out, but they never tried to burnherplace down, because we were standing

10 outside withrifles. They couldn't do it, and on the rooftop, too. So we did that

1m across

2 Q 50 were these summer of 2020 activities of the Oath Keepers opportunities

13 torecruit more members?

14 A Look, any time any organization does something, t's an opportunity to

15 recruit more members | suppose. But that's not what my motivation was. Our

16 motivation was protecting people. Like down in EI Paso, we had Oath Keepers

17 protectinga lady who owns - her son wasa cop. She owned a Mexican restaurant,

18 Mexican-American lady, and she flew, you know, a Blue Lives Matter flag or a Blue Line

19 flagin her restaurant and outside, too. She was targeted. They threatened to burn

20 her restaurant to the ground because she had pro law enforcement flag. Why?

21 Because hersonwasa cop. Sowe protected her restaurant, and then antifa and other

22 rioters went right by the restaurant right down to the police station about two blocks

23 awayand did the big protest, but they left her restaurant alone.

2 So that's another example. And that was the guys in €] Paso. ~ They decided on

25 theirowntogodo that. Ididn't tell them todo that. They just did it on their own.
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1 Q sure. 1 understand that you said that recruitment was not a motivation for

2 participating at these events, but I'm curious about the effect of the events on

3 recruitment

a A Idontknow. It'shardtosay. | mean, you know, like said, things have

5 been kind of stagnant. In the Trump years, our membershipdefinitely dropped. And

6 that's just, like said, the politcal cycle you get when there'sa conservative in office as

7 opposed toa liberal, and vice versa if you have a liberal.

5 Sol really don't know. | don't track that kind of tuff. | don't do that kind of

9 sti. Idon'tlookat graphs, did we get more members today? | don'tlook at that kind

10 of stuff. Butthe mission comes first, then my men, and then me, and the membership

11 andallthatisa distant fourth, you know.

2 a Gotit

13 Did you travel around the country to go to any of these protests?

1a A I have been traveling around the country the entire time | have been the

15 president of Oath Keepers. That'salll everdo. So, yes, we did. | did travel quite a

16 bit. Wedid Trump rallies. We did one in Minneapolis in the middleof all ofthis going

17 on, and there wasa lot of violence there, but not ~ we didn't have enough guys. We

18 only had two teams of 12, only 24 men on the ground to escort people, and no one we

19 escorted was hurt. There were other people that were escorting that did get beaten

20 andinjured. Yeah, thatdid happen.

2 So we were doing a ot of Trump rallies around the country if something was going

22 on, and disaster relief, too. We had hurricanes going on in 2020 as well.

2 Q  ol'm curious because | heard and correct me if I'm wrong that you're

24 notafanoffiying. Is that correct?

2 A During the Obama administration, | can't remember when it happened, but
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1 thinkit's after | made a comment about John MeCain, how he was violating his oath by

2 promoting detention of American citizens under laws of war. | made a comment about

3 himatan event in Arizona, and after that, | was on the nol permission list, quad S's,

4 sss, secret squirrel security, whatever, and so forth.

5 And | would be when | would go to the desk, | could never I couldn't even get

6 aticket. They couldn't even check my bag unless they called DHS and got permission for

7 metofly every single time flew. And then | would go to the security, and, of course,

8 got completely searched top to bottom.

9 Then | would go to the gate, and it got worse and worse as the administration

10 wenton. Toward the end of the Obama administration, | would go to a gate, they

11 would search me again, and then | would go fly to another airport and transfer to another

12 plane, and I'm stillin the airport, and they would search me all over again. Every time

13 would go toa gate, they would search me and bring a whole team of five guys would

14 comeandsearch me.

15 So after a while, | said this is political harassment and | got tired it of it, so 1

16 stoppedfiying. | didn't ly again until afterTrump was elected, and then it went away.

FY So that's why | was not a fan of flying during almost the entire Obama

18 administration because | was being harassed by them every time | flew. It got so bad

19 that! was in the Atlanta airport and went from Atlanta to Seattle after going through all

20 of this nonsense every day, and they told me | had to go down to the main entrance at

21 the Seattle airport and act ike | just walked in off the street and goback through security

22 alloveragain, and I missed my flight, because they did that tome. ~ That's the last time |

23 flew during the Obama administration. Not until Trump was elected did | fy again.

2 a Got.

2 And was it explained to you why your flight privileges were restored?
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1 A Oh, restored? No. No explaining-- this is what happens with allofthis

2 stuff. No one ever explains why you've been put on this list. This has happened to

3 many other Americans too. You know, | mean, you probably know the abuses during
a the Bush administration were as bad as well. You know, it might have been a

5 name -- somebody used somebodyelse's name, boom, you're on the list. No

6 explanation for why you're on the lst. | never got anexplanationfrom anybody. And

7 then |never got any explanation for why | was taken off. | can only assume it was

8 because of the political change. Nothing to do with safety, just the policy change.

9 So | was a bad guy under the Obama administration, but now under the Trump

10 administration, I'm not seen as a bad guy. You know, that's just the way it is, politics.

1 Q How did you find out that you were no longer on the quadruple list?

12 A Iflew. Itooka shot at flying, and it wasn't there. It was the very first time

13 I flew -- when we flew into D.C. to protect people against antifa at Trump's inauguration

14 on January 20,2017, we were in D.C. on the ground. That wasour very first security

15 operation during the Trump administration going to D.C. So did fly for that, and | had

16 to go through the same rigmarole,butthen after -- | flew again after that and it was gone.

FY a Gotit.

18 And you said with the change in administration, you were no longer perceived as

19 a, quote/unquote, bad guy
2 A I'mijust guessing. | mean, | was able to fly without being harassed for the

2 first time in 4 years. So yeah, I'll take an educated guess that someone made a

22 determinationthat this is bullshit, you shouldn't even be on this lst at al, and we'll stop

23 harassing this guy, so

24 Q Sure. Were there --

2 A Whoever did, | appreciate it
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1 Q Were there other indications that the way you were treated, or the way the

2 Oath Keepers were treated changed with the changes in administration?

3 A No. That was pretty muchit. | mean, we've always had excellent

4 relationships with law enforcement on the ground, except for that one sheriff in Missouri.

5 Thatwasit. Every other interaction with law enforcement across the country has been

6 100 percent positive. | mean, alot of my guys are cops, you know, or ex-cops,so we get

7 along great with them.

5 And they know we're there for the ight reasons. They know we won't be back

9 aslong as they obey the Constitution. If they violate it, we're going to speak out and

10 oppose tif they do, but they know otherwise we're on theirside. And they routinely
11 would have their backs to us faced out towards the antifa, because they're not worried

12 about us because theyve got brother cops among the veterans with them. ~ And, of

13 course, alot of cops are veterans too, so we're just brothers. We see each other as

14 brothers, no separation between us and law enforcement. We're one and the same.

15 Weare law enforcement, most of us are or a lot of us are,or we're military, a lot of

16 themare. Sowe're on the same side. We're on the same side of Constitution and law

17 and order, period.

18 Q  Uhuh

19 A Thatnever changed. It didn't change during the Obama

20 administration you get politica, like that one sheriff in Missouri, or maybe a [inaudible]

21 police chief, but rank and file, they loved us.

2 Q So goingback to COVID ~ | know we were talking aboutthata ttle while

23 ago--did I want to make sure | understand, because | don't knowif | remember.

2 Did the Oath Keepers provide security at any ofthose protests?

2 A Yes, absolutely. We did it wheneither they were under threat and that
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1 really didn't happen mostofthe time, a COVID protest wasn'tunder threat, not in

2 Texasanyway. Now,you get to someplace like Portland, anytime anybody that antifa

3 sees as the right wing comes out to protest against something, they're going to be
4 attacked byantifa. That's just the way itis.

5 So, yes, around the country, there were instances like that. | never saw it myself

6 untilafter the riot started after the murder of Mr. Floyd.

7 Q How do you identify someoneasantifa?

5 A Itshardtosay. Like said before, they're dressed head to toe inblack and

9 carrying a Communist fagor a big A, or with a big A symbol. That's a pretty good hint

10 that's the black flagofantifa. They all dress the same for a very good reason. They are

11 tryingto hide in that big black block. And so their MO is the guys in front are there just

12 todistract you, and then the guy who s going to use violence like two or three people

13 deep, that's the guythat throws the brick. ~ That's the guy that reaches through with a

14 pipe and hits someone on the head. Thats the guy that lobs like a bag of balloons filled

15 with bleach or urine or blood, or whatever. That's when it happens. That's what they

16 do. Andthen they melt back into that block of everyone dressed identical. How do

17 youknowwhoitis? | mean, that's why they do i, so there you go.

1 Q  Isthere away toidentify them if they're not wearingblack clothing?

19 A Ifthey self-dentify. Like most of the antifa there in Portland, Oregon, they
20 havetheirown hangout where they go, kind of like their clubhouse. You know, they

21 selfidentify who they are. | believe the name is Louis. He's one of the leaders

22 When you see him, you know he's antifa because he's a self-proclaimed antifa leader.

23 That's one of the most prominent, influential chapters of antifa in the country.

2 Q Uhhh

2 A They train people from allover the country, and they go travel the country
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1 andtake part in other acts of direct action, they call it.

2 Q And you mentioned earlier the term "radical leftists." How do you identify

3 thatterm?

4 A Well, I mean, anybody who is going to use violence to suppress anyone's free

5 speech and silence them through force or assault, | would consider radical.

6 And there are also those who arehoping for a claim that they're Communists who

7 seek destruction of the United States, that want to see our borders erased and our

8 national sovereignty destroyed, our Constitution destroyed, and they want to impose a

9 Communist dictatorship. | mean, they're also —there was some self-described malice,

10 for example, to - on Twitter engaged us after we were protecting Natalie's Bakery Shop,

11 and they were throwing out the normal tropes. Well, |said, you know, we're just

12 protecting this bakery owner's shop and the apartments above it. And they're, like,

13 Well you shouldn't be protecting her. And |said, Why not? And he was, ike, Well,

14 because it was the small shop owners that supportedHitlerin Germany. | was, like, Are

15 youtryingto say she's a Nazi supporter? This makes no sense.

16 So there are - you know, there are avowed self-identified radical Communists,

17 whether Leinists or Maoists on the left. ~ And they're the ones that show up and a lot of

18 times lead these actions.

19 We saw in Ferguson locals telling us that we don't know who these people are.

20 They're not from the community. We had Black locals telling us there were White

21 people coming from outside the community who were, like, ideological Communists who

22 were the ones handing out Molotov cocktails and encouraging them to throw them.

23 And we saw this with our own eyes. |sawit. We saw, like, a group of White people

24 walking through the streets, and then they would have bags andbackpacks and then

25 started pulling stuff out of them and assembling Molotov cocktails ight there in front of
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1 usand then handing them out to people and encouraging them to throw them. So |

2 would call them provocateur instigators.

3 Q So help me understand the Venn diagram, if there is one, between radical

4 leftists and antifa?

5 A Idontknow. Good question. | mean, sol'm not an experton antifa. ~All

6 Iknowis what I seein the streets. What see in the streets is people clad in black who

7 declare they're going to shut down a free speech event, and then they dot. Like, they

8 willbe seen on video assaulting speakers, breaking and trashing the sound equipment,
9 throwingitintothe river. Not too long ago I saw a video like that out in Portland, you

10 know, and just assaulting people andstopping their free speech with violence. | would

11 consider that very radical.

2 So that's you know, ifyouwant the junction between radical leftists and antifa,

13 there itis ight there in your face i the street.

1 Q Are there national politicians who you would consider radical leftists?

15 A I mean, AOC describes herself as a socialist. |think Recispas (ph) does too.

16 They self-identify as being socialists, don't consider them Communists. | don't see the

17 difference between socialists and Communists. They're all followersofthe Mandst

18 ideology,their world view.

19 Aside from that, of course, Bernie Sanders, another self-identified socialist, the

20 same thing asa communist. But he has free speech and —you know, has the important

21 right to free speech and assembly and can run for political office.

2 But when people were - | mean, look at Maxine Waters when she was.

23 telling encouraging people to go confront people that were in the Trump administration

24 wherever they are and confront them and let them know you're not welcome here.

25 That, to me, is incitement to commit violence, and Ithink that didn't help.
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1 So the people that did go out there and harass people, beat on Trump supporters

2 whothey perceived as Trump supporters, | mean, obviously, they've stepped up across

3 theline and they're not engaging in any kind of protest. That's not protected speech at

4 all. That's just criminal assault.

5 Q Understood.

6 A I mean, you know, | went to college and law school. And some of my

7 students ~ fellow students at the Yale Law School, for example, were self-avowed

8  Manists. Theywere proud ofit. And Iwas still cordial with them. In fact, | talked to

9 thematthe shoot. One that had never shot a gun in their entire life, | took them to the

10 gun range and showed them how to shoot, and one of them | changed his mind about the

11 Second Amendment. He was anti-gun, and he definitely was a self-described Mandist

12 and, of course, against ~ opposed to Bush, and because | was opposed to what Bush was

13 doingas unconstitutional, quite a few of them liked me because | was, you know, a

14 Libertarian and was on their side. When the Bush administration -- when the Federal

15 Society got completely fascist at Yale, it was just horrible, | couldn't take part in their

16 meetings anymore because, nomatter what Bush did, they had a defense for it. They

17 thought, you know, John Woo and his horrible defense of almost anything, including

18 crushingachild's testicles,was obscene.

19 Sol got alot of friends at Yale who were leftists, you know, and we go hang out

20 together and we could talk to each other because | couldn't hang out with a lot of them,

21 sort of the ones who were just so far over the line and being fascist, so — | mean, real legit

22 fascists, not racists, but ust executive power like fan boys because nowhatever the

23 President did or how unfair, they werefinewith it, evenif it violated the Bll of Rights.

24 And just couldn't stomachit anymore.

2 50, you know,|- you have a belief system, okay. If| disagree with it, | think it's
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1 wrong, Ill try to convince you otherwise, and | think | didthatat Yale. | think | did

2 convince some people to start thinking beyond what their ideology was at the time and

3 helped them find that middle ground.

4 Q During the summer of 2020 protests, President Trump made a comment,

5 quote, "When the looting starts, the shooting starts," end quote.

6 Areyou familiar with that?

7 A Yeah, Irememberhimsaying that.

8 Q What was your reaction at the time to that?

° A Trump has a habit of just saying things. 1 don't think his constitutional

10 understanding is very deep, so I really don't. ~ And going back to what |said initially,

11 like looking back to Hurricane Katrina, there were law enforcement officers who went to

12 prison because they shot people that were looting. You can't shoot people for stealing a

13 TV. Youcan only use lethal forceifalife is in danger, like when we were protecting

1a people against arsonists and burning their apartments above the shops.

15 Sol think it's very sloppy and irresponsibleto just throw things like that out there

16 because you just can't do that. Anybody that does that, they're going to go to prison.

17 Soldon't- maybe he didn't know that, maybe he didn't understand that. | don't think

18 he understands the law well enough to make a coherent statement like -- you know, that

19 would actually apply.

20 Now, when the looting starts, people are going to step out, and we did see that

21 across the country people defending their communities. That did happen. But even

22 there, they have to comply with the lawsof se of force, reasonable force. You know,

23 they have to use reasonable force in the situation. And | don't think President Trump's

24 comment of that law is accurate.

2 Q Do you thinkacomment like that would have an impact on somebody's



1 actions?

2 Mr. Moseley. Hold on, hold on, hold on. I'll object. You're calling for

10 Q Mr. Rhodes?

12 Q Do you think a comment like -- do you think the comment from the

13 President, like, "When the looting starts, the shooting starts," impacted people's

15 A I have no way to know that. It could. |thinkit's possible, which is why|

18 when | was upset, like what| said about John McCain. So I've said things that were later

23 You can'tdoit. And alot of people were not influenced by that because they

25 Q There wasan incident also in the summer of 2020 where Federal law
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1 enforcement used tear gas to disperse a crowd in Lafayette Park across the street from

2 the White House, and then President Trump came and stood in front of the church at the

3 edge of Lafayette Park,

4 Are you familia with that incident?

5 A Somewhat. |don't have all of the details about what happened, but I'm

6 familiar generally withit, yes.

7 Q sure. Doyou remembera particular reaction you or any other Oath

8 Keepers hadat the timetothat?

9 A Because | didn't know what was going on in the park, | didn't know

10 if because we've seen antifa across the countryengage in such levels ofviolence that

11 police declared an unlawful assembly and ordered them to disperse. This happened

12 many, many times in many different places, including D.C.

13 And so, if it was a situation like that and they did not listen to the command to

14 disperse, that's when the rubber balls start flying, you know, whether they're shot out of

15 paint ball guns or less lethal or whether they're full ball grenades. ~ That's when that

16 starts to happen, and that's when tear gas is used, or pepper spray.

7 So, yeah, | just don't know enough to know whether that was justifiedor not. If

18 that's what you're asking me, if it was justified, | don't know.

19 Q  That'sfair

0 A will say this: | think again, | think that the right to peaceable assembly

21 and protests sacrosanct and must be protected, and | err on the side of you let the

22 people protest. You don't suppress their right to protest for any political purpose

23 whatsoever. That's my opinion on that.

2 Q The Federal Government in the late summer of 2020 sent Federal law

25 enforcement and Federal troops into Portland, Oregon. Did you have a reaction at the
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1 timetothatdecision?

2 A Yes. Ithought that was appropriate, and | think the actions that the U.S.

3 Marshals took ofgrabbing up people who were the actual instigators of violence was

4 appropriate,

5 Going back to the advice we gave the Governor and the law enforcement in

6 Missouri, that's the right response. You don't use force against the entire crowd. You

7 don't tel them all they must go home. ~ Their right to protest — you only target the ones

8 thatare actually using violence, and then you grab them and arrest them. ~ That's what

9 theydid,and think that was appropriate.

10 Q Understood.

n Did the President's actions, or the Federal Government's during the summer of

12 2020, the couple of episodes just outlined, did they impact yoursense that whether, you

13 know, President Trump was an ally in your efforts to, you know, keep people safe?

1a A Idon't think he did enough, frankly. | think he should have declared an

15 insurrection and invoked the Insurrection Act in the summer of 2020 because of the

16 widespread violence and murder that was going on. Arson is lethal force. And you

17 have blocks of buildings being burned down, including residences. People burned to

18 death. They just recently sentenced an antifa it was in Missouri in Minneapolis fora

19 guy who had burned down a pawn shop, and he killed someone. They found a dead

20 bodyinside. Sol think that was going on across the country.

2 Taking on precincts, you had declaring the CHAZ in Seattle or the sovereign or

22 independent territory involved inside of the United States. That is open insurrection

23 against the United States.

2 It also happened in Atlanta. A litle gir was killed because her motherwas just

25 tying to drive home, and then she was blocked by a bunchofprotestors. When she
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1 tried to U-turn, one it her up and shot her daughter and killed her because they declared

2 thatarea no longer part of the United States.

3 Thatis an insurrection. 1 think you should invoke the Insurrection Act and

4 suppressit

s Q What would the impact of invoking the Insurrection Act be?

s A Itwould have hopefully deployed National Guard troops. | think that's the

7 mostappropriate because they are the militia, and potentially, also call up veterans who

8 alsosaid, Hey, we'll go. | mean, this is what we've been doing anyway. If the President

9 called us up as the militia during the summer of 2020 to suppress the open insurrection

10 across the country, we would have done it, absolutely. ~ But we would have done it on

11 the same protocols we've always done it; respecting free speech and assembly, because a

12 deadly insurrection does not suppress the First Amendment if they're trying to set it

13 aside. Itcant. So they can only stopuviolence. That's the only point. That's what

14 we would be doing. And if any orders came down to do anything else, we would

15 disobey those orders. We would refuse to obey them.

16 Therewaswidespread violence across the country. It was bad. There were

17 people who were afraid to walk outside their doors. They were being terrorized in their

18 own homes. Itwasnotgood. It wasa bad thing

19 Q  Imsorry. | missed what you just said about orders you wouldn't obey in

20 this context.

2 A sure.

2 Q Do you mind repeating that?

2 A We're getting into a hypothetical. I'm not sure if counsel wants me to do

24 this. Butif we were called up as the militia if the President had invoked the Insurrection

25 Actand done all of the things he has to do under the Insurrection Act, and then called us
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1 upasthe militia, of course, we would have gone and suppressed the violence, the arson,

2 the murder, the assaults that were happening across the country, which is something

3 we've already been doing as volunteers, absolutely.

4 Andif in the context of that, we were ever given any orders that were unlawful,

5 we would have refused them. For example, any orders to - you know, lie no more

6 protests willbeallowed in this town, that's an unlawful order, you know, or confine the

7 people of that town, that they must stay in that town. _ That's also an unlawful order,

8 and we wouldn't comply with t.

9 Q What would an order from the President look like?

10 A I'mnot sure what you mean.

1 Q Well, if you let's say in this situation where you were prepared to be called

12 up, what would the President have to do or say for

13 A You would have to invoke the Insurrection Act. |believe he has to give

14 notice to the State officials who are failing ~- the Insurrection Act has many different

15 provisionsin it, and one of them is when local law enforcement or State officials are:

16 failing to protect people's civil liberties, which is what was happening in Portland, for

17 example, catastrophically, and Minneapolis as well. You had, basically, stand-down

18 orders being given by politicians to the police department to not interfere, and to let the

19 rioters riot, let the arsonists burn, lets this al happen.

0 50 you have a failure of officials to protectpeople's civil rights. The President

21 then, atthat point, can protect theircivil rights by bringing in the National Guard,

22 invoking the Insurrection Act.

23 This has been done throughout U.S. history actually. ~The LA. riots, you know,

24 President Bush, the first President Bush, | believe brought in the U.S. Marines to stop the

25 rioting. Soit's happened throughout our history for many good reasons, you know,



2 So that's part of what presidents can do and have done throughout our history,

4 stopping violence only, not interfere with anyone's right to free speech or assembly.

5 Q Does invoking the InsurrectionActempower militias other than the National

7 A Onlyif the President calls us up as the unorganized militia he calls into

8 Federal service. You can go back and read the -- | forget which one it is, but under the

9 U.S. Federal Code, there is the unorganized militia that is subject to being called into

10 national service if the President calls them up. And like| said, with us veterans, it goes.

12 So, yes, he would have lawful authority to call us up to suppress an insurrection as

13 long as it was for a lawful purpose.

7 |] Let me just pause there and see if any of my colleagues have

23 Q  Whyis that?
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1 gravely that we were violating the Constitution grossly across the country by setting aside

2 the election laws for the past State legislatures and instead by legislative fiat, very similar

3 with the executive fiat of the shutdown orders, you had governors, and also local election

4 officials telling them announcing they re going to set aside the election clause.

5 Go ahead, Mr. Moseley. I'm sorry.

6 Mr. Moseley. Well it's already been asked and answered, but | do think f you

7 goany further on the election, you know, concerns about the elections laws, even though

8 you might like to-- | don'tthinkwe should go anyfurtheron this because i’ going to be

9 inthe coreofthe general prosecution. Even if there are things you would like you

10 know, one would want to say, | think it will be ~ it iswithin someofthe allegations in the

11 indictment as to relationships and motivations of things in the indictment, which I'm not

12 sure matter that much, but the grand — the prosecution seemed to think to us it did

13 matter as to the motivations for things on January 6th.

1a I Vell, I'm trying to keep the timeline to well before

15 November 3rd.

16 Mr. Moseley. Okay.

FY Iso, vou know, if we

1 Mr. Moseley. I'm not sure | would have objected to the question you asked.

19 I'm just trying to before the toothpaste is out of the tube if we get too far into what the

20 prosecutors argue is why things happened, and | — you know, | may not agree that that

21 matters, and Stewart Rhodes may want to discuss his views, but think the prosecutors

22 have putatissue motivation. So 'm maybe

2 Mr. Bright. | would join in with Mr. Moseley on this one. 1 think we would be

24 having Mr. Rhodes plead the Fifth again for any lineof questioning that leads down the

25 road regarding motivation, opinions, the veracity, the legality of the elections themselves,
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1 because | agree with Mr. Moseley that moving forward into our trialin July, that part of

2 what the government will be arguing is motivation and intent, the mens rea underlying
3 what theywill be alleging. And I think that, while not the heartofit per se, it certainly

4 hastodowith everything surrounding the heart of it in terms of what might be alleged as

5 motivation for the underlying sedition allegation.

6 The Witness. Personally, | would ike to answer the question, but Il defer to my

7 counsel,

8 Mr. right. Would you be sokind,[lll before1 advise Mr. Rhodes, to

9 rephrase the question?

1 Mr. Moseley. Yeah. Iwas kind of being alittle bit proactive in terms of siding

12 intomore on that topic. Sol guess it’s your next question that | think we have to

13 The Witness. Could | make a general statement? If | could make a general

14 statement? As|said before, whether it's the Japanese internment, whether it's Lincoln

15 violating the Constitution, we tried Mr. Milligan by military tribunal. ~The court there

16 found it constitutional.

FY Throughout our history there have been excuses given, whether it's the post 9/11,

18 first violationsofcivil liberties in the name of the war on terror, always excuses,

19 emergencies justify doing these things. And that's just not constitutional. There's no

20 escapeclause inthe Constitution.

2 S01 don't think COVID is one either, so you have to follow the Constitution ata

22 times, period.

23 IECould |ask a generalquestion

2s My understanding of Mr. Moseley's objection was that he wanted to jump in
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1 before the toothpaste got squeezed out of the tube and we weren't quite there yet. So

2 fl could suggest that we continue down the lineof questioning that[EE

3 wanted to ask, and if we're squeezing the toothpaste tube, you all feel free to jump in.

a Thanks

5 wir. aright. es,[JIE Thankyou.

7 o [IN

5 Q Well, let me just back up because, you know, Mr. Rhodes, what you were

9 justsaying ranga bellfor me. And Iwas just hoping to get your thoughts on the state of

10 American democracy today, and you can offer your thoughts on the health of our

1 country.

2 A Wow. Thisis asking me for my current opinion or my pre-election opinion?

13 Q Will you object to your current - to the question about your current

14 opinion?

15 Mr. Moseley. Could you actually repeat that, if you don't mind? And that

16 might help everybody, not to be a pain.

FY I 0 problem.

1 oI
19 Q What, in youropinion, is the stateof the healthof our country?

20 Mr. Moseley. If he can answer that it's open-ended, but if he thinks it's not too

21 open-ended, then | guess I mean, | don't see the harm

2 I. 1 could clarify, | think the original questionNNN,
23 was the state of our democracy, not justthe general healthofthe country.

2 |] I'm not asking about COVID.

2s Mr. Moseley. Right.
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1 The Witness. No, | think we're in pretty bad trouble. The vision of this country

2 isbad, and s being perpetually fueledbythe mainstream media and, frankly, by this

3 committee, I think, running these proceedings has not helped. So it has not led to any

4 reconciliation. I's led to more division and less trust. So, you know, people have

5 grave concerns that we're going down the road that we've seen throughout history.
6 You know, you got ~ what's that one MAA fighter, the lady who was on The

7 Mandalorian Show? She said that Republicans now are like Jews in Germany, and she

8 was fired from the show. Its exactly what the dissidents used in Germany, and their

9 own view platform was demonetized as well. Sol think she's ight. 1 think that this is

10 what's happening.

n And the same thing can be done by theother side. The Bush administrationwas

12 full of excesses, the endless national security and, you know, it was horrific. Like I said, |

13 couldn't even hang out with those socialist guys anymore, because they were just so far

14 rightnow. And we see this cycle. Emergenciesare always used as an excuse to

15 suppress people and to rally and riots.

16 And I think that's what's happening right now. | think t's been happening in this

17 country, the cycle is — there's one way to ratchet. It always goes up, never comes all the

18 way backdown. It might come down alittle bit. But the excesses of the Bush

19 administration, one of them was retained by Obama, and then the Obama administration

20 became the drone czar, joining people all over the world and ratcheted it up some more,

21 youknow, violative of the Constitution entirely. ~ And then you had the Trump

22 administration has -- this keeps going. And now | see the same pattern again. And

23 feel like I'm back you know, history is repeating itself.

2 feel like a Jew in Germany, frankly. I'm guilty, period, because I'm the bad guy.

25 They've labeled me the bad guy. And now, like this one secret police officer in the



1 Soviet Union, his famous saying was, You show me the man, I'll show you the crime.

2 That's what we're going through now. That's how | feel about it.

4 The Witness. I'm sorry, you're right, during Lenin's period

5 Mr. Bright. That's correct, as he turned on Trotsky, that was Lenin.

7 was in Nazi Germany. Whether it was Communist or fascist, it was the same thing.

8 Authoritarians around the world do the same thing.

9 So | think we're in danger in this country of the demonization of the other to the

10 point of dehumanizing people and persecuting them for their political beliefs. That's

13 Q Whatdoyouthink is causing these divisions?

15 You know, | attended a Buddhist retreat back in 2018, which was really helpful,

16 but the leading instructor for the retreat, at the end there was a lady -- because they

18 same as Christians are given, love your enemies, right. And this one lady said, |

19 can't -- I'm having hard time having compassion for Trump. | can't stand him.

20 Of course, none of them knew who | was, so that was kind of funny. But the

21 instructor said to her, Well, imagine him as a child, what his upbringing must have been

23 compassion for him.

24 And then he said something interesting. He said, What you see on TV is not real

25 life. You need to understand that. That's not real. That's fake. What you see on
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1 televisionisfake. Real life is you, your family, your friends, your local neighborhood,

2 yourcommunity. That'sreal. Everything elsei fake.

3 And | think he's right. ~The media has been - and mainstream media and also

4 social media has fed this turmoil of hatred, mutual hatred and polarization of Americans,

5 and we need to getaway from that. It's very dangerous.

6 Q What are the media sources that you think are doing a responsible job?

7 A Ithink Tucker has been pretty fair. Of course, he has his biases, and that's

8 the problem, right? So, you know, the person on the left wil think that CNN is being

9 fair, and the person on the right will tend to think that Fox is being fair. ButI think

10 Tucker has been pretty fair when it comes to treatment of us. | think he's been the most

no fair

2 That hasn't been consistent with the political rife that - all the political rife that

13 have disdained me grossly, accused me of beinga Fed. That'sabsolutely absurd that |

14 was some kind of Fed informant and the folks would just swarm around me. The FBI ran

15 the operation from the very beginning as to kind of les just like that, complete garbage.

16 Thisisirresponsible journalism on the right too.

7 1 have been the brunt at both ends. | have seen it from both ends, irresponsible

18 journalism and a lot of times without any good faith whatsoever. I'l do an interview

19 and oh, like my vice president, Greg McWhirter, you know, Black, cop, he interviewed

20 with The New York Times, lengthy interview, disappeared, never made print. Nothing

21 he said ever made print because it doesn't fit the mold, doesn't it the agenda. The

22 agendas to divide people along racial lines in this country, and the agenda, of course, is

23 toportray the Oath Keepers as beingaWhite supremacist organization. There's the

24 constant drum beat from Southern Povery Law Center, from ADL, and now, sadly, ADL has

25 gone way off the map of what they originally started off to be. ~ So now it's just a political
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2 good thing.

4 and that the mainstream media is helping to advance certain messages, but where are

$ those messages coming from? What was the ultimate source of those divisions?

7 instructor said, that's not real life. You know, when | interacted with people at college

8 and law school, | never had issues talking to someoneatthis group. You know, it could

9 be pretty far left. But I think the culture is dead. And | know the culture on college

10 campus has definitely changed now. | went to college in the '90s, and | went to law

12 speech on college campuses. You do see violence on college campuses, a lot of it

13 cheered on by some of the instructors. | think it's incredibly toxic and dangerous, so |

15 There's also quotes from mainstream media and from the politicians too, you

18 right now.

19 Q Do you have fears about what comesafterthat?

2a I'm being —- I'm a political prisoner. That's how| feel.

5 EE voor were vougonasosysomethin?
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1 Q Can you expand on what you said about being a political prisoner?
2 A Yes. I've never brokena law in my ie, and here| sit being treated lke I'm
3 enemynumberone of the republic. | take my oath very seriously.
a Q Why doyouthink you're being targeted?
s A politics.
6 Q  Canyou be more specific?

7 A Demonize Trump, demonize his followers, demonize everybody on the right
8 asa wayto demonize Trump and justify charging hm of preventing him from running for
9 office again. Its poltical.

10 Q  Soisit your sense that the primary motivation is opposition to Trump?
un wi. gright. couldyou define when vou said the opposition - you
12 said the primary motivation is the opposition to Trump. ~ Can you define, are you
13 referring to the criminal prosecution, or the whole purpose of the committee in which
14 youare doingthe investigation? Canyou clarify?
15 I<nopen it up to both, you know, both the criminal

16 prosecution and the committee'sefforts.
w Mr. Bright. | would instruct my client regarding the criminal prosecution to make
18 nostatement regarding that, being that it has to do with the criminal prosecution. |
19 certainly think that he should feel free to speculate and offer conjecture regarding your
20 committee since thatis not specifically aimed at him and doesn't have anything to do
21 with the direct nature of his criminal prosecution.
2 Mr. Moseley. Or maybe outsideof either. But youre saying that you don't
23 wanthim to comment on the motives pending criminal prosecution?
2 Mr. Bright. That would be correct, Mr. Moseley. We are in agreement on that,
25 yes, sir, regarding the criminal prosecution, thats. But, Mr. Stewart, feel free if you
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1 wishto comment, being that its a bifurcated question, your opinion and speculation as to

2 the motivation behind the January 6th Select Committee.

3 The Witness. | can't get inside someone's heart, inside their head, but from what

4 see onthe outside, as | said and what's been mentioned about neutrality post-Reichstag

5 fire, that's when the Germans get to the Nazis, use the Reichstag fire -- I'm not talking

6 about being Nazi, by the way. I'm speakingof an analogy. That's when the Nazis used

7 the Reichstag fire to justify what became of concentration camps and mass internment,

8 like our governmentisthe canary in the coal mine is how | feel.
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4 Q Are thereanyaspects of the eventsofJanuary 6th that you think are worth

$ investigation by the select committee?

7 conducted. But | don't feel -- no offense to you, |think you're good to go -- but | think

8 that there are people who are very higher up above you that do not have good will and

10 And, like | said, show me the man, I'll show you the crime. That seems to be the

12 demonstrated that in spades, frankly.

15 Okay.

20 acts of violence most definitely. But to me, that's really about it.

2a Q Understood. Thank you for sharing your thoughts.

23 can go into everything in detail and let it all out with both barrels. Look forward to that,

2 frankly.
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1 Sod like to still stay in the period before the election. And on October 27th,
2 2020, you appeared on the Alex Jones show "Infowars.” And have a couple of videos
3 thatidlike to showyou and ask you about,
. These are exhibits 24 through 28. And bear with me there. There are a couple
5 ofthem. And! apologize in advance if theyre not inorder.
. out[J ove We please playa few seconds ofthe first video, exhibit 24, and
7 then take a pause and see whether everyone can see and hear the video propery?
s Video shown]
5 The Witness. ~ Can't hear anything

10 Ic:youhear the first few seconds?
u I +oui hese ay uci
2 Video shown.)
1 |Er
1 The Witness. Yes, | canhear it. Go ahead.
15 Video shown.)
16 Mr. Moseley. Well there is nota question pending.
w | EE
1 So you said that you wouldn't consider a Biden win legitimate. ~ And at that point
19 the election hadn't happened yet. What were you concerned about that made you
20 think that a Biden winwouldnt be legitimate?
un Mr. Moseley. Can | check with criminal defense counsel? | texted him offline.
22 Butunlessyou want to here, Ill mute.
5 Mr. Bright, Could we have a 2-minute break, everyone, lease?

2 I sue

2 Mr. Bright. Thank you.
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1 I scthe recordin, an thn put youn 3 breakout rom.
2 wir.Bright. Thankyou,JIIllll 1 realyappreciateyour help.

3 EE econoco emporioherecord here a1 225. 50
4 I'm stopping the recording right now and putting you all n the breakout room,or at least

5 openingituptoyou.

6 Recess.)

7 Ioe ecoi. in it backover to

5 I1 vou, IN

, o-
10 Q So, Mr. Rhodes, prior to our break, | had asked what led to your assertion

11 thata Biden win would not be legitimate even before the election?

2 A Well, as I said earlier, we saw across the countryvery publicly announced

13 decisions to set aside the normal election laws in every State and instead you had

14 executive officers at the State level and local level announcing they were going to do

15 other things instead of the normal way they do elections, and that's just unconstitutional.

16 Both Article | and Article ll mandate that t's pursuant to the methods established

17 bythe State legislature for congressional elections or for the selection of electors for

18 President, it's mandatedby Article ll on that point that it will be done in a manner

19 imposedbythe State legislature. It doesn't leave any purview at all for the executive

20 branch ofa State to do anything, and they grossly violated that across the country.

2 50 you wind up with an unconstitutional election out the gate. And that

22 facilitates or that causes an erosion of trust right there - but it alofacilitatesgross

23 fraud. And you had Federal law also violated. The HAVA, Help America Vote Act, was

24 not followed either, al in the name of COVID. ~ And like | aid before, emergencies don't

25 justify setting aside the constitutional order, and you can't do it.
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1 50 out of the gate it was an unconstitutional election. And 1 do think it was used

2 tofaciitate vote fraud. We saw that

3 But leading up to it, my concern was isthat they steppedoutsidethe Constitution,

4 grossly. Thisis going to cause irregularities that inherently are going to cause people to

5 question the results.

6 And that was true for both sides. And let me be clear that even if Trump had

7 won, you would have had the left, of course, would have renounced it, and rightly so,

8 because it was an unconstitutional election. He would have been invalidly elected as

9 well, Trump would have, if he'd have won, if he were declared the winner.

10 Sol think they would have had a pretty good argument. I'm surprised and

11 shocked that that hasn't been litigated yet, the constitutional questions haven't been

12 litigated, even though it's the plain text of the Constitution. It's right there.

13 You know, States could select their electors, the legislatures could select them

1a directly, but they have instead tied the electors to thepopular vote that's done through

15 elections, that's done pursuant to State election laws. And all of those were set aside,

16 spectacularly.

1” How could you call it anything remotely valid? ~ That was my position, you know.

18 And then you have got politicians on the left, Stacey Abrams, who is still to this day.

19 protesting the results of her election she declared was stolen.

20 And you have an erosionoftrust on both sides, and | think that's still there.

21 That's not going away. No matter who wins, one side is going to believe it was not valid.

22 That's what happens when you step outside the Constitution.

23 Q  Soit's your view that if Trump had won the 2020 election, that also would

24 not have been legitimate?

2 A No, because it wasn't constitutional, because they had set aside the normal
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1 election laws in every State. Article Il says the electors will be selected in the manner

2 established by the State legislatures, not the executive branch, not your local county clerk

3 orelection official, the State legislatures.

a The answer would have been special sessions to change the election laws if they

5 needed tofor COVID. Itwasn'tdone. Instead, t's by executive fiats, same way the

6 governors did with shutdown orders, by executive fiat.

7 They could have called special legislature sessions, they should have, but instead

8 they said, "Oh, we're ust going to do it on our own." Sobydoing that they made the

9 election unconstitutional,

10 Q  Sointhe same "Infowars" interview, and for the sakeof time, I'm not going
11 toplaythe video, but you called on President Trump to invoke the Insurrection Act before

12 theelection. And we talked about the Insurrection Act earlier in our conversation.

13 What would that do in the context of the election?

1a A Well, I penned, along with Kellye SoRelle, two open letters to the President,

15 andin those the main thing | encouraged him to do was, one, they should enforce the

16 actual laws, the State laws forelections, but then also to do a massive declassification and

17 data dumpofany intelligence information held by the CIA or NSA of corrupt politicians

18 who have been blackmailed or are taking bribes. And | wanted to expose the

19 coruption. [Inaudible] everyone says.

1) They have, just like JFK or not JFK. Just likeJ. Edgar Hoover had files on

21 everybody inthe country, and that's why he was in office for life as the head of the FBI,

22 it's even more so nowadays that they have got records about everyone's dirt,a the dirty

23 laundry. Sothat's the corruption in our government on both political parties, both

24 Republicansand Democrats.

2 And, frankly, | think that the Occupy WallStreet people were correct. ~ You've got
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1 the 1percentat the very, very top, and then you've got the rest of us. But in America

2 the 1 percent at the very, very top have tricked all the rest of us into hating each other

3 overartficial politcal divisions rather than focusing on them and their corruption.

a Why is it you have so many millionaires in Congress? How did that happen?

5 So1 think that he should have done a mass declassification of data that would

6 havein particular exposed all the corruption. That's one thing he could have done to

7 right the ship and fx ths country on both sides, Republicans or Democrats.

8 Q Related to that in the same interview you reference members of the

9 socalled deep state. What do you mean by the deep state?

10 A Well the CIA and the NSA. ~ And you can look at the repeat players in the.

11 milltary-industrial complex. This is what Eisenhower warned us agains, ight, in his

12 farewell address, the growth of the military-industrial complex. And you can also add

13 the prison-industrial complex, which I'm enjoying right now.

1a There are people that benefit, and they have a personal stake in pitting Americans

15 against each other, and also not having the best interests of the American people at

16 heart. Andit benefits them personally, and I think they should be exposed and stopped.

7 Q Earlier, when we were talking about the state of American democracy,

18 asked if you had thoughts on who was behind, you know, aparticular agenda or messages

19 that the mainstream media was pushing out. Is that the deep state?

1) A Well, I would say, | mean, how many different media outlets are all owned

21 bythe same people at the very, very top? | think that should raise alarm bells.

2 And like | said, | think the Occupy Wall Street people had a point about who the.

23 badguysare. | thinkitis the politcal and financial elites at the very top who pit the rest

24 of usagainst each other. | just don't agree with the solutions, the solutions of socialism,

25 whichjust leads from the frying pan into the fire.
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1 So you can get more corruption actually under a socialist administration. Look at

2 China. Look at the tyranny the people of China are subjected to.

3 Sol think t's not - this country is supposed to be of, by, and for the people, and

a it's just not anymore. And | think the CIA should be disbanded. | think FOR — not FDR.

5 1 think JFK was correct when he said he was going to disband the CIA. He should have.

6 They have been off the books, running back ops, runningdrugs all overthe world

7 They're the largest drug cartel on the planet, the CIA, you know.

8 I had a guy who was a prior narcotics officer who used to work with the DEA on

9 the joint task forces, and that's what he said. He said he retired when he realized that

10 the CIA is the biggest drug cartel in the world, so they get this black market -- or this black

11 budgetfunding. That's a large part of it, all the secret fundingforall the operations.
12 That's not a democracy.

13 Q One thing that you said in the interview was that you wanted to take

14 members ofthe deep state and, quote, “do what we have” you would take them into

15 custody and then, quote, "do what we have todo." What did you mean by that?

1 A Underthe context of that. Whatwas the context?
uv I pull up exhibit 27. [EEareyouable to

18 pull up exhibit 27?

19 Thank you.

20 [Video shown.)

2a The Witness. That has the context. | was talking about taking them into

22 custody. Youknow, aI said earlier, that if the President were to invoke the

23 Insurrection Act, do a massive data dump, and then call us veterans up as the militia, we

24 would go and arrest the people that were identified as being, like | said, compromised by

25 foreign governments or blackmail. But then, of course, they would get due process.



2 Q Would you identify those people?

4 Q How would you identify those people?

5 A Well, it would be identified by the data dump, right? And, hopefully, the

7 some allies left inside the Federal law enforcement sphere that could do the right thing

s  damalyastthese pork.
9 So I'm not sure exactly whether he would retire -- whether he would rely on

10 special prosecutors or what he would do. That's probably the first step, is to get special

12 So the main thing is, is for the American people to know here's the dirt, here's

13 who has taken bribes, who is on video, you know, having sex with children, that controls

15 This is why Epstein was killed in custody, was to not have him roll over on all the

16 peopl that he had isco, because he wat ring a backmall cperaton. He had

18 It's a tip of the iceberg.

19 Mr. Moseley. Off the China, maybe | missed it, it might be my fault, but try to

21 but 50 you can focus there.

u @ WNIT,SYRSEAROS
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1 themintocustody. That's what! said. We will do what we have to do to take them

2 intocustody. I'm not talking about taking the law into our own hands andbeing judge,
3 jury, and executioner. Take them into custody. They deserve a right to ajury trial just

4 like everybody else.

s Q  Soit's your sense that the President invoking the Insurrection Act and

6 empoweringa militia to act would give that militia the ability to take people into custody?

7 A Yes, just as National Guardsmen when they re suppressing a riot take people

8 into custody, but they turn them right over to civil law enforcement for prosecution.

9 That'swhat happens. Any time the National Guard s called out for any civil disturbance,

10 that's how it goes, notmiltary tribunal.

n 1 mean, | wrote a paper about this at Yale that won a Judge William Miller Prize for

12 best paper on the Bill of Rights for saying that you cannot use military jurisdictionor a

13 military trial against American citizens. They have a right to a jury trial, even if they're

14 accused of treason.

15 In fact, more so. Article ll, section 3 mandates it must be a trial in open court or

16 a confession in open courtorthe -- with two witnesses to the same overt act you could

17 prosecute them or find them guilty.

1 Sod never stand for setting aside the constitutional rightsof any American. No

19 matter how egregious they are, no matter how horrible they are, they have a right toa

20 jurytral, period. Sot would be civilian law enforcement and civilian courts that would

21 hold them to account, not military.

2 Q Thanks, Mr. Rhodes.

2 A You're welcome.

2 Q In October 2020, | think this was October 10th, the Los AngelesTimes

25 reported you as suggesting that the Oath Keepers were preparing to monitor the election
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1 undercover.

2 Were you sending Oath Keepers to the polls?

3 A Yes. We did the same thing in 2016, too, because we were concerned

4 about ballot stuffing or people going from one poll to another, voting multiple times.

5 These are things that have happened in Us. history.

s And so we sent -~ and mainly it was, you know, pardon my language, what we

7 called amind fuckagainst anybody who would try to do that. "Look, hey, we got

8 undercover retired cops watching for the fraud." And we hoped that would deter

9 anyone from trying to do things that would be that obvious and egregious. Like, you

10 know, a bus full of people going from one place to another to vote. 50, yes, we did that.

n But we had no overt presence. ~ We had, you know, we told ll our guys you have

12 gottobe undercover only. You are going to obey local election laws strictly. And your

13 only purpose is to spot and report possible illegal activity and report it to law

14 enforcement. That'sit.

15 But we did want it to be a deterrent against unlawful activities, like vote fraud, let

16 them know we have retired cops out watching and looking for vote fraud.

7 Q Were these people armed?

1 A That'suptothem. It depends on their State laws. That's not the point of

19 it. The point wasn't to go armed. The point was to go and look for potential crimes.

20 But, hey, ifyou're in Texas, for example, and they were carryinga gun, they could doso

21 lawfully, they were a law enforcement officer off duty, then by all means. ~ But that

2 wasn't the mission.

2 Q Gotit. Sosomeof them were?

2 A Idon'tknow. That's good question. Don't know.

2 Q Did you goto the polls undercover?
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1 A No,Ididnot. No, because | tasked mostly our law enforcement veterans

2 with doing that, guys that would know what to look for. Or people who had been

3 election observersortrained election judges and things like that. Those were the ones

4 that went and did the poll watching.

5 Like, for example, there was one in Texas, one retired Federal law enforcement

6 officer who had also been an election judge and been involved, an election official for

7 manyyears. He wentand observed the polls, | believe.

8 So that's what |asked for, for guys like that, that had that kind of skillset, to go to

9 them.

10 Q Did these poll watchers find any voter fraud?

u A No, I don't think they did. Like I said, it was mainly a deterrent. So it's

12 verysimilar to deterring antifa: How do you prove a negative?

13 So, you know, antifa didn't attack. Is that because they didn't want to get - they

14 didn'twant to dance with Oath Keepers? Probably. [Inaudible.] Same goes for

15 [inaudible]they didn't seeanyantifa. I'mtalking2016.

16 In 2020, different story, but that's getting into territory we can't go down because

17 ofthe charges against me.

18 Q  Sojustto be clear, what you were just describing was only related to 2016?

19 A Yes,yes. 2020isa different animal. There was, | believe, widespread

20 incidentsallover the country.

2 Q Why was2020adifferent animal?

2 A Because they had set aside the constitutional orderand violated the

23 Constitution and suspended all the State election laws to do whatever they wanted to do,

24 that's why.

2 Q And so did the Oath Keepers poll watchers find any voter fraud in 2020?
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1 Mr. Bright, 1am going to ask at this time, being that it relates directly to the

2 election that is the basis of the ongoing allegations in the indictment, that Mr. Stewart

3 notspeculate on that question and plead the Fifth regarding anything to do with the

4 election and the year thereafter.

5 I on ve Bright

7 Q  Letmebackup alittle bt.

8 Very early on in the conversation we were talking about the Proud Boys. Do you

9 recall President Trump's comment during his first debate with then candidate Biden that

10 the Proud Boys should, quote, "stand back and stand by," end quote?

1 A Yes, Ido recall that

12 Q How did you react to that comment at the time?

13 A Whatwas the context? |can't rememberthe context. What was he

14 asked? Can you refresh my memory on that?

15 Q believe, and | don't know the exact quote, but |believe President Trump

16 was asked to condemn White supremacists, and then the moderator specifically asked
17 him to condemn the Proud Boys.

18 A Uh-huh. And his comment was stand by and -- stand down or stand by?

19 doesn'tmake any sense.
20 Q Stand back and stand by?

2a A Yousure that was the question posed to him?

2 Q 1am don't have the exact quote in front of me but

5 A Okay.
2 a + BE i state that the moderator and candidate

25 Biden asked him to denounce these groups and White nationalists. ~ And he asked, who,
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1 specifically? | believe it was PresidentBiden who said the Proud Boys. And then Mr.

2 Trumpsaid, the Proud Boys, stand back and stand by.

; Moles, Okay. Andi may, understand hequestions isreaction,and
a understanding that, you know, what was — | mean, | - what was said in the debate, you

5 know, | understand is not the question, it's his reaction to it, right?

a
7 The Witness. Well, my reaction to it is we have worked with the Proud Boys in

8 the streets. | will say the vast majority of them are not White nationalists at all.

9 But, as | said earlier, they have been abit sloppy about keeping White nationalists.

10 out. So that's where we parted ways.

u gre, because when they allowed the American Guard ta go with thm in
12 Portland, that's when | said we can no longer work with them going forward. And, you

13 know.

" Nr ight, Andst tbecee ude, becuse ein the wns of
15 now, Chris Wallace specifically asked him if he would tell them to, quote, "stand down."

16 And Trump's response was, "Who would you like me to condemn? The Proud Boys?"

17 Ad is thn responses, Stand back and stand by” ut hen he ai ened he
18 conversation to antifa. Sothat's just for the clarification of the transcript.

19 The Witness. Yeah. So he basically agreed with Mr. Wallace, right? | thought

2 ius abignotingburger
2 Look, | don't believe Proud Boys are White nationalists. | think they've been

22 sloppy and let White nationalists infiltrate their group. That's all Ill say. | mean, in

23 fairness to them, | don't think Proud Boys as an organization is a White nationalist

5 orgnitionatall. Idan inkth et moor ae ofthat indie tr. But they
25 have been sloppy about not excluding White nationalists who infiltrate. That's what I'll



2 And that's why in [inaudible] one of them. And post that, we've actually, you

4 felt it was necessary to make it very clear why we dropped them from the event.

5 But since then, we have kind of patchedup a little bit. And | think, for the most

7 some among that group that take things too far. That's all | will say to that.

8 |] Mr. Bright, thankyou for reading that for the record. | appreciate

» _—

15 A If the moderator said, "Will you tell them to stand down?" he did, right?

16 He said, "Oh, yeah, stand back and stand by." What's the difference?

18 between stand down and stand back -- stand back and stand by?

19 A Oh, not really, you know, because, look, like | said, they have been

20 demonized almost as bad as we have. And, of course, the demonization against the

21 Oath Keepers is grossly inaccurate.

2 With Proud Boys, | think it'salso grossly inaccurate to label them White

23 supremacists or argue that they're somehow, you know, a violent, unlawful, terrorist

24 organization. | don't think they are. | think they're pretty much like us, motivated out

25 of their interest in defending people.
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1 You don't get groups like the Proud Boys pop up unless you have groups like antifa

2 onthe street beating people up. That's how you grow groups like that. That's the way

3 itis.

4 Q Were you aware that many folks in Proud Boys online forums took "stand

5 backand stand by" as a call to arms in a defenseof their organization?

6 A Oh, notreally. just hadn't really been following them that much. So,

7 youknow.

8 Q Were you aware that some Proud Boys started selling Proud Boys.

9 merchandise with the slogan “stand back and stand by" on the merchandise?

10 A No, I was not aware about that. Like | said, after we had our split, a little

11 bitofa falling out I want to make itclearthat, you know, like |said, I've got no hard

12 feelings against the rank and file. But | thinkat the time the leadership made a bad

13 decision by letting American Guard take part in that event. ~ That's when we just could

14 notassociate.

15 We do not associate with White nationalists, no White nationalists, just won't do

16 it. Andthatcausedarift. And after that, we no longer really paid attention to them

17 foralongtime.

18 Q Based on your experience with and your knowledgeofthe Proud Boys,

19 would it surprise you if some of them saw "stand back and stand by" as a call to arms?

20 A Isthat what theysaid,this is acall to arms?

2 Q There were plenty - | don't want to quote specifically what they are. Sol

22 don'twant tosay that that was the words that they used, but there were several posts

23 rightafter that debate that interpreted -- where the Proud Boys themselves were

24 interpreting Mr. Trump's statement as an endorsement of the group, telling them to

25 literally stand byfor hisorders.
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1 A I don't know. | mean, I'm not an expert on the Proud Boys. You should

2 ask them, frankly.

2 a Okay. Thankyou
. itu sack J
5 vo
‘ ~I
7 Q Kind of on a similar note, do you think President Trump has supported the

8 Oath Keepers?

’ A Hoshesupported us?
» a ve
u A Vdotthinkso. 1dr think threhavebeen any statements about us at
12 all. That's as faras| know. Ifthere is anything different, let me know.

13 Q Have you and | -- let me time this to beforethe election. Have you been

16 incontactwith anyone the Tram White House rin the Trump fal othe Trump
5 campaign?
16 A Nope. Nope. Notatall. The only peripheral contact would be at Trump

17 cali when we were outside, an ke the one n New Mees, when we rst rived at
18 the venue, a campaign worker was standing outside talking to the campaign volunteers.

19 And then they asked, "Well, who are these guys?" And they said, "Oh, we're with the

0 OnthKeepers® Andshewasjustdisse. Becauseweweren't «wedon’
2a coordinate with the campaign at all. We only coordinate with Secret Service.

» Were thereto protect the people that ae attending the aly. We're nat
23 there -- the Secret Service has it covered when it comes to the President or his staff or his.

20 fami. Wehave no desire o - we have nodesire to rytodo tht, do anything with
25 that, because thydont need us. Is the people who are aut nthe eet whoatend
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1 the event and are walking unescorted — there's no cops, no Secret Service to escort them

2 backtotheircar. Those are the folks who were being attacked by antifa or other

3 radicals inthe street. That's who we were there to protect. So that's why we had no

4 communication with the campaign. We didn't need to.

5 Q Has there been a formalized relationship between the Oath Keepers and the

6 Secret Service?

7 A No, notaformal one atall. Just they give usa point of contact and let us

8 know: Please give us the courtesy of letting us know which event you're going to be at

9 sowe can let you know like where the blue line is around on the outside. You can't be

10 armed past this point.

1 And every venue is different. Some venues it was the periphery out here, you

12 know, the entire parking ot, like there was [inaudible] like that. And then other places,

13 itwasthe buildingitself. You could be in the parking lot, but not in the building. And

14 so whatever the line was they told us, we adhere to that line. We stay on the outside of

5 it

16 [Inaudible] leadership, and we also communicate with local law enforcement, too,

17 sheriff's deputies and police, working with Secret Service on theexterior of the buildings,

18 andalso outin the community.

19 So they would know. We put armbands on. You can look at our website and

20 see guys wearing a bright orange vest or an armband, you would know, this identified an

21 OathKeeper escort team who have one, you know, Houston PD, retired police detective

22 standing there with an orange vest on, and a helmet and goggles, because antifa likes to

23 hityou on the head with bricks, or likes to throw, you know, things in your, like, fluids in

24 youreyes. Soa the times our guys would wear helmets and goggles all through those

25 Trump rallies when they were escorting people outside.
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1 Q Solid like to go farther back in time and ask about Sheriff Richard Mack and

2 the Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers Association.

3 A Uhhh,

4 Q What was the role of Sheriff Mack in the formation of the Oath Keepers, and

5 doyou have a relationship now?

6 A He did not take part in the founding of it. | founded it. And then later he

7 came on and became a board member of the Oath Keepers. | advised him to submit his

8 nametothe board and they voted to let him in. He became a board member for a few

9 years.

10 But he did not found the Oath Keepers, | founded them.

u Q Understood.

2 Is he currentlya board member?

13 A No,he'snot.

14 Q And do the Oath Keepers have arelationshipwith the organization CSPLA?

15 A We've been friendly. We're not, as said before, no formal alliances.

16 We've been friendlyover the years.

7 1 think his core mission of teaching sheriffs about their oath obligations is sound

18 andworthy. I've been to and spoken at CSPLA conventions out in Las Vegas where he

19 had multiple sheriffs from all over the country coming in. | spoke with them. ~ Other

20 sheriffs have become friends. They're good people.

2 50, yeah, so1t'sa righteous mission. |think that's a good mission.

2 Q  I'dlike to ask about something else. And | apologizeif it seems like I'm

23 jumping around topics here.

2 Butare youfamiliarwith theQAnon theory?

2 A Yes, so I'mfamiliar with QAnon, in general. It's kind of like antifa. How
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1 doyou know what's Q, what's @Anon, who knows, you know?

2 Soit's kind of like Anonymous, the videos you see on YouTube by Anonymous,

3 anyone can claim to be Anonymous. That's the problem with O, too [inaudible] right?

4 But, yeah, in general [inaudible].

5 Voice. [Inaudible]

6 The Witness. Sorry 1m sorry

7 Vil restate that. Yes, | am familiar with QAnon in general. Yes.

8 |Ee

9 And have you been tracking QAnon-associated theories?

10 The Witness. | only hear about them from people that sometimes post them in

11 ourchats. ButI'mnotaQfollower. I'mnota Q:tard--sorry if | give away my opinion

12 aboutQin that.

13 But,no, I'm not a followerofQatall

1 EE Understood.

15 The Witness. | thinkit was a, frankly, a psyops campaign, to be honest with you.

16 think it was meant to just cause Americans to chase all kinds of rabbit holes that were

17 not

1 Mr. Bright. What kind of campaign did you call it? You cut out.

19 The Witness. A psyops. | think it was some way --

20 Mr. Bright. Okay. Got you.

2 The Witness. | expect it was apsyops designed to get people chasing down all

22 kinds of weird rabbit holes and believing things thatare just ridiculous. ~ So

2 Q You mentioned that people would post QAnon-related theories in Oath

25 Keepers chats?
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1 A Thankfully not that often, but once ina while. Itell them, "Hey, get that

2 stuff outta here." And in particular all these crazy ideas that there are arrested

3 politicians who we've got in Guantanamo. You know, John McCain is still alive and being.

4 puton trial at Guantanamo. You know, Bush, Sr, i stil alive being put on trial in

5 Guantanamo. Just nonsense like that.

6 But | have an ideological aversion and disagreement with any notion of using

7 military tribunals on Americans. And I think the whole Q phenomenon was way down

8 thatrabbit hole. "Oh, we're going to hold them into account ina military trial." Thisis

9 unconstitutional. You can'tdoit,

10 That's what | tell people. say: Wait a minute, as a threshold matter, this is

11 unconstitutional. So if you're going to be an Oath Keeper, and you're going to be

12 adhering to the Constitution, you can't be advocating a grossly unconstitutional tral, a

13 military tribunal in Guantanamo. | don't care what you think the person has done.

1a So that's why | have pretty much a zero-tolerance policy towards QAnon on our

15 chats.

16 Q Understood.

1” So I'd like to move on to -- I'd actually like to revisit one topic and conversation we

18 hadearlier about finances. And | recognize that we have our stipulation in place, but

19 we're keeping the time period to prior to the election in 2020.

20 But | wanted to return to the questionofcryptocurrency. And were the Oath

21 Keepersusing cryptocurrency during that time period?

2 A No,notatall

23 a okay.

2 A I'mnotacryptocurrencyguy. I'm nota geek. I'mnota,you know,a tech

25 guy. Itsnotmyworld. So, no, it was just donations through our website through
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1 stripe period.

2 Q  Gotit. Thankyou.

3 A Unhuh

a Q And then as a general matter, and we can cabin this to the time period prior

5 tothe election in 2020, how do you communicate with Oath Keepers members? What

6 are the apps orplatforms that you have used?

7 A Well, we use Signal for all of our operations. Of course when we're on

8 operations we use radios too. But Signal was useful because, like, for example, in

9 Berkeley, we were trying to use our radios to communicate. And antifa would jump on

10 ourchannel. Because we're using both wide open source and radios. They would

11 jump on with a MURS channel ater on and then start playing Mariachi music, or

12 whatever, just to drown us out.

13 And so that's when we startedusing apps like Zello, which is an encrypted chat

14 app. Youcan useitlike a walkie-talkie. It's useful for that. You can use it like a radio.

15 Andis secure. You can't be jammed by your political opposition on the ground

16 And the same goes for Signal. We use a Signal chat with a backup. We use

17 Zello. We work ona PACE, PrimaryAlternate Contingency and Emergency for

18 communications.

19 Like in Louisville, | believe it was, if I'm correct on this,primarywas a Zello

20 channel. Alternate was our radios, open voice radios. ~ Contingencywaschat

21 [inaudible]. And then emergency would be a etter. So this goes, give the message

22 person to person, if someone is not responding. That's what we used, and we do that

23 forevery operation we're on.

2 Q And outside of operations, how would you communicate with?

2 A Onchat forums. But, of course, you know, we had -- we tried to use
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1 private chat forms, like Discord was one, and we thought it was going to be a free

2 speechrespecting platform. And we invested a lot of time and money setting that up.

3 And then they arbitrarily just canceled this with no due process whatsoever, no notice.

4 And so we learned our lesson there. Like, well, ifwe don't own it we're not going

5 touseit. Sowe only use platforms that we think are going to be either owned by us,

6 like our own personal chats, whatever, Signal machines with an average chat board. Or

7 like our operations, we can create either a Signal, a Telegram, a chat that'sjust for an

8 operation.

° But we have in more recent years used -- because we've been deplatformed so

10 many times and demonetized we have begun to use Signal and Telegram for

11 communication only because we can trust that it's not going to go away. You know, it's

12 notgoingto disappear onus. And so far neither platform has ever, as far as | can tell,

13 ever purged anybody for political reasons.

1 Q Have you been banned from a social media platform before?

15 A Well, of course, yeah, we were banned off of Facebook. At one time we.

16 had halfa million followers on our main Facebook page, and then also literally thousands

17 of local chapter pages all over the country. And in one fell swoop they all disappeared

18 intothe night, and so did my personal account. And anybody who was an administrator

19 inany those accounts, their personal accounts were wiped out as well. So --

20 Q Whendid that happen?

21 A Youknow, I'm not sure. It was sometime in,| believe, sometime in 2020.

22 Early 1 think it was early '20 -- you know, I'm not really sure.~ Early 2020, I believe. So

23 that was before

2 Q Were you provided with a reason?

2 A No. Notatall. They just did the same thing they all do: You violated
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1 ourtermsof services. said, well like what, exactly what? Nothing. No response.

2 Nowarning. No, hey, ths post here crossed the line, if you do that again you'll be:

3 banned. Nothing ike that. Just wiped us out. And then the same thing happened on

4 Twitter as well later on

5 Q Whatimpact did it have on recruitment or communication to be kicked off

6 of those platforms?

7 A Well, of course, it was the differences that I can do, was to suppress our

8 engagement with the community. That's the whole point of this, as these deplatforming
9 operations go along.

10 But like | aid, we never actually violated any of those terms of service. They

11 never articulated any violation of termsofservice. They just destroyed our platform

12 that we had worked for years.

13 1 consider it fraud, fraud and inducement. Fraud in the, you know,after the fact.

14 We relied on them

15 You know, it's not ike they said, hey, your terms of use are, if you're a

16 conservative or a libertarian or a constitutionalist, at any point we can just wipe you out.

17 Ifthat's what | agreed to, that would be one thing, but that's notwhat the terms of

18 service said. Youknow, no incitement of violence, no llegal acts, you know, no child

19 pornography, things like that. Who wouldn't agree with that? We always adhere to

20 those things.

2 But they never articulated anything that were violated. Instead, they just killed

20 all our websites acrosstheentire spectrum. Half amillion followers,plusthousandsof

23 pages gone in one day, and personal pages too. No explanation.

2 So this is the world we live in now. ~ This is what's being done to Americans across

25 the country, not for criminal activity, but because of political ideology, just like why I'm
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1 sittingright here

2 Q Well, Mr. Rhodes, you've - we've covered a bunch of topics i terms of

3 general backgroundof the Oath Keepers and structure, and | appreciate the time that

4 youve spent with us.

5 11am going to move into questions related to events between the election and

6 January6th. But before do that, | want to see ifstaffor Mr. Raskin have questions

7 aboutanyof thetopics thatwe just covered?

5 Okay

10 war. tinder. [JE 71 av onbehalfof Mr. Rhodes. You said these

11 questions are going to be geared toward the timeframe between the election and

12 January 6th?

13 |] Yes.

1a Mr, Linder. |think these are the lineofquestioning that maybe you intend for us

15 todo this that we would be asking our client to invoke his right under the Fifth

16 Amendment not to answer. Do we want to do you want to ask him individually and

17 have him go through all that and take all that time, or howdo we want to hand that?

18 I irk in order for us to understand each objection to particular

19 questions, Id like to get through these questions and have Mr. Rhodes object to

20 questions that he would not like to answer.

2 war. pright. [Jothe sake of expediency moving forward and,
22 obviously, as you would expect, we are going to be objectingto probably a grand amount

23 and percentage of the questions you ask that have to do with the election writ large

24 moving forward

2s Instead of having Mr. Rhodes read his statement each time, may we have him
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1 upon assertion of that Fifth Amendment right read it once, and then each time he objects

2 merelyjust, instead of reading a full statement, ust say, again, I refer to the statement |
3 made on my Fifth Amendment right to not testify and just leave it a that and make it

4 quid

5 I osfine.

5 Mr. Bright, Thank you.

7 EN | think saying Fifth Amendment is also acceptable.

8 Mr. Bright, Perfect. Thank you.
9 I Gut. Vir. Rhodes, if you wouldn't mind reading it the first time you

10 assertthe privilege?
n The Witness. Yes, will. Absolutely.

vo es
13 Ii¢ vc please pull up exhibit 4. And could you please scroll down to

14 think page - yeah, we can stop there.

15 So, Mr. Rhodes, on November 10th, 2020, you posted a cal to action on the Oath

16 Keepers website, calling on your followers to, quote, “refuse to ever recognize this as 2
17 legitimate election and refuse to recognize Biden as a legitimate winner,” end quote.

1s The Witness. | would alo like I'm sorry, | don't see it on the screen.
19 |||canyou zoom in? Scroll down. Continue scrolling

20 down. Rightthere. And the last paragraph on that page.

n So, wel, there is no question associated with that. | just wanted to note that
2 quote

2 But, BB if you could please scroll down to page 5.

2 Id ike to ask you about one additional section here.

2 Keep scrolling please. Rightthere.
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1 Undera subsection entitled, quote, "What We the People Must Do," end quote,

2 you quoted, quote, "a patriot from Serbia who also loves America," end quote, describing

3 politicalviolence in his own country.

a And the quote if you scroll down a ltle bit further — quote, "Millions gathered

5 inourcapital. There were no barricades strong enough to stop them, nor the police

6 determined enough to stop them. Police and military aligned with the people after a

7 fewhours of fst fights. We stormed theparliament and burned down fake state

8 television. We won," end quote.

9 Mr. Rhodes, can you tell me about the significance of that quote and what it

10 meanttoyou?

n The Witness. ~ Can you scroll down a litte bit below that?

2 Mr. Moseley. Who said that?

13 The Witness. Itwasa guy from Serbia. This is all of his language, not mine.

1a Mr. Bright. For the sake of the record, thiswas a YouTuberfrom Serbia

15 referencing the 1990 revolution against Milosodan Slobovic ~ Milosevic, excuse me,

16 Slobodan Milosevic - who is a war criminal in the Hague currently. ~ And we would

17 instruct Mr. Rhodesat this time regarding his Fifth Amendment right to not testify as this

18 has already been presented into evidence as partofhis detainer hearing.

19 The Witness. | would like to read below that. Can | make a comment about

20 that? Imijusttrying toseeit

2 Mr. Moseley. Well it depends on what tis. It depends on what the question

22 is. Iwould note that the question is

2 The Witness. I'm going to read what I said. Im just going to read it to myself

24 real quick.

2 Mr. Moseley. Okay.



1 The Witness. | have a copy of this. All right.

2 Mr. Moseley. Hold on. |think the question pending was, what is the

3 significance of that maybe to you? Ido know that that is one of the factual allegations

$ significance of that? So | don't know what the defense attorneys may feel about that?

7 to be given to this. In light of the fact that it's in the indictment itself and it has been

8 presented as exhibit 1 in your original detainer hearinga week and ahalf ago here in

9 north Texas, it is advice of counsel that we invoke the Fifth at this time and allow that to

10 play outin thecourtinJuly.

1 Mr. Linder. | concur.

12 The Witness. I'm going to agree with my counsel. And like | said, | would have

13 been happy, actually enthusiastic to discuss this with you, if| hadn't been indicted, if we

15 But given that | have been indicted, on the advice of counsel, even preparing for

16 today's questioning, | respectfully decline to answer pursuant to my rights under the Fifth

18 when my answers would be positive for me, at the risk of waiving those rights. That

19 applies in spades to this one.

2a Did you believe that the police and military in this country would also align with

2 your efforts?

23 The Witness. What efforts?

25 with the quote from the Serbian YouTuber.
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1 Mr. Bright. Again, Stewart, | appreciate your desire to elucidate this. And it's
2 the instruction of counsel to invoke the Fifth Amendment at this time.

3 The Witness. | do invoke my Fifth Amendment ight,
. Jsvo. had any conversations with Active-Duty itary or law
$ enforcement that would lead you to think that police and military would align with your

6 efforts?
7 The Witness. What efforts?

s Ivcorts that were hinted atin
o Mr. Bright. Again, we respect the question. It's instruction of counsel for the

10 client to invoke the Fifth atthis time being that it deals with the allegations made in the

1 underyingindictment

= oI
13 Q Andjust to be clear, you're asserting that Fifth Amendment privilege in

18 response tothese questions because you have a good faith belief that theanswer could
15 damage your ability to defend against any pending or potential criminal charges?

16 A Orbe construed | waived my Fifth Amendment protection evenif the answer

17 would be actualy positive. 1 think my answer would be actually positive, but I'm going
18 to follow counsel's advice that it could be construed as waiving my Fifth Amendment

19 privieges
0 Q Okay. We can take down this exhibit. Thank you.
2 A twill say that consistent throughout our histor, we aways followed the aw,
22 always, without exception, every time. Period.
23 Q Thank you, Mr. Rhodes.

24 On November 12th, 2020, you appeared on "Infowars” and you stated, quote,

25 "We have men already stationed outside D.C. a5 a nuclear option. In case they attempt
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1 to remove the President illegally, we will step in and stop it," end quote. And you stated

2 that armed men were, quote, "prepared to go in if the President calls us up," end quote.

s This was aver 2 month before Present Trams term waht end. Oiyou
4 believe that there would be an attempt to forcibly remove President Trump from office

$ before January 20th?

s Mr Bright, We would e-urgethedefendant, despite is desire to answerthis
7 question, to invoke the Fifth Amendment at this time due to the fact that it's part of the

8 indictmentofthis case.

9 The Witness. I'll take the advice -- it's frustrating, but I'll take the advice of my

10 counsel.

u we. ought, [NIoyacres my cet, and nov his shard.
12 Normally in court we'd lean over and whisper in their ear.

13 Stewart, | deeply respect your stance on this. After meeting you, getting to know

10 you understand implicitly where youre coming from.
15 | also, sir, understand, as does co-counsel, your desire to speak out and address.

16 this. You've made it clear from the day we met you that there is, you know, hell and

17 igh water, we can't stand in your way laterof speaking. This isnot the time or the
18 place.

1 And o, respectfully speaking | appreciate you aking advice of counsel and doing
2 thiat some point againstyour wishes.
2 Mr. Linder, And, [EER if may, when we spoke yesterday you gave us
2 an estimateof a couple of hours. We're now five and a half hours into this. We have a

23 severe winter storm that's hit Dallas. It is sleeting outside of my office. I've got a wife

24 and four ids that are going to be stranded. They cant fll driv inthisweather,
25 So we kind of need to -- and he's not going to answer any of these questions. So
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1 you've been extremely polite through this whole process, butwe kind of need to get to

2 theend

3 I sovoue experiencing severe weather conditions

a Mr. Linder. Well, but you also told us it would be two hours and we're five and a

5 halfin. Sowe've tried to comply, but it's been a long day.

6 I Mr. Linder, we've been fortunate to be able tohear from

7 your client for probably longer than any of us expected.

5 Mr. Linder. That's true.

9 Mr. Bright. That's the gift of what we've given.

10 Okay. See, we work together. It's symbiotic.

1 But |would confer with counsel, if we could, knowing that any questions moving

12 forward that have anything to deal with mindset, intent, knowledge, behavior, planning,

13 anything that speaks to anything post-election, my client will invoke the Fifth, per my

14 instructions. He wil get his day in court.

15 He would have done this had the DOJ not indicted him, because he was in

16 compliance beforehand. At this time, though, that being said, and you knowing that,

17 other than merely having the theaterof having him invoke it, we do have a weather event

18 movingin. We did anticipate per conference 2 hours. We're five and a half in.

19 Thatbeing said, ina collegial fashion, let's wind it up, if we could, at your

20 convenience, sir. Expediency being requested.

2 I7cvere vou coming from. think snot for the

22 purpose of theater, it's for the purpose of getting our questions on the record. ~ And if

23 each time your client invokes the Fifth but takes one minute to do that, which it has been,

24 thinkthat's adding to the time.

2 Soif you'd like, we can get through these questions. | offered the option of if
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1 yourdlient were to raise the Fifth Amendment,ust stating Fifth Amendment.
2 Mr. Bright, Perfect.
3 So, Stewart, moving forward, just say Fifth. Done. Please.
. The Witness. Okay.
s wie. sright. And thankyou,JJ vos not ving to be tedious or
6 pedantic. Butthankyou. |appreciateit
7 I 1 :rcerstand that this process may seem repetitive, but for

8 the sake of getting the committee's questions on the record and Mr. Rhodes response, |
9 would ike to get through this
10 Mir. Linder. Thank you.
un ME Vou okay. Just backing up, | was talking about the November
12 12th, 2020, "Infowars" appearance. You referenced men stationed outside D.C. 51,
13 quote, "nuclear option.” Where were they stationed, and what were they prepared to
uw do?
15 The Witness. 1think on advice of counsel, ll invoke the Fifth Amendment on
16 that. It goes to what Il be facing at tia,
w Mr. Bright, Just say the Fifth.
18 I 02 situation ever arise where those men were necessary?

1 The Witness. ~ Again, invoke the Fifth. | mean, | wish | could answer this
20 because I havea very clear, succinct answer, but my counsel advised me not to answer,
21 som going to invoke the Fifth.
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1

2 [3:30pm]

3 ov[IN

a Q During the same InfoWars interview, you stated you had Oath Keepers

5 doing, quote, reconforthe week prior to the planned November 14th rally in

6 Washington,D.C.

7 What did those people doing recon learn and what were they preparing for?

5 A Ian answer in general, butall of our operations, | mean, always - it's our

9 intent, and we always do. We always go in and look at the venue where we're going to

10 be protecting people, and talk to those we're going to be protecting and then coordinate

11 with law enforcement. But I'm speaking in general.

2 Q  Inwhatcapacity

13 A The other question, you can ask me a general question.

1a Q In whatcapacity did the Oath Keepers participate in the events on

15 November 14th in Washington, D.C.2

16 A Imean,if could have a sidebarwith my client -- with my lawyers real quick,

17 fl could do that?

1 Mr. Bright. That's fine, Stewart.

19 1 think we can expedite thisifwe can have 1 minute in a breakout room. Sorry

20 forthe inconvenience.

2 EEEcual, Counsel, can suggest we take a 10-minute break here
23 I'm going to speak with[IMabout how we can expedite the remainder of the

24 deposition

2s Mr. Linder. Yes.
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1 Mr. Bright. Can you put us in a breakout room while we take that 10 minutes?

2 IS

3 Mr. Bright. Thank you so much. That you very much, ma'am. | really

4 appreciate that.

5 I coins to stop the recording now.

6 Mr. Bright. Thankyou.

7 Recess.)

s IEE ve ore back on the record at 3:44 pm.
9 Counsel on both sides have conferred as to how to expedite the remainder of this

10 deposition, recognizing the length that it has gone on so far and the needs for

11 Mr. Rhodes’ counsel to get outof the office and get home as quickly as possible.

2 1 think the path forward that we have is that Mr. Rhodes’ counsel are going to

13 provide the archived version pages from the Oath Keepers website that has been

14 scrubbed from the internet and, hopefully, we'll get those to you all.

15 And we are going to — for the purposes of the items between November 6, 2020,

16 and the present, instead of going through question by question, we are going to identify

17 the topic at a very high level and give you the opportunity to assert the Fifth Amendment.

1 1 will tatefor the record that the committee is not waiving its right to ask more.

19 detailed questions about that. We're doingthis as an accommodation totry to move

20 thisforward. Butour sense is thatanythingwithin those topics i likely to going to be

21 something that you all are going to object to under the Fifth Amendment based on the

22 other objections.

2 Then we'll have two much smaller categories to go over near the end that we

24 hopefully can churn through quickly, and then you all go back about your days,

2 Does that work for everyone?
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1 Mr. Bright. That s all fundamentally | understand in agreement.

2 One thing | want to clarify, there was nothing scrubbed from the internet just

3 because the useof the language and theinference that the sound of that word makes.

4 They were deplatformed. It was not by their choice that their website was removed,

5 and so that's why we're going to have to go back and get it for you. Had it been

6 scrubbed, we wouldn't be able to get it for you. So they were deplatformed

7 Other than that verbiage, we're absolutely in agreement with everything you said,

I
9 Mr. Linder. Right.

10 Ico: it. And apologies, just one follow-up question. |did not

11 realize they were deplatformed because the site is stil ive; it's just that there are certain

12 pages on thisthatareno longeravailable?

13 The Witness. |can address that.

14 Mr. Bright. Mr. Stewart can address that, but that is my basic understanding,

15 and i'm notatechyso

16 The Witness. |can tell you exactlywhat happened. So just as all of our

17 deplatform and social media, the hosting service that we were with, again, without

18 warning, without even an opportunity to retrieve our own data, just deletedourwebsite

19 and wouldn't even give us our own data. So all we had was the backup that oneof our

20 IT volunteers had had of the website, and that's where we haveourarchive of all of these

21 articles. We have to go back tothe backup to pull them out, so nothing we did. They

22 just shut downourwebsiteandturned it off.

23 Then we had to move to our new service provider to put a new website up, and

24 then we had to go back and find - thankfully, had an archived copy, go and pull out these

25 PDFofthe articles and post them on the new site. That's what we have to do.
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2 Rhodes.

3 And I think we've established how we're going to move forward on this, and we're
4 goingtotry and keep it moving as quickly as possible.
$ So with that, I'm going to put myself back on mute and turn it over to

o EEE Toos
7 I ic,[re ris evervore.

8 o
5 a sousJEReves, 1m igto name paricar categories
10 questions, and then ask whether t's Mr. Rhodes’ intention to assert the Fifth Amendment
11 to every question the committeemay ask under those categories, and we can proceed
12 like that.

13 First, Mr. Rhodes’ and the Oath Keepers’ participation in the November 14, 2020,

14 rallyin Washington, D.C.
15 Is it Mr. Rhodes’ intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege in response to

16 those questions?
w A Yes,itis for now, until my tral
18 Q Second, Mr. Rhodes’ and the Oath Keepers’ participation in the

19 December 12, 2020, rally in Washington, D.C.
0 Ist Mr. Rhodes’ intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege in response to
2a questions under that category?

2 A Yes, on the same grounds, Fifth Amendment.
23 Q Third, preparationfor January 6th, including training, purchasing equipment,

20 purchasing weapons, and coordination.
2 Isit Mr. Rhodes’ intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege in response to
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1 questions under this category?

2 A Yes, Im invoking the Fifth Amendment and my due process rights.
3 Q Next, any coordination or communication with the followin groups or

4 members of the following groups in relation to January 6th: ~ The Proud Boys, Ist

5 Amendment Praetorian, Nick Fuentes and his America First Group, Three Percenters.
6 Ist Mr. Rhodes! intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege in response to

7 questions under this category?

8 A Yes,itis. Well deal with that at tral.
5 Q Next, any coordination or communication with the following groups or

10 individuals related to January 6th: Women for America Firs, All Alexander, Roger Stone,
11 Alex Jones, Michael Flynn.

2 15 it Mr. Rhodes! intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege to every
13 question the committee would ask under that category?
1 A Yes, itis, with the caveat that the cal toactionswill answera lot of

15 questions that you might have.

16 Mr. Bright, And we've clarified for the committee that we do intend to provide
17 those

18 oo

19 ovI
2 Q Next, any communication with the Trump White House or the Trump

21 campaign related to January 6th.
2 Mr. Rhodes, is it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege in

23 response to questions under that category?
2 A Yes, itis, although | think I've actually answered that earlier. If you
25 remember, you asked me questions about any communication with the campaign, even
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1 though there were none, but -

2 Q My understanding was that your answers were limited -

3 Me sight, Ves. Stewart remember fi may? tosory,JEN 1
4 apologize

5 Mr. Rhodes, this is the section that we previously agreed and had discussions off

6 the record regarding the Fifth being done, the reason that we're doing it in this fashion,

7 andthen we'll move on to the non-fifth questions potentially.

5 The Witness. I've gotit. No problem.

9 Mr. Bright. Thankyou,myfriend.

10 The Witness. Yes. Yes, I'm invoking the Fifth on that also.

1 Mr. Moseley. | think - let me clarify. | think that the discussions were a

12 different time period as to contact with Trump.

13 The Witness. Yeah, yeah.

1a Mr. Bright. But we're still in the period of time that we'redoing this in the

15 fashion explainedbyMEM So let's please move forward and do so.

16 I ookou

18 Q The next category, Mr. Rhodes' travel to and arrival in Virginia prior to

19 January 6th.

20 Mr. Rhodes, is it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege in

21 response to every question the committee would ask under that category?

2 A Yes Yes, Iwill

23 Q The next category, placement and coordination of Oath Keepers in

24 preparationforJanuary 6th.

2s Mr. Rhodes, is it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privileges in
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1 response to every question that the committee would ask under that category?

2 A Yes,itis

3 Q Next, Mr. Rhodes’ and the Oath Keepers' participation in the events of

4 January Sth in Washington, D.C.

5 Mr. Rhodes, s it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege in

6 response to every question that the committee would ask under that topic?

7 A Yes,itis

8 Q Next, Mr. Rhodes’ and the Oath Keepers’ preparation - sorry -- participation

9 inthe events of January 6th in Washington, D.C.

10 Mr. Rhodes, s it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege in

11 response to every question the committee would ask under that category?

2 A Yes, invoke my Fifth Amendment rights.

13 Q Next, communication with Members of Congressorother national

14 politiciansinrelationtoJanuary 6th.

15 Mr. Rhodes, is it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege in

16 response to every question the committee would askunder that topic?

1” A Yes.

18 Q Next, communications withother Oath Keepers on January 6th.

19 Mr. Rhodes, s it your intention to assert the Fifth Amendment privilege in

20 response to every question the committee would ask under that topic?

21 A Yes,itis

2 Q Last, Mr. Rhodes' travel outsideofD.C. after January 6th.

23 Mr. Rhodes, is it your intentions to invoke the Fifth Amendment privilege in

24 response to every question the committee would ask under that category?

2 A Yes,itis
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1 Q Okay. Thankyou, Mr. Rhodes.

2 Asviewed, | have a few questions regarding the document

3 production.

a After receiving the select committee's subpoena on December 14, 2021, what

5 efforts did you undertake to identify responsive documents to produce to the

6 committee?

7 A Well the first thing| had to do was get legal counsel, and that's a far as we

8 got, and trying to find legal counsel that could properly assist me in determining whether

9 1should invoke the Fifth Amendment on those issues or how what the scope would be

10 and how it best to produce any documents.

1 The big problem now is we've been deplatformed, our bank account destroyed.

12 Wee had all of our you know, the membership things, itsverydifficult to produce any

13 documents under those conditions, and that's what we were trying to navigate through

14 when was indicted.

15 50 we really haven't done much of anything on that yet, not because | don't want

16 to; because | don't have the ability to and now| can't

7 Q Did you, yourself, make any efforts to identify responsive documents?

1 A Like said, we ~ like for the banking, have no access to the bank account.

19 I would have to goto Bank of America and see if they have any archive records. | was.

20 still securing counsel to do that. We've lost our prior counsel, Kerry Morgan of

21 Michigan, because we couldn't afford to pay him. And then Ms. SoRelle didn't really

22 havethe expertise. And then finally got a hold of Mr. Moseley, and thenthat's what

23 wewere.

2 We were on the phone talking about how to do that when | was arrested that day.

25 He was on the phone with me while we were hashing this out.
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1 Q Mr. Rhodes, as 'm sure you're aware, the committee made several attempts

2 to communicate with you about the deadiines that were established by the subpoena and

3 didn't receive a response in time for the document production deadline that was

4 established for the subpoena, which was December 28, 2021.

5 Why did you fal to comply with that deadline or communicate with the

6 committee?

7 A Didnt see the emails. | don't hardly use my old email address anymore.

8 That'swhere you guyssentit. And think | can't remember. That was the one,

9 believe, you sent to our registered agent in Nevada. Is that correct? How did you

10 serve me that one?

1 Q The December 14 subpoena was served to you personally in Granbury.

2 A Okay. Thatone came to mein Granbury. Again, | didn't have ~ 1 just

13 don't know how could respond, and | was waiting to secure new counsel. So I'm not

14 quite sure - what was thequestion again? |forgot.

15 Q I'm trying to understand why you didn't communicate with the committee

16 A Didn't havea lawyer.

7 Q or make an attempt to complywith the deadline.

1 A Didn't have an attorney yet to actually take that on. So Ms. SoRelle was

19 doing what she could voluntarily. She's not being paid. | needed to secure competent

20 counselin the D.C. area that can handle this, and that's when | finally got a hold of Mr.

21 Moseley. That'sit. That'stheonly reason, man.

2 Q Soyour counsel represented that he inquired ofthe U.S. Attorney's office if

23 you could provide copies of the FBI interview of you from May of 2021. Barring any.

24 objections to from the courtorthe Departmentof Justice, re youwilling to share with

25 the select committee the transcript of that interview?
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1 Mr. Linder. | believe that's been deemed sensitive | think at this point. | don't

2 know if we're able to.

. Mr. Bit, No. We hada discussion with the Department of sti esterday
4 That document, as well as a good numberof other documents, have been deemed either

$ sensitive or, quote, "highly sensitive." There's a bifurcated manner in which, depending.

© anhasrthey se defn wae eit tn an thar st stdrethen
7 based on the protective order agreements that we've entered into as his defense.

8 The FBI interview does, according to both our reading, as well as thatof the AUSA

9 for the DOJ that is handling this, falls into this sensitive category, and we cannot hand

10 that over at this time, respectfully.

wo EE ocor erect ink ourussions ewer to
12 pursue and get no objection from DOJ or the court, would you have an objection to

5 rondngthatious?
1a Mr. Bight, That interview we would not have an objection to, no,J

15 Mr. Linder. Yes.

wo IE eco
u The ines, 1 object the suman that they mtd ou, whith bare
18 mischaracterization of what | said.

19 Mr. Linder. Correct.

© WKS, Atewand sd te mary, Star, Wawosgive the
21 the seus transrpt ofthe fll meting not the 302.
2 SR
23 The Witness. Goodtogo. Thank you.

_Ee
25 The Witness. And just to clarify -- pardon. But just to clarify again, | also had
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1 significant Fifth Amendment concerns, because | knew | was under investigation because

2 they had taken my phone with a subpoena, and they were running around the country

3 inne Ouhime abating Samsun Solbreulusedhsstyalsr
o erminalinvestigation.
$ I also had concerns, significant concerns, even prior to being indicted. 1 still lean

SARESTOseiE. EARSREI
7 my head at the time as well. Mr. Moseley and | were discussing that, and that's what

8 we were sorting through about whether | could and what | could respond with without

9 worrying about incriminating myself, and that's all of what we were doing before | was.

10 indicted.

12 Q similarly, barring any objections from the court or DOJ, are you willing to

13 share with the select committee copies of any records that you submitted to the

10 Departmentof ustce?
15 Mr. Bright. We would be, barring objections.

16 Io.ouldbeviling?

uv EEE Ard let me cariyfor the record. | know that before Mr. Rhodes’
18 indictment, Mr. Moseley and | had spoken, and it was our understanding that there was

19 some category of documents that Mr. Rhodes had providedto the FBI that because of

20 that provision, Mr. Rhodes believed were no longer subject to: ith Amendment
2 objection.

2 And if you're willing to, we would like to understand what the general categories

23 of information were that were within those documents, and whether or not those

22 documents, becausethe information --

25 Mr. Linder. Hold on. She froze.
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1 Jon, you're muted.

2 Mr. Moseley. Yeah. If | could explain or if you could explain, whichever takes

3 lesstime.

a wr. Linder. [SNare you still there? You're frozen on my screen.

5 EEE she is frozen.

6 Mr. Linder. I'm about to be frozen here in Dallas, but that's okay.

7 Mr. Bright. You might be not a bad stepmom. You just have bad internet

5 Mr. Moseley. So mean, Stewart, do you want to explain

9 Mr. Linder. No,we'll doit.

10 Mr. Moseley. Recording stopped?

1 Okay. If you want to say what you gave them in May of 2021 just | think would

12 behelpful.

13 The Witness. Well, they -- goahead, Mr. Linder.

1a Mr. Linder. Let me address that.

© [EE ooo vy internet went out for sbout 60 seconds. Iwas

17 basically saying if you could describe the kinds of documents that Mr. Rhodes provided

18 and explain whether they are subject to the nondisclosure order, given that unlike the

19 transcripts, they would have existed independent from the investigation.

20 Mr. Linder. My understanding with Mr. Rhodes is that at the meeting in

21 May he had two meetings, one on May 3rd and one 3 weeks ater. And the subject of

22 those meetings was to interview him, whichthey didfor about 2 hours, which produced a

23 transcript which is part of this protective order, which if all an get it, we don't have any

24 objection to you having it.

2s The other partof the interview was for them to get his phone and download his
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1 phone, and then 3 weeks later they returned it. We haven't been provided all of that
2 datayet, but the basis of that was to get instant messaging information, chats, things ike
3 that. The FBI has thatin their custody. They wil produce it for pretrial discovery
4 upcoming, but that's also a subject of the protective order. But if yall work something
Sout with DOJ, then let us know and we'll addressthat.
5 Mr. Moseley. All right. Most of the data on the Smartphone which he
7 surrendered fora period of time, got back, but then they ve got it again now, so while it
& would have existed without the investigation, we don't currently have it.
0 Now, we talked about 1 think the things we talked about, i | recall, were things

10 that you might be able to retrieve, and think that that is something that we will look at
11 in terms of ~ you know, some of which you already addressed, in terms of the
12 organization's bylaws and things like that, and some of the Snapchats to try to scare up
13 from different members who may have and that sort of thing.
1 Sol don't I mean, | don't know that Mr. Rhodes provided any paper documents
15 or anything to the FBI, but we might be able to retrieve things in the name of the
16 organization.
7 The Witness. Just my phone. They took my phone, and then they interviewed
18 me,andthatsit. Then, ike Mr. Linder said, 3 weeks ater the agent from Dallas called
19 me and said, Okay, we're done with your phone. You can come meet me, and ll give it
20 backtoyou. Thatwasit.
2 So there was no second meeting, other thanjust meeting inthe parking lot and
22 getting my phone back, but that's
2 I cot Ave there other categories or documents that might be
20 responsive to our request that you would continue to have access to, like, your email or if
25 you have a Google driveoran Cloud or anything where you have an account that you can
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1 loginto online that's just yoursor just the Oath Keepers? We've been communicating

2 witvyoust oroEI 1 cc vo v0 hove s Gmail
3 account, for example, that might have responsive documents that you might -
a The Witness. | don't even have access to that because | don't have my phone. |

5 havea two-step authorization that goes to my phone, and | don't have my phone back
6 yet. Imean, itwould be a whole lot easier to comply with anydocument if | had my

7 phone back, so — because everything we did was predominantly on my phone, you know

8 what! mean, sol don't really have any documents to give you.
5 I co he se or any other documents that you might have

10 inthe coud?
1 The Witness. What cloud?

3 Mr. Moseley. Or lke
1 The Witness. I'm sorry.
ss EEcooson
1 Mr. Moseley. I'm saying or like that think she said previously.
w The Witness. Yeah. I'm nota techy,so | mean

1s |] S01by cloud, | mean — | don't know if you're an Android user or an

19 iphone user.
20 The Witness. iPhone.

21 I ron. soa lot of people have an iCloud account that is

22 associated with their iPhone that automatically backs up, you know, their texts or their

23 emails or things of that nature, and that ives in the cloud. ~ And you could sign into it

24 from your account and get it even without your phone or, for example, with your Google
25 account, you might have a Google drive that stores documents, things lie that
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1 The Witness. No,| don't think| used Google drive for anything. If did, it was

2 something] set up and never used. | thinkfor the cloud I don't think | ever backed up.

3 myphonein quite along time. So they tookit backin May. Since | got it back, only

4 usedit that phone | only used just to talk to friends and family. 1 bought another

5 phone that used for Oath Keeper business. They also took that phone when they came

6 and got me,you know, a month ago, so

7 Io:
8 The Witness. Now there's two phones at issue. One is my old [[llnumber that

9 Iwasusingfor bothpersonal andOathKeepersthat they took in May. Whengotit

10 back, Ino longer trusted that phone, frankly. So gota new - of course, law ~ let me

11 putitthisway: We picked another phone for me to use for business, and | separated

12 business and personal, and | kept an Oath Keeper phane, a new phone, which they also

13 tookwhen they arrested me.

1 EE Go

15 The Witness. So | wouldn't be in a capacity right now to get any documents of

16 anykind, period.

7 |[EE
18 wr. Moseley. And,JEM think 1 said that1 did get some chat

19 screenshots from one of the individual Oath Keepers, and I think the criminal defense

20 team would have to lookatthat.

2 The Witness. If get my phone back, every chat I've ever been on is sill on

20 there, but we just don't have access to it right now.

2 Mr. Linder. The issue is - well, one, you don't have access tot. Two, until we

24 have some definition from DOJ, alofthe electronic communications that were on your

25 phone, and that's even if you have a screenshot of something, Mr. Moseley, all of that is



1 subject to this protective order we're under, | believe.

2 Mr. Moseley. | don't know. | mean -- but she's asking -- | think they're asking.

8 But the other question from you is more are there documents that don't live on

9 your phone that you would have access to that are relevant? Because my

10 understandingis that what DOJ confiscated was the phone. Like, | know I've got all sorts

12 But | think we understand in the record that Mr. Rhodes does not use any other

13 devices that would have those kinds of documents, and to the extent that he does, they

15 | believe that's an accurate recitation of what you said, Mr. Rhodes. Is that right?

18 that he could produce that are not --

23 documents about Oath Keepers as an organization, not about you personally, who might

24 be able to facilitate that to make it easier on you and your counsel, not trying to have to
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1 The Witness. Well I still have - even with all of that, because I'm being indicted,
2 1 have serious fifth Amendment concerns about that. So let my counsel address it.
3 Mr. Linder, Another thing, thosearethingsthat we canlook at, ofcourse.

. EE
s Mr. Linder. And we did agree in the beginning to provide you a lst, |
6 guess and, Mr. Moseley, correct me f Im wrong -of, | guess, board membersor

7 officers, whoever it was once we were done with this. So that may help facilitate it

8 1 want yal to understand, though, that my understanding and correct meif fm
9 wrong, Stewart - the Oath Keepers doesn't have, ike, a home office with a fle cabinet

10 and everything init. Stuffkind of ives on your phone.
1 The Witness. Yes.

2 Mr. Linder. There's a P.O. Box in Granbury that we think the FBI raided because

13 theytookallyour guns, or whatever. They took all your property when they arrested
14 you and took your phone. So you don't really have anything anymore. Andother than

15 some officers that kind of communicate for you or with you, there's not a home office per

16 sewitha cache of documents.
w The Witness. No.

1 Ivc: Andi vias not expecting that, to be clear. But | know, for

19 example, archived versions of the web page direct people to send things sometimes to
20 thatP.0.Box. | don't know what happens to documents that go there.

n The Witness. They're not documents. They're donationsor applications for
22 membership. | mean, do you consider do you want the applications for membership?

2 wouldnt
2 |] If there is any information on there that's responsive to the

25 questions we asked, | think there was some questions about trying to understand the
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1 breakdown of membership in terms of military folks or things of that nature, andif you've:

2 got, you know, a stashof DD 214s, that might help explain someofthat stuff.
3 The Witness. We don't. We don't - they can send them in if they wan to

4 Some do; some don't. But like | said before, we usually defer that to our State leaders

5 andlocal leaders to do the vetting, and ask for the production of D 214s because a lt of
6 guys~I couldn't get my D 214 right now,

8 The Witness. You know, I'm going through a divorce and don't know where it
9 is. Itjust disappeared down the memory hole. So

10 I cen.

1 The Witness. ~~ would assume a ot of veterans, they just don't have them right

12 away, sowe don't mandate them.

13 Icoo

1 And with regardsto - Mr. Linder, you didsayearlier that you would give usa lst

15 of board members or officers. But if there are people who are not board members or

16 officers but might be able to help facilitate getting organizational documents, lke, | don't
17 know,ifthere's someone who helps manage membership roles who's not technically an

18 officer, if there's anybody like that, we're open to talking about that to help relieve the
19 burden on Mr, Rhodes here.

21 yourcounsel could provide us with any phone numbers or emails addresses that you use
22 inyour capacity as - inyouroffical capacity as president of the Oath Keepers. So you
23 talked about a phone number that was partially Oath Keepers and then partially personal

24 before you separated those.
2 Mr. Linder, This let me stop. That's a great question. | don't know if that's
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1 protected under the protectiveorder or not since they seized his electronic

2 communications. If you can get permission from -- we would have no objection to

3 providing that as long as DOJ permitted that. But since the electronic mediais kind of

4 what they seized, think that may be included in a protective order that we signed.

5 [I Urcvstoo. Butjust like the phone number itself or the email

6 addressitself?

7 Mr. Linder. 1 don't know. 1 just know that Kathryn Rakoczy got on the phone

8 with us yesterday, with Mr. Moseley and I, and said, Hey, look, y'all don't violate this

9 protective order when you're in there and this. So they're going to monitor this, so

10 don't know what all shewants to includeinthat.

uw EE oe
2 Mr. Linder. Butif you want to reach out to her there in D.C.,if you know her, or

13 DOJand they give permission for the scope of this hearing, we don't have a problem with

1 that

15 | Understood. | do not know her, but | appreciate the dilemma

16 youallarein

FY And thank you so muchfor answering these questions, and |think we just have:

18 one short category, hopeful, left forINEMto cover, and hopefully we can get

19 that done in the next 10 minutes or so and let you guys go.

20 Mr. Moseley. Can |justclarify that the screenshots that | was able to collect

21 from members are about the time period of the election and events, so | would like to run

22 them past Phil Linder. But other than that, | think everything you have saidi as we said.

2 |] Understood. And | think part of the reason we were asking about

24 documents that have already been turned over to the FBI was in the hopes that that

25 would not be something that would cause you Fifth Amendment concerns



3 wir. Linder, Thank vou,INN

. co. I
5 Canwe pull upexhibit 23?

‘ I

8 description says that it's a letter submitted by your attorneys to The Gateway Pundit.

12 A I haven't read it yet. It's kind of hard to recognize it. Let me see. Um --

13 Q So scroll down, please.

15 Q Okay. So you wrote it or authorized it?

va ow
18 A They edited after|wrote my statement, and then they edited and added

19 some of their thoughts. | haven't read the final product yet, though.

23 describing his actions on January Sth and 6th and in the lead-up.



1 Mr. Linder. Well, one, the main part of that is itis a non-sworn statement. It is

2 aletter. Itis basically like an open letter. This is a sworn deposition that could be

4 a prior sworn statement. So there's a vast difference in someone just putting out a

5 letter versus giving sworn testimony.

8 Mr. Linder. Correct.

. Isting regarding thesame opis?
10 Mr. Linder. Correct. Had that been a sworn affidavit for another proceeding,

12 publication, and it's not sworn or anything else. So it is a different — it's much different

13 than being under oath.

15 sworn, and | understand why you're saying that for the legal distinction. But are you

16 intending to imply that there's non-true information in that letter?

18 situation. In a criminal court, they could -- they would not be able to impeach him with

19 that letter because it's a non-sworn letter. If it was a sworn affidavit, they could

20 impeach him if he tried to testify in a criminal case. They cannot do that with a letter.

2a And so it is a verydifferent -- the point you're making istrue that, Hey, it may be a

23 statement by him. It's a compilation of ideas. Part of it is his; part of it other people's
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1 I novosnr to this base on wht ou ust si, bk
2 would you be willing to have Mr. Rhodes read this final version and confirm for us

3 whether tis a true understanding of his - whether it’s accurate to his understanding of

4 the events that are recapped in that letter?

5 Mr. Linder. | would object under the Fifth Amendment. This goes

6 directly -- because then he's under oath commenting on i, and | don't want that to be

7 usedinourtrial. We don't know if he'l testify at trial or not, and if he does, you know,

8 we would ike him to be free to testify about stuff then without having a statement of this

9 being used to try to impeach him. So | would object under the Fifth Amendment.

10 IE so: siichtly different question. Would Mr. Rhodes would you

11 bewiling tolet Mr. Rhodes talk about these events or speak to this letter ifwe had an

12 offthe-record proceedings to talk about that?

13 Mr. Linder. Potentially. We would have to discuss the rules regarding that,

1 sure

15 |re
16 Allright. Thankyou. |believethat's all have.

1 EE het vou

19 Wecantake theexhibit down.

20 The Witness. Yeah, I started reading that final. | didn't read the final.

2 Jccco one ast check and see if there areother staff who have
22 questions atthispoint.

2 Mr. Bright. Lookslike they'reall gone.

2 I oieto sav, jus or the record, to express our appreciation

25 foryouall hanging in there with us today and testifying, to the extent of your ability and
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1 being - working with us on how to keep this going and be productive about this. And

2 I'mlooking forward to working with you all more to see if there'sotherways that we can

3 continue towork togetheron this.

a Mr. Linder. |]we appreciate yal’, you know, politeness and all

5 today. Yallhave been great to work with. [Il has been great the last week

6 we've been dealing with him. So thank you very much for conducting in a very

7 professionaland casual way. | appreciate t.

5 And like Mr. Rhodes said, he wanted to cooperate before until he got indicted,
9 and soit kind of puts him ina different position, but we will work with yall in whichever

10 way we can make it work going forward.

1 Mr. Bright. | would like to reiterate, if | may, what Mr. Linder said. Thank you

12 foryourtime. Appreciate the professional courtesies. |JEE=<vo or

13 getting some ideas together to shorten up what would have been a bit longer. He's not

14 on here anymore, but | would say I'msorry to Mr. Raskin for slapping him around earlier a

15 lite bit. It'snot--it's my nature. |apologize. Iwas

I" Icoc ves feisty conversation. Dorit wry
FY Mr. Bright. Hey, you know what, we're in the right room then because it's

1 IIcstump in and say 1, too, appreciate the way you

19 all have approached this. | understand the Fifth Amendment box that you're in.

20 1 just want to be clear that we are not shoulder to shoulder with the Justice

21 Department. Thisisa fundamentally separate process. They do their thing, and we do

22 ours. Theyre focused on people. We're focused on a story and a narrative.

2 Mr. Linder. 1 understand.

u ooocomponent
25 Sol don'twant yall to think that speaking to one is speaking to the other, or vice versa,
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1 because they're just fundamentally separate.

2 Mr. right, No, we do understand that, and we appreciate the difference. |
3 livedupinD.C.forawhile. | worked upon the Hil. did some legislative hearings,

4 admittedly, in'91, so1's been a while.

s But, no, thank you for the collegial forum that you have offered today. | really
6 appreciate you guysworking with us. Please maintain contact with us if there's anything

7 further moving forward that you need.

8 Mr. Moseley. | want to agree with al that and just say that Kathryn Rakoczy, the
9 Assistant US. Attorney, she doesn't bite. She's very nice to talk to, and| have told many

10 people that scheduling this rescheduling this and postponing it to today, clearly, there
11 was no coordination. And, you know, Ive made that point in your favor about how it's

12 been handied above board as far as that goes. So | appreciate that.

1 Rooseve fer ince vo 3 on she pecood efor we oat
15 off, butl think i's onlya couple of sentences.

© rr.
w Mr. Linder, One thing before he does that, just as we get into these next few

18 days, we're having really bad weather here. [EBM coc: reve my cet phone

19 number. If something came up and someone wanted to reach me and we were

20 unresponsive to email, he would make my cell phone available for mited purposes. |
2 keepitwith me all the time.

2 wrgrit, And,[JJ covou rave mineaswer itp ana

23 communicate constantly. If you want, | could give it to you right now.

2 |]Whydon'twe

2 Mr. Bright, Or off the record. ~ We don't need~ it's on my business card, so al
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1 myclients have it anyway. | think it's on my website, so

2 Ihots fair. |didn'tthinkyou wanted it in the Congressional

3 Record

5 thenwe can share that information.

5 Mr. Bright, Yes, ma'am.

7 Iayou, everyone.

8 The magic words, so because Mr. Rhodes has asserted the Fifth Amendment as a

9 basis to answer some of the select committee's questions taday, we will now close the

10 record on the deposition because the select committee has to determine the appropriate

11 course of action moving forward on those objections,

2 Mr. Rhodes, Mr. Moseley, and Mr. Linder, and Mr. Bright, thank you very much for

13 yourtime today.

14 And hearing no additional questions or concerns from staff or members, the

15 deposition will stand in recess, subject to the cal of the chair

16 And we willgo off the record at 4:21 p.m. Eastern.

7 (Whereupon, at 4:21 p.m., the deposition was recessed, subject to the call of the

18 chair]
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